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iv ABSTRACT
Abstract
This work describes two approaches for the extraction of quantitative information on the
degree of surface heterogeneity at the subpixel scale of optical remote sensing data
The 	rst approach is a lookuptable based inversion scheme where the spectral reectances
of realistically modelled threedimensional vegetation canopies are precomputed for a variety
of atmospheric optical depths and subsequently compared against actual satellite observations
under identical conditions of observation and illumination An optimal solution is selected from
amongst the set of prede	ned surface type candidates using criteria such as temporal consis
tency and required accuracy as de	ned by the di
erence between the simulated and measured
reectances An exhaustive characterization of the surface heterogeneity at the subpixel scale
can subsequently be derived from the imposed set of optical and structural surface properties
A series of multiscale assessments concerning the radiative uniqueness of structurally heteroge
neous surface types lead to the conjecture that structurally homogeneous surface representations
will generally be capable of explaining the measured angular and spectral reectance data at
least over some range of spatial resolutions
The second approach is based on quantifying the shape of the spectral reectance 	eld
using the modi	ed Minnaert function parameter k in the parametric RPV model of Rahman
et al a Values of k   refer to bowlshaped reectance anisotropy patterns which
may be indicative of optically thick D leaf canopies for example Values of k   refer
to bellshaped anisotropy patterns that may occur for both structurally homogeneous and
heterogeneous vegetation canopies if their dominant structures are dark vertically oriented
suciently opaque and sparsely distributed over a relatively brighter background surface Bell
shaped reectance anisotropy patterns are most likely to occur in the red spectral band They
are spatial resolution dependent and vary with the degree of soil brightness Variations of k as a
function of the solar zenith angle were shown to characterize the preferred vertical orientation of
the dominant structures in spatially homogeneous leaf canopies ie the leaf normal distribution
Finally it is shown that vegetation canopy structure may be characterized in the small scale limit
by statistical measures such as nonstationarity hH

i and intermittency hC

i exponents using
an ensemble of canopy height transects of di
erent orientations and origins More importantly
however surface types with a bellshaped reectance 	eld in the red are documented to form
clusters with illumination dependent sizes in hH

i hC

i space
In essence this thesis shows that information on the structure of vegetation canopies can
be derived from satellite remote sensing data provided such measurements are acquired as
a function of observation angles The recent availability of multiangular instruments such as
MISR permitted to evaluate the feasibility of these approaches and the validity of the associated
concepts These results in turn will lead to improved land cover classi	cations and innovative
designs for future Earth Observation instruments
Keywords BRDF Heterogeneity Spatial Resolution
vResume
Ce travail presente le developpement et lutilisation de deux approches pour quanti	er le
degre dheterogeneite intrapixel des surfaces terrestres a partir de donnees de teledetection
spatiale
La premiere approche utilise une technique dinversion qui consiste a comparer les donnees
mesurees par un satellite avec celles contenues dans une table de recherche pour les memes con
ditions geometriques de mesures La table contient les valeurs modelisees de champs radiatifs
emergeant du systeme couple vegetationatmosphere dans le cas de plusieurs types datmosphere
et de couverts vegetaux Les reectances spectrales sont modelisees de maniere realiste puisque
que le transfert radiatif dans les couverts vegetaux est represente selon les trois dimensions de
lespace Parmi les milieux geophysiques possibles proposes dans la table une solution prob
able est selectionnee grace a des criteres de convergence tels que la coherence temporelle et
un niveau dincertitude qui peut etre de	ni par une valeur minimale de di
erence entre les
reectances modelisees et celles mesurees Une caracterisation complete de lheterogeneite intra
pixel de surface peut etre deduite a partir de criteres imposes sur les proprietes de structure
et optiques des surfaces Une serie detudes portant sur lestimation de lunicite de di
erents
types dheterogeneite de structure de surface est conduite a plusieurs echelles spatiales et mon
tre que la modelisation radiative de surfaces terrestres homogenes est generalement capable de
representer les mesures spectrales et angulaires de reectance au moins pour un eventail donne
de resolution spatiale
La seconde approche est basee sur letude de la forme de la courbe de la reectance en
fonction des angles dobservation qui represente les proprietes danisotropie radiatives On
utilise le parametre k de la fonction modi	ee de Minnaert incluse dans le modele parametrique
RPV develope par Rahman et al  pour quanti	er le degre dheterogeneite intrapixel des
surfaces terrestres Une valeur de k   se refere a une courbe en cratere les bords incurves
vers le haut qui est indicative dune representation radiative D des couverts vegetaux La
valeur de k   se refere a la courbe en cloche les bords incurves vers le bas qui correspond
soit a une structure homogene soit a une structure heterogene dun couvert vegetal a condition
que ses objets presentent une structure erectophile susamment sombres et opaques et avec
une distribution clairesemee sur une surface relativement plus brillante De telles conditions
se produisent la plupart du temps dans la bande rouge du spectre solaire Elles dependent de
la resolution spatiale et varient avec la brillance du sol sousjacent Dans un premier temps
une etude est menee sur les variations des valeurs de k en fonction de langle zenithal solaire
pour caracteriser lorientation principale des feuilles dans les canopees homogenes cestadire
la distribution normale des feuilles Dans un deuxieme temps on montre que la structure des
couverts vegetaux peut etre caracterisee par des statistiques decrivant la nonstationnarite hH

i
et lintermittance hC

i Finalement le plus important est la documentation de lorganisation
des types de surfaces avec des proprietes danisotropie k   dans le repere hH

i hC

i pour
la bande rouge du spectre solaire
Lessentiel de ce manuscript montre que linformation sur la structure des couverts vegetaux
peut etre derivee a partir de donnees multiangulaires de teledetection spatiale La disponibilite
recente dinstruments multiangulaires tel que MISR permet devaluer les performances de ces
deux approches et la validite des concepts qui leur sont associes Ces resultats vont a la fois
permettre dameliorer les cartes doccupation du sol et surtout aider a lelaboration innovatrice
de futurs instruments dobservation de la Terre
Motcles BRDF Heterogen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Chapter 
Outline of the Thesis
Anthropogenic activities are suspected to be responsible of many environmental degradation
and climatic change processes Any attempt at quantifying the nature extend and dynamics
of these processes or enforcing supervising and controlling international regulations for their
reversal must rely on both an accurate understanding of the mechanisms involved and a set
of tools to monitor continuously and repetitively the Earths surface This monitoring activity
is necessary to evaluate the nature location duration and intensity of the problem as well as
to assess the e
ectiveness of any measure that is taken to address this issue Clearly the data
acquisition must occur at spatial scales and resolutions appropriate for the task at hand In
many cases satellite remote sensing constitutes the sole coste
ective source of data suitable
for the generation of the required information assuming the proper interpretation models do
exist Of particular interest in this context are the exchanges of water energy and carbon at
the interface between the biosphere and atmosphere Physically based radiation transfer models
can be applied to the extraction of quantitative information on the state of the environment
from optical remote sensing data Such information in turn may be used to specify initial
and boundary conditions in general circulation global climate and soilvegetationatmosphere
transfer models amongst others There is an increasing demand for high resolution information
on vegetation structure and composition whether this is to satisfy national forest inventory
requirements landscape management habitat studies carbon and nutrient cycling or biogeo
chemical modelling eg Asner et al  or Tomppo  It is commonly accepted that
vegetation structure and its intrinsic dynamics can have a profound e
ect on ecosystem produc
tivity a key variable in understanding the vegetation response to climate change Shugart 
Until recently the characterization of surface properties from optical remote sensing data was
often based on simple linear combinations of radiometric values spectral indices unsupervised
classi	cation techniques of single multitemporal andor multisensor data or metrics derived
thereof as well as spectral unmixing the use of expert knowledge and a wide variety of ancillary
validation data However with the recent availability of several quasisimultaneous multispec
tral and multiangular instruments like the AlongTrack Scanning Radiometer ATSR the
Polarization and Directionality of the Earths Reectances POLDER and the Multiangle Imag
ing SpectroRadiometer MISR the accuracy and reliability of commonly retrieved information
can be substantially improved These instruments further o
er new and unique opportunities
to quantify the spatial structure at the level of the individual pixel This is the major aim of
this research namely to extract reliable quantitative information on the subpixelheterogeneity
of the environment from optical remote sensing data
This thesis is organised in three main parts The 	rst one is dedicated to the description of
the formal constraints on using Earth observation data for the quantitative extraction of terres

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trial surface properties Chapter  introduces the rationale behind the usage of physicallybased
radiation transfer models in the analysis of optical remote sensing data Chapter  presents
two such state of the art radiation transfer models in detail and documents their performances
when compared to several other models during the RAdiation transfer Model Intercomparison
RAMI exercise The second part of the thesis is dedicated to the retrieval of reliable quanti
tative canopy information from optical remote sensing measurements Chapter  presents the
various issues that are related to classical and lookuptable LUT based inversion methods
with speci	c emphasis on the discrimination of the prede	ned structurally heterogeneous sur
face type solutions in the latter approach Annex A applies a LUTbased inversion method to
the identi	cation and characterization of boreal conifer forests in northern Europe Chapter 
investigates the ranges of applicability of such a D inversion scheme by documenting the
scale dependent radiative separability of structurally homogeneous and heterogeneous canopy
representations Finally the third part of this thesis is dedicated to the establishment of a link
between the information contained within the angular shape of the spectral reectance 	eld
and the structural aspects of the vegetation canopies that gave rise to these radiative signatures
Chapter  introduces the RPV model parameter k as a means to quantify one important aspect of
the reectance anisotropy shape and documents how this parameter varies with the structural
optical and illumination conditions for homogeneous leaf canopies Annex C provides a simi
lar description for structurally heterogeneous vegetation canopies and establishes a qualitative
link between the values of the k parameter and the degree of surface heterogeneity within the
observed pixel Finally in chapter  and annex D a quantitative characterization of the vege
tation structure is proposed and subsequently related to the measured values of the reectance
anisotropy indicator k in the red spectral domain
Overall this work documents the feasibility of extracting quantitative information on the
structural organisation of vegetation canopies at the scale of individual pixels using multiangular
satellite remote sensing data The 	ndings are suited for improving existing land cover classi	
cation approaches and for providing new directions in the design of future Earth Observation
strategies
Chapter 
Remote Sensing of the Biosphere
This chapter provides an overview of the various issues relating to the accurate and reliable
retrieval of information about the state of the terrestrial surface from remote sensing obser
vations Section  introduces the formal constraints on using Earth observation data for the
quantitative extraction of terrestrial surface parameters section  describes the radiative char
acteristics of the various signal contributing elements within the atmospherebiosphere radiative
system and section  introduces the rationale behind the usage of physicallybased radiation
transfer models in the analysis of optical remote sensing data
 Prerequisites for the extraction of quantitative information
from remote sensing data
Observation of land surfaces from space began formally with the launch of LANDSAT in


 A large variety of satellite instruments with di
erent scienti	c objectives spatial spectral
and temporal resolutions have been operated since In order for calibrated remotely sensed
measurements to qualify as a basis for the extraction of accurate and reliable information about
the state of a speci	c terrestrial target three general conditions have to be satis	ed Verstraete
and Pinty  
 a signal must have been transmitted from the target to the detector
 the measurable characteristics of this signal must depend on the properties of the
target of interest
 the signal must not be perturbed by other processes to such an extent that the
information carried about the target of interest is irretrievable
To detect the contribution of the target property within the measured signal an optimal
observation strategy needs to be elaborated This can be best achieved using validated quanti
tative radiation transfer RT models capable of simulating all relevant processes in the various
intervening media between the original source of radiation and the detector optics of a space
borne radiometer Apart from identifying optimal observation and illumination geometries for
speci	c wavelengths and exhaustive lists of naturally occurring and explicitly described geo
physical scenarios such models actually allow to designate those variables that are directly

Although LANDSAT originally called Earth Resource Technology Satellite ERTS was the rst satellite
designed to provide near global coverage at relatively high resolution and on a regular and predictable basis it was
the Television InfraRed Observation Satellite TIROSlaunched on st April 	
that actually delivered
the rst series of cloud cover images of the Earth

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responsible and therefor also retrievable from remote sensing observations Given the existence
of ecient inversion procedures the latter information thus allows to envisage the necessity of
additional sources of information models andor auxiliary data to relate one or more of the so
retrievable radiation transfer state variables to the target properties of interest
 Optical remote sensing of terrestrial surfaces
The sun is the only signi	cant source of radiation for passive remote sensing in the visible 
  m and infrared    m spectral regions Nevertheless prior to asserting the
appropriateness of optical remote sensing measurements to partake in the identi	cation and
characterization process of terrestrial surfaces evidence for the validity of the three statements
in section  is required Initially this involves the determination and understanding of the
various processes within the atmospherebiosphere radiative system that are capable of altering
the statistical properties of the incident electromagnetic radiation Ultimately however it will
be the combinations and cooccurrences of these interactions that determine in conjunction
with the capabilities of the spaceborne instrument and the conditions of observation whether
a quantitative assessment of the target property of interest from remotely sensed datastrings is
indeed a meaningful proposition
   Atmospheric signal transmission
A terrestrial target may only be observable by a spaceborne sensor if it scatters radiation in
the appropriate wavelengths and directions to the observing instrument In the absence of
emission this requires it  to be well irradiated by some external light source and  to de
viate a sucient fraction of this incident radiation directly into the 	eldofview FOV of the
spaceborne radiometer Irrespective of these requirements however it is the opacity of the
overlying atmosphere at the time of measurement that determines whether or not a surface
reected energy stream actually illuminates the detector optics of a spaceborne instrument
By the same token it is the transmission of solar radiation through the atmosphere that con
stitutes either directly or through varying degrees of scattering interactions the sole source
of incident radiation at the Earths surface The reection of this incident radiation on the
other hand is dependent on a variety of factors like the spectral and geometrical properties
of the terrestrial target the conditions of observation and illumination and ultimately also the
space sensor characteristics which will be discussed in more detail in subsections  and 
The total ux density of incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere TOA which
is also known as the total solar irradiance at the TOA varies in accordance with the annual
change in the EarthSun distance the  year solar sunspot cycle and the  day rotation period
of the sun Froehlich and Lean  The spectral distribution of this extraatmospheric solar
irradiance is largely in agreement with that predicted by Plancks law for a blackbody of 
K that is half of its energy lies within the visible part of the solar spectrum The selective
opacity of the atmosphere however allows only a fraction of this incident radiation to pass
through it and reach the Earths surface Absorption by various atmospheric constituents most
notably water vapor CO

and O

 result in substantial losses of energy at some wavelengths
whilst at others the atmosphere remainswith the exception of scattering processesvirtually
transparent to the incoming radiation see Figure  These latter spectral intervalswhich
include most of the visible and nearinfraredde	ne the wavelength regimes within which the
Earths surface may e
ectively be observed from space
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Figure  The visible to middleinfrared part of the standard solar irradiance spectrum of
Wehrli 	
 at the top of the atmosphere black together with solar irradiance measure
ments at the terrestrial surface for clear blue and cloudy brown days recorded at similar
solar zenith angles courtesy of Analytical Spectral Devices Inc  httpwwwasdicom
Some major atmospheric absorption bands are indicated
Under clear sky conditions it is primarily the scattering of solar radiation by gaseous liq
uid and solid atmospheric constituents that a
ects the intensity and polarization of radiation
impinging upon the Earths surface The amount of radiation scattered whilst traversing the
atmosphere depends largely on its wavelength the distance traveled within the media and the
concentration and size distribution of the atmospheric gases aerosols and cloud droplets along
its path Three major scattering regimes are of importance here Rayleigh scattering Mie
scattering and Nonselective scattering
 Rayleigh scattering occurs when particles are very small compared to the wavelength of the
radiation The e
ect of Rayleigh scattering is inversely proportional to the fourth power
of the wavelength proportional to the density of the air and results in equipartitioned
forward and backscattering components
 Mie scattering is de	ned for spherical scatterers of comparable dimensions to the wave
length of the colliding radiation The e
ect of Mie scattering is to redistributes the exiting
ray paths preferentially along the forward direction
 Nonselective scattering occurs when the particles are much larger than the wavelength of
the colliding radiation Nonselective scattering a
ects all wavelengths about equally
Atmospheric attenuation is typically of the order of  at  m and  at  m
Tanre et al  however cloud cover can signi	cantly reduce the passage of light e
ectively
absorbing and redirecting large fractions of it compare with Figure  Hence the directionality
of the incident radiation at the Earths surface is commonly decomposed into a direct and a
di
use component
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    Target specic signal modulations
For remote sensing observations to yield quanti	able information about the state of a terrestrial
target the latter must lie at the origin of some measurable characteristics in the energy ux
collected by one or more detectors on board of an Earthorbiting satellite More speci	cally the
target must possess at least some properties that are capable of modulating the exiting radiation
in a dominant and preferably unique manner with respect to the energy 	elds emanating from
other nearby objects in the directions and wavelengths of observation In the visible and
nearinfrared NIR regions of the solar spectrum three di
erent types of target properties may
give rise to such characteristic behavior spectral directional and polarizational signatures
Spectral properties of some terrestrial surfaces
Laboratory and 	eld measured reectance spectra

 in general relate to biconical reectances
at successive wavelengths
 Typical reectance spectra of soils exhibit an almost monotonical increase in the visible
and NIR with two major water absorption bands showing around  m  and 
m see Figure  Moisture content is one of the main factors a
ecting the overall
reectance level of bare soils although the chemical and physical properties of their com
ponents their texture surface roughness as well as organic matter and ironoxide content
also play a role eg Hunt and Salisbury  Stoner and Baumgardner  For any
speci	c wavelength in general wetter soils appear darker whereas organic matter iron
oxide content and small particle sizes tend to increase the reectance The latter however
is not so straightforward since in the 	eld it is the aggregate size or roughnesswhich
may change over a small time frame due to tillage soil erosion eolian accumulation or
physical crust formationthat is important in altering the soil spectra eg Cierniewski
 Jackson et al 
 Although the spectrally integrated value may vary the general shape of the reectance
spectra for green leaves is similar for all species Gates et al  Foliar absorption
dominates the visible part of the solar spectrum whereas strong reection and transmis
sion values characterize the NIR Living leaves reect less than  in the visible due to
the fact that most of the incident radiation interacts with the internal leaf components
and structures where it is strongly absorbed by chlorophyll and other pigments espe
cially in the blue and red wavelengths Knipling  Approximately half of the total
reectance in the visible originates from the surface of the leaf although this is dependent
on the actual leaf surface characteristics and the angle of incidence Gates et al 
Around  nm lies a sharp increase in the leaf reectance and transmission values that
remain almost constant thereafter until about  nm see Figure  This reectance
and transmittance plateau    originates from multiple reections within the internal
leaf structure caused by di
erent refractive indices of the cell walls and intercellular cavi
ties Only  of the incident radiation is absorbed in the NIR primarily by H

O cellulose
and other carbon based compounds Gaussman  Leaf maturity tends to increase
the visible reectance whereas that of the NIR is reduced Guyot  Various other
kinds of stresses like the availability of nutrients or the salinity level may also a
ect the
reectance properties of leaves In the middle infrared water content dominates the leaf

Reectance dimensionless is dened as the ratio of some specied portion of the reected ux to the incident
ux More precisely the reectance must be qualied by two adjectives hemispherical conical or directional
to indicate how the incident and collected uxes are distributed ie over the entire hemisphere a nite solid
angle less than   steradian or else conned to essentially one direction Judd 	
 and Nicodemus et al 	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absorption   and  m
 The reectance spectrum of snow depends on the intrinsic properties of the snow itself
that is the geometry of its grains the liquid water inclusions as well as the solid and solu
ble impurities In general snow reectance decreases with age impurities grain size and
melting conditions at all wavelengths Nolin and Liang  The reectance of water
is of the order of  in the visible and slightly less in the NIR continuously decreasing
thereafter until absorption is essentially complete Shallow or turbid waters however are
altered by the spectral properties of their underlying or suspended materials
H  O2
2H  O
Visible Middle Infrared
Bright Soil
Green Leaf
Dark Soil
Medium Soil
Brown Leaf
Chlorophyll
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Figure  The reectance spectra of bright light grey medium dark grey and dark
black soils Price 
 together with that of live green and dry brown leaves in the
visible and infrared generated with PROSPECT Jacquemoud and Baret   Some major
absorption bands are indicated
Apart from wavelength dependent reectance variations the biconical or bidirectional re
ectance properties of terrestrial surfaces at speci	c wavelengths and illumination and viewing
conditions may also provide a means of target characterization
Re
ectance anisotropy of terrestrial surfaces
Surfaces that appear equally bright

from all directions are known as Lambertian reectors at the
wavelengths of observation With the exception of some arti	cial materials like Spectralon
c


however natural surfaces in general do not adhere to this behavior In fact even Spectralon
is not perfectly Lambertian for di
erent spectral conditions eg Flasse et al  Soils
eg Coulson et al  Coulson  leaves Breece and Holmes  Brakke et al 
WalterShea  and snow Dirmhirn and Eaton  have all been shown to scatter light

The concept of brightness relates to radiance L W m
 
sr
 
 which is the radiant ux  W per unit solid
angle  sr incident or leaving an element of surface A m

 in a given direction making a polar angle  with
the surface normal per unit projected area in that direction L  ddA cos d  dEcos  d where E 
W m
 
 is the irradiance see Nicodemus et al 	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anisotropically that is for a given illumination angle and wavelength the amount of reected
radiance is not equal in all directions
In order to geometrically characterize the anisotropy of the surface leaving reectance 	eld
Nicodemus et al  formalized a nomenclature based on the spectral bidirectional re
ectance distribution function BRDF 
r
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where d	 is an in	nitesimal element of solid angle  and  are the zenith and azimuth angles
respectively and L
i
stands for the incident radiance see Figure  for a de	nition of the
geometry of the system For any tangible source of light or sensor however the solid angles
of incidence 	
i
and reection 	
r
 are not in	nitesimal so that the radiant ux d$ per surface
element dA is the integral of the various directional radiances L  within the respective
solid angle element d$
dA #
R

L  cos d	 Thus given that the reectance factor  
!dimensionless" of a planar surface can be de	ned as the radiant ux density d$
r

dA reected
into a 	nite solid angle 	
r
 divided by the radiant ux density reected by an ideal perfectly
di
using

reference target d$
rpd

dA into the same 	nite solid angle under identical conditions
of illumination
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If L
i
is isotropic within the full solid angle of incidence 	
i
 the general expression for the biconical
reectance factor can be written as Nicodemus et al 
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Strictly speaking the above equations are only valid for planar surfaces of uniform reectance
properties If the latter characteristics however are changing the BRDF becomes a function of
spatial position x y which in the case of nonplanar continuous surfaces must also include
the height z as a dependent variable Earth observing sensors however possess 	nite FOVs
such thatin accordance with the above de	nition of  any BRF measurements have to be
interpreted as if the gathered uxes were reected from some reference surface %A correspond
ing to the nominal footprint area of the sensor that is located at height level z Increasing the
vertical position of %A implies that the number and origin of the photons that pass through it
and thus contribute to the perceived reected ux that functions as a descriptor of the target
properties below are also changing In the case of a planar ground surface the reasons for

A perfectly diusing surfacealso known as white Lambertianis one that isotropically reects all incident
radiation that is 
rpd
   and from Equation  it follows that its reected radiance L
rpd
 E
i
  is a
constant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this are simply the reduced increased ux contributions of areas that lie within outside the
downward projected reference surface area %A as its height level z is being increased Whether
the di
erences in reected uxes from di
erent height levels z
 
 z
H
 are actually noticeable de
pends on  the dimensions of %A  the height levels z
 
 z
H
  the structural heterogeneity
of the target  the spatial variability of the reectance properties of the target and  the
topography of the ground surface and its positioning with respect to the illumination direction
In general BRF measurements should always be quoted in terms of the height level z of the
reference surface they refer to ie  
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Figure  Viewing and illumination geometry for an innitesimal surface element dA
The zenith angle of the incident 
i
 and reected 
r
 radiation is dened with respect
to the local vertical  which in the case of a horizontal plane coincides with the surface
normal The azimuth angle of the incident 
i
 and reected 
r
 radiation is dened in
a clockwise manner with respect to the North pointing surface tangent The solid angle of
the incident and reected radiation are denoted by 
i
and 
r
respectively The phase angle
g is the angle dened by the incident and reected radiation directions The principal plane
is the one containing both the local vertical and the direction vector of the incoming solar
radiation For any measurement in the principal plane the absolute value of the relative
azimuth angle jj between the view and illumination direction is either zero or  radians
The complementary orthogonal or cross plane is perpendicular to the principal plane such
that jj is either


or


radians If 

  

neither planes are dened
In the context of terrestrial surface characterization from space one aims at retrieving direc
tional reectance properties with respect to the sensors nominal footprint area %A located at
the TopOfCanopy TOC height level z
TOC
 Given that the geophysical medium representing
the terrestrial surface target is actually an agglomeration of separate objects of 	nite sizes ie
discontinuous for any given level of z the contribution towards the overall surface reectance
at z
TOC
by the BRDF of some scatterer that lies in the line of sight of the observer will also
depend on the direct and di
use illumination components and their incident angles with respect
to the local normal at that location The natural threedimensionality of terrestrial soils and
vegetation covers thus implies that  the incident radiance L
i
in absence of any dominant mul
tiple scattering and di
use illumination component will in general not be uniformly distributed
across all the scatterers within the footprint area of a remote sensor and  the nonzero size
of this FOV makes the retrieved reectance factors at height z
TOC
the result of the ensemble
of all underlying surface elements with their individual BRDFs local normals and illumina
tion and reection geometries that are capable of suciently contributing towards the exiting
radiation through the reference surface %A in the direction of observation Hence it is the
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surface structure or more speci	cally the number size shape position and orientation of its
various building blocks that produce the illumination and viewing direction dependent patterns
of mutual shading which in conjunction with the spectral and directional reectance proper
ties of the visible objects are responsible for the anisotropy in the exiting radiation 	eld at the
top of canopy TOC Any increase of the reference height level of %A above z
TOC
will result
in additional atmospheric and terrestrial contributions towards the gathered BRF measurement
Several laboratory and 	eld measurements of canopy reectance anisotropies have been per
formed eg Kriebel  Kimes et al  Deering  and Sandmeier et al  In
general both the angular shape and the overall intensity of the exiting radiation 	eld at the TOC
are controlled by factors that operate at di
erent scales within the vegetation canopy At the
leaf level the optical properties of the various individual canopy elements eg the leaves stems
and substratum particles represent the building blocks from which the illumination dependent
surface reectance 	eld is constituted Exactly how the magnitudes and angular dependencies
of these elementary BRDFs are combined at the level of the tree crown however depends not
only on the position of the sun but also on the amount of foliage surface its orientation and
spatial distribution within the crown


 Obviously the geometric shape of the scatterers and the
amount of woody material within the crown volume and below may also have an impact Goel
 Nilson and Peterson  At the level of the forest canopy it is the spatial distribution
of the tree crowns their geometric shapes and optical properties as well as the topography the
fraction of the shaded and visible ground cover and the optical and geometrical properties of
its constituents that determine the overall intensity and anisotropy of the canopy reectance
	eld
Of particular interest here is the so called hot spot eect a sudden rise in the BRF values due
to vanishing shadow fractions as the directions of illumination and observation converge This
retroreection peak occurs whenever mutualshading is present within the geophysical medium
under observation Its angular width and intensity are determined by the visible fractions and
reectivity di
erences respectively of the shaded and illuminated scatterers within the FOV of
the observer Whereas the intensity of the hot spot may be a
ected by the presence of multiple
scattering and di
use light components its angular width is a direct consequence of the com
position density and geometric structure of the reective medium within the footprint area of
the remote sensor and thus presents an intrinsic characteristic of the imaged terrestrial surface
at the time of observation Hapke  Gerstl  Verstraete et al  and Hapke et al
 However since mutualshading can occur at a variety of spatial scales ie individual
scatterers agglomerations of scatterers topography satellite measured hot spot e
ects may
actually be the result of several nested contributions of increasing angular width Thus for bare
soils and leaf canopies grasses and dense crops it is the shapes sizes and gaps in between the
elementary scatterers that control the angular width of the hot spot e
ect In forest canopies or
at even larger scales these contributions may however be dwarfed by the corresponding struc
tural properties of the tree crowns and the topographic shadowing of hills and other landforms
Meerkoetter  Qin and Xiang  Goel et al 
Complementary to directional reectance measurements the degree of linear polarization of
solar radiation may also be used as a means to characterize speci	c properties of a terrestrial
target However due to atmospherically induced polarization of the solar radiation in the optical
domain spaceborne measurements of such properties have never become widely exploited and
will not feature any further within the remainder of this work Nevertheless it is considered

The latter quantities are commonly expressed in terms of the Leaf Area Index LAI m

m

 the Leaf Normal
Distribution LND and the Leaf Area Density LAD m
 
 respectively compare with Annex B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appropriate to provide a short description of some of the scienti	c activities in this 	eld
Polarization properties of some terrestrial surfaces
The degree of linear polarization is computed as the ratio of the di
erence and the sum of the
polarization in two orthogonal directions that are perpendicular to the direction of propagation
of the electromagnetic wave Coulson  Polarization data for soils vegetation and other
surface types have been acquired for multiple illumination and observation geometries
 Loamy soils and darker substrates generally polarize light to a greater degree than very
bright surfaces such as desert sands Coulson et al  Coulson  and Woessner
and Hapke  concluded that the phase angle g is the primary geometric variable
controlling the degree of polarization of soils There is a general decrease in polarization
from    m whereas the polarization increases with increasing soil moisture content
Genda and Okayama 
 The relationship between the lightpolarizing and biophysical properties of foliage and
plant canopies have been amply documented eg Ross  Curran  Egan 
and Vanderbilt et al  Coulson et al  concluded that the polarization of light
scattered from leaves is primarily due to Fresnel reection from specularly oriented sur
faces hence its intensity is mainly controlled by the phase angle g Polarization measure
ments of vegetation canopies in general may contain information about the physiological
state of the leaf surface with the degree of polarization in the visible varying from  in
the red to  in the blue Grant et al 
 Light reected from both snow and water surfaces is also well known to be partly polarized
horizontally with the degree of polarization being maximal at large zenith angles
Both laboratory and 	eld measurements of the spectral directional and polarizing properties
of individual surface elements and their agglomerations have demonstrated thatin absence
of any atmospheric e
ectsit is feasible to di
erentiate and even characterize the various
constituents of terrestrial surfaces whether they are vegetated or not What remains to be
described is how these propertyspeci	c signal modulations translate through the perturbing
e
ects of the overlying atmosphere into the measurements of the observing instrument
   Target variability and signal perturbations
The upward traveling energy ux collected by a spaceborne radiometer viewing the Earth
carries information on myriads of photon interactions with di
erent types of geophysical media
Consequently any single measurement collected in the optical domain at the TOA M
TOA

may be attributed to the radiative characteristics of both the atmosphere A and the underlying
terrestrial surface S under the given conditions of measurement M
M
TOA
#M
TOA

A  S j M


where the conditions of measurement M include the wavelength  the time of data acqui
sition t the spatial coordinates of the terrestrial target x y z the geometric conditions of
illumination 
o
 
o
 and observation 
v
 
v
 as well as the polarization p
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The radiative characteristics of the atmosphere are dependent on the various factors listed
in subsection  More speci	cally a horizontally homogeneous atmospheric layer of depth
%z can be characterized by its optical thickness  its single scattering albedo 	
o
 and the
scattering phase function P
g
 with respect to the passing radiation


A
z
# A
z

  	
o
 P
g

Similarly the radiative characteristics of the terrestrial surface are due to the modulation
of the incident radiation by the optical and geometric properties of the vegetation and other
ground cover types as well as their fractional coverages and spatial arrangements within the to
pography of the terrain The various contributing factors to bidirectional reectance properties
of vegetation canopies have already been described in section 
The radiative regime of the atmosphere and the biosphere are strongly coupled through non
linear processes such as multiple scattering at the common interface between these geophysical
media Obviously the intensity and directionality of the downward traveling radiation at the
TOC is not only dependent on the radiative characteristics of the atmosphere A but also on
the magnitude of the incident solar radiation at the TOA and the upward traveling radiation
at the TOC Conversely the latter depends both on the radiative characteristics of the surface
layer S and the intensity and directionality of the downward traveling radiation at the TOC
Ultimatively however it will be the conditions of measurement M that determine to what
degree the various surface and atmosphere induced energy modulations contained within the
upward traveling radiation 	eld at the TOA will actually translate into the measured signal
characteristics at the spaceborne sensor For example it has been shown that some plant
elements exhibit polarization sensitivity at the TOC The latter characteristics will however
almost always be masked by atmospherically induced polarization e
ects largely as a result
of Rayleigh scattering Hence the prospects of actually deriving useful information about
the state of vegetation from such characteristics of the electromagnetic radiation 	eld at the
TOA are rather reduced Deschamps et al  This suggests that both the conditions of
measurements and the characteristics of the spaceborne detector should be selected using a
priori considerations of all relevant aspects of the system under study such that the richness
and quality of the gathered data is maximized with respect to the target properties of interest
Verstraete and Pinty  Clearly the availability of appropriate tools for the quantitative
simulation of the radiation transfer from the light source to the actual detector optics for
arbitrary geophysical scenarios would help in specifying both the optimal sensor characteristics
and the best observation strategy Such tools would also promote the development of algorithms
to extract information on the values of the variables that control the measured radiometer
counts at the TOA It is however unsatisfactory to derive empirical relationships without
understanding the mechanisms that lead to the observed measurements or the factors that may
alter them Indeed if one wishes to physically interpret data strings gathered from satellite
it becomes mandatory to develop theories and models that can describe how the various media
composing the radiative system under observation interact with the radiation to produce the
observed sensor response
	
The optical thickness is the integral of the extinction coecient which describes the fraction of radiation
taken from the direct beam by absorption and scattering processes along the vertical as radiation travels from
level z

to z

within a media The single scattering albedo is the fraction of scattering from the total extinction
and the scattering phase function describes the angular distribution of the scattered radiation see for example
Kaufman 		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 The role and importance of models
Models are conceptual tools that provide a link between measurements and the variables and
processes that control these observations Fundamentally the interpretation of remotely sensed
data always implies the use of a model This can be implicit as in the case of the various
statistical methods that correlate raw data or vegetation indices VI with environmental pa
rameters of interest or explicit as in physicallybased approaches to extract information about
the parameters that inuence the propagation of radiation eg Tucker et al  Myneni
et al a Gobron et al a In any case models should only be used after substantial
validations and then solely to retrieve information on variables that are contained within them
Pinty and Verstraete 
In the context of Earth Observation signals are carried by electromagnetic radiation Conse
quently a physical interpretation of remote sensing measurements can provide reliable quantita
tive information only on the relevant state variables that control the interactions of the radiation
	eld with all intervening media from the light source to the detector Verstraete et al 
The simulation of such processes using physically based RT models thus allows to estimate the
most probable value of a remote sensing measurement given that the values of all state vari
ables in the model the conditions of observation and the nature and role of all relevant radiative
processes in the system are speci	ed in advance Verstraete and Pinty  This modeling
approach is known as the direct or forward mode and will be presented more thoroughly
in chapter  It provides ample testing ground for the intercomparison of di
erent radiation
transfer models Pinty et al a and can be used for example to determine which state
variable in a given model is primarily responsible for the observed signal variability under spe
ci	c conditions of observations and illumination eg Gobron et al b The interpretation
of remote sensing data on the other hand requires to apply the same model in inverse mode
or more speci	cally to invert the model against the data set Verstraete et al  in order to
retrieve the state variables of interest The many problems to be faced when addressing such
an inversion have been extensively discussed by Goel and Strebel  Pinty and Verstraete
 Verstraete and Pinty  and Kimes et al  among others and will be dealt
with in greater detail in the context of chapter 
Strictly speaking statistical or empirical approaches are valid only when applied to data sets
and conditions they were derived from Verstraete et al  In the case of physically based
approaches the hypotheses on which the models are based can be explicitly stated This is an
advantage when setting the limits of applicability or to evaluate the model Most importantly
however is that physically based models preferably with a small number of statevariables can
be validated This is essential since any model whether of conceptual or mathematical design
must allow the experimental veri	cation of the theories inherent in its formulation In the context
of quantitative information retrieval from satellite observations this implies that RT models
need to be validated both in the forward and in the inverse mode for a given terrestrial surface
Pinty and Verstraete  provided a robust validation scheme consisting of the comparison
of simulated BRF values with actual measurements by a spaceborne detector the subsequent
retrieval with the same RT model of the state variables from these observations and 	nally the
validation of the retrieved optical and structural properties with the corresponding parameters
gathered in the 	eld and used in the initial forward modeling procedure Such an exhaustive
validation scheme might however not always be feasible in which case a comparison with other
RT models should be attempted This is the approach pursued in chapter  when validating two
state of the art RT models requiring very di
erent computer requirements radiation transfer
formulations and vegetation representation capabilities
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 Conclusion
The analysis of remote sensing data may yield information about a speci	c target property only
if the latter contributes substantially to the measured characteristics of an energy signal collected
by a spaceborne radiometer At the Earths surface the spectral directional and polarization
signatures of the various scattering elements together with their number geometry and spatial
distribution are responsible for the radiative characteristics of the reected signal in the optical
part of the solar spectrum The conditions of observation and illumination as well as the state
of the atmosphere at the time of the measurement may signi	cantly modulate the reectance
values of terrestrial surfaces In order to identify the terrestrial sources that lie behind the
signal characteristics measured by a spaceborne detector validated radiation transfer models
can be run on prede	ned scenarios of canopy architecture leaf and soil optical properties as
well as illumination observation and atmospheric state conditions Physically based RT mod
els have several advantages over statistical or empirical approaches most notably in that they
can predict new situations have statevariables with precise meanings and in general have the
potential to be inverted and thus also to be validated
Chapter 
Radiation Transfer Modeling
This chapter focuses on the presentation and validation of two state of the art physically based
radiation transfer models that di
er widely in their computer requirements radiation transfer
formulations and vegetation representation capabilities Section  provides an overview of the
various physically based approaches to simulate reectance 	elds over vegetated surfaces in the
optical domain Section  and  introduce the RT models of Govaerts  and Gobron
et al c respectively Section  describes the performances of these two models when
compared to several other models during the RAdiation transfer Model Intercomparison RAMI
exercise Pinty et al a
 Overview of radiation transfer models
A panoply of optical RT models are in existence today capable of simulating the bidirec
tional or hemispherically integrated reectances from individual leaves to entire soilvegetation
atmosphere radiative systems eg Jacquemoud and Baret  Liang and Strahler 
Vermote et al  Detailed reviews of these models and the concepts behind them have
been performed in the past and shall not be repeated here eg Goel  Myneni et al 
Hapke  Disney et al  A brief summary of the various approaches to model the
radiation transfer in vegetation canopies where the leaf is treated without acknowledgement of
its internal cell structure and the exiting reectance 	eld conveniently simulated at the TOC
will nevertheless be presented
Many of the current RT models were derived from the classical theory of radiation trans
fer in stellar atmospheres Chandrasekhar  and approximate the vegetation canopy as a
planeparallel turbid mediumthat is a horizontally in	nite slab homogeneously 	lled with
in	nitesimal scattererswith a speci	c foliage density leaf scattering and orientation distri
bution function eg Ross  Camillo  Shultis and Myneni  Nilson and Kuusk
 Knyazikhin and Marshak  The motivation behind these simpli	cations is essentially
twofold  the need to characterize the medium under observation with a minimum number of
essential and preferably measurable state variables such as to maximize the accuracy in the
forward mode and  the wish to obtain a tractable solution to the integrodi
erential trans
fer equation of monochromatic radiation within vegetated surface layers Pinty and Verstraete
 A review of the proposed methodologies to achieve the latter is given in Goel  and
Asrar  Although numerical techniques are hampered by their increased computation times
they have the de	nite advantage over analytical approaches that they can be less stringent in
their assumptions about the canopy geometry and the radiation regime there within During the
last decade or so the speci	c accounting for the 	nite size of the scatterers lead to the formula
tion of a series of hotspot models more realistic in their foliage description than the original far

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	eld

approach Marshak  Verstraete et al  Jupp and Strahler  Kuusk 
Similarly the assumption of an in	nitely deep canopy Ross  has been progressively re
moved by some of the more recent models in that they included a proper treatment of the role
of the soil reectance eg Privette et al  Gobron et al c For a brief description
of some of these concepts see Annex B However with the exception of some implementations
Myneni and Asrar  Peltoniemi  most plane parallel RT models remain spatially
continuous in their conception that is they generally assume an in	nite horizontally homoge
neous vegetation cover not really representative of the architectural properties of many known
vegetation cover types
To account for the macroscopic heterogeneity of vegetation canopies and in particular the
sizes shapes and spatial aggregations of individual trees or plants the approaches of Brown
and Pandolfo  and Richardson et al  among others were further developped to
allow for bidirectional reectance simulations in complex vegetation arrangements eg Li and
Strahler  Nilson and Peterson  Chen and Leblanc a The common theme of
such geometricoptical GO models is the abstracted representation of foliage entities most
commonly in the form of simple geometrical volumes boxes cones spheres cylinders of known
average optical properties eg Egbert  Otterman  Meerkoetter  Thus neglect
ing the accurate representation and distribution of individual canopy elements within the tree
crowns and approximating the multiple scattering component within the canopy as a whole
GO models generally estimate the canopy reectance 	eld using an areaweighted combination
of several sunlit and shaded components as de	ned by the geometry of the protrusions eg
Franklin and Strahler  Strahler and Jupp  Gerard and North 
With the recent advances in computer graphics and visualisation techniques the scene

cre
ation process is becoming an ever more involved and comprehensive part of the radiation transfer
modeling activity Biomechanical fractal or Lsystem based approaches are being used to en
hance the realism of plant architecture modelling eg Goel et al a Myneni  Kranigk
and Gravenhorst  De Re
ye and Houllier  Lewis  In general such complex
geometric or computer simulation models employ Monte Carlo raytracing or radiosity
methods to simulate the radiation transfer within the modelled canopies eg Ross and Mar
shak  Borel et al  Goel et al b Gerstl and Borel  North  Govaerts and
Verstraete  However despite the usage of optimization techniques many of these models
remain prohibitively demanding in computer resources such that they have been primarily used
for the benchmarking of other less re	ned RT models or else in the evaluation of information
extraction algorithms
Finally and although not physically based parametric models contain empirical functions
that are capable of representing almost any shape of reectance 	eld The RPV model of Rah
man et al a capitalizes on the original work by Minnaert  It was extensively
evaluated by Engelsen et al  and modi	ed by Martonchik et al b for operational
use in the generation of MISR products Other models in this category include the work of
Walthall et al  Hapke  and Dickinson et al  as well as the kernel driven
approaches of Roujean et al  Wanner et al  and others The main advantages

The far eld assumptions relates to media with suciently isolated particles such that their individual scat
tering patterns are independent of all other particles in the medium

The term scene refers to a simulated vegetation canopy representation that is either implied by the RT model
denition or else specically generated as an input to the model at hand The spatial extend and architectural
detail of this canopy representation may either be dened by the user or else is inherent to the type of RT model
being used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of parametric models are that  they can simulate measurements in conditions not actually
measured or even measurable  they can provide the necessary boundary conditions for the
atmospherebiosphere radiative system under study  they can be integrated to retrieve spec
tral albedos Lyapustin  Pinty et al a and  they allow for a fast inversion because
of their small  to  number of parameters Privette et al  Although these models do
not contain statevariables of the radiative transport their parameters are nevertheless func
tional in the description of the surfaceleaving reectance 	eld Work is currently under way
to determine when and how these parameters might become associated with something more
tangible in terms of actually observable features or measurable quantities Pinty et al b
Radiation transfer models like any other models for that matter contain their own sets of
assumptions and approximations which in the case of the above physically based RT models
relate both to the description of the canopy architecture and its optical properties and to the
method of resolving the ensuing radiation transfer problem What model to select for a particular
forward modeling task depends primarily on the accuracy requirements for the resulting BRF
values the computing constraints and the available set of input parameters describing both the
structural and optical canopy characteristics In the following two speci	c physically based RT
models with di
erent degrees of canopy representation capabilities will be presented
 The Raytran computer simulation model of Govaerts  that can describe a scene in
arbitrarily 	ne detail using a very large number of parameters to describe the structural
and optical properties of the vegetation canopy and that returns a statistical estimate of
various radiation transfer properties using a Monte Carlo raytracing approach
 The planeparallel SemiDiscrete model of Gobron et al c that needs only 
input parameters and that accurately accounts for the e
ects of 	nite sized leaves when
describing the 	rst two orders of scattering whilst using a turbid medium approach to
include the higher orders of scattering
 The Raytran model of Govaerts 		

Raytran is a Monte Carlo MC raytracing model designed as a virtual laboratory where
threedimensional D scenes of arbitrary complexity can be described and where the relevant
radiative processes can be evaluated in great detail and at scales appropriate for the simulation
of actual satellite observations Govaerts and Verstraete  MC raytracing techniques lend
themselves nicely to the simulation of reectance 	elds over complex canopy representations in
that they stochastically sample the various interactions of the incident radiation within the scene
until a certain level of stability is reached Similar to other MC raytracing models for a recent
review see Disney et al  Raytran describes the radiative transfer on a raybyray basis
following individual ray trajectories from their energy source through all relevant interactions
until an eventual absorption or exit from the simulated scene However rather than relying on
variance reduction techniquesthat is optimization methods to limit the number of ray paths
usually to the detriment of accurate physical representationsRaytran has been designed to
take advantage of recent hardware and software parallelization developments Indeed the speed
up achieved by using the Message Passing Interface MPI as a communicating layer within a
distributed memory parallel processor architecture increases almost linearly with the number
of processors available Govaerts and Verstraete 
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  Description of the model
The Raytranmodel assumes that  light propagation can be described entirely with geometrical
optics  incident radiation can be simulated with a 	nite number of noninteracting rays and
 whenever a raymatter interaction occurs the ray is scattered in one and only one direction
under elastic scattering conditions In its current form this model would thus not be appropriate
to simulate physical processes at spatial scales of the order of or smaller than the wavelength of
the radiation or phenomena resulting from the wave nature of the radiation such as di
raction
or interference To set up an experiment with this model the structural and optical properties
of the medium of interest have to be de	ned prior to the computation of the ray trajectories
A set of  geometric primitives eg disc cone sphere cylinder may be combined using
Constructive Solid Geometry CSG techniques to produce objects of great complexity Every
object within the bounding volume of the scene known as the world object will be characterized
by its position with respect to the world cartesian coordinate system its spatial extension and
an interaction model that speci	es the objects scattering properties if a ray intersects its outer
envelope or is to be propagated within the spatially homogeneous media de	ned inside its closed
interior Figure  shows some examples of structurally homogeneous top and heterogeneous
bottom vegetation canopies that are depicted both in a deterministic manner right where
every primitive is explicitly described and in a stochastic manner left where the statistical
foliage properties are represented by volumes of spatially homogeneous media with identical
characteristics

 Additionally the extent and location of an energy source from which the rays
are to be generated in accordance with a speci	ed lighting model have to be de	ned These
energy sources may be located either inside or outside of the world object and can be combined
to simulate complex illumination conditions Last but not least speci	c measurement procedures
may be speci	ed to generate the desired information from the ray paths
Ray generation and event tracking
Upon emission from a light source a ray k is tagged by a set of parameters describing that
event 
k
j
# fr
j

j
T
j
O
l
g where r
j
is a position vector indicating the origin of the ray 
j
is
a unit vector describing the travelling direction T
j
marks the type of jth interaction emission
absorption reection or transmission and O
l
identi	es the lth object within the scene where
the interaction occurs

 For every new interaction between the ray and the scene another event
is added to the pro	le of the ray path thus allowing for an easy way to extract any relevant
kind of information later on In order to determine the position of the next point of intersection
r
j
 an optimized geometricsorting algorithm based on the uniform subdivision of the scene
into smaller volumes called voxels is applied Arvo and Kirk 
Ray interaction at the interface between two media
If a ray falls onto an open surface or the envelope surrounding a homogeneous scattering and
absorbing medium the type of interaction and subsequently also the outgoing direction are
both determined with respect to the local coordinate system 
 
 at the point of intersection
Knowing the incoming direction of the ray 

j
 as well as the bidirectional reectance and
transmission distribution functions from the interaction model of the object it is possible to
compute the hemispherically integrated probabilities of reection P



j
 transmission P



j

and absorption P
	


j
 # P



j
P



j
 eg Glassner  Antyufeev and Marshak 

Govaerts 		 referred to deterministic canopy representation as being composed of discrete entities
whereas stochastic representation of nitesized or pointlike canopy elements are made of pseudoturbid or
turbid media The corresponding notations will be used interchangeably

Although light sources are not actual objectsin the sense that they cannot intercept rays emitted from
another sourcethey are nevertheless included in the rst event description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Structurally Homogeneous Vegetation Canopy
Structurally Heterogeneous Vegetation Canopy
Stochastic Representation Deterministic Representation
Stochastic Representation Deterministic Representation
Figure  Four Raytran canopy representations of equal scene dimension LAI and TOC
height The top panels depict two structurally homogeneous vegetation canopies where
the foliage is uniformly distributed throughout the available volume The bottom panels
visualize two structurally heterogeneous vegetation architectures where the scatterers are
conned within the volumes of several non overlapping spherical objects In the right hand
panels the discrete foliage elements are represented in a deterministic manner in the left
hand panels they are displayed in a stochastic manner using pseudoturbid objects
The type of interaction T
j
is simulated by generating a random number R over the interval
! " such that a reection event occurs ifR  P



j
 a transmission if P



j
  R  P



j
&
P



j
 and an absorption event if P



j
&P



j
  R In the former two cases the acceptance
rejection method Devroye  is used to relate the BRDF normalized by P



j
 via two
random numbers to the outgoing direction 	rst in the local coordinate systemwhere the
surface normal always points to   and then in the coordinate system of the world object

j
 In order to represent the bounday condition at the soil interface Lambertian Gaussian
as well as the TorranceSparrow Torrance and Sparrow  and SOILSPEC Jacquemoud
et al  scattering distribution functions have been implemented
Ray propagation within a scattering medium
Ray propagation within a spatially homogeneous medium containing 	nitesized or pointlike
scatterers is controlled not only by the simulations of the interaction types and scattering angles
as before but also by the reckoning of the actual distances between successive interactions
Rays are expected to travel over distances of the order of the mean free path of photons in
the real world with a probability of interaction with the pseudoturbid medium that increases
exponentially with the distance travelled since the last interaction Spanier and Gelbard 
The actual path length d
a

j
 that a ray may travel since its last point of interaction r
j
inside
a pseudoturbid medium of optical depth 
j
 is simulated using a random number R bound
in the interval ! " such that d
a

j
 #  lnR 
 
j
 and an interaction will occur only if d
a
is contained within the medium The next position of interaction r
j
is thus given by r
j
#
r
j
&d
a

j
with the type of interaction being determined as mentioned before The formulation
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of 
j
 for 	nitesized scatterers makes use of the geometricstatistical hot spot model of
Verstraete et al  which requires some assumptions as to the shape and organisation of
the scatterers within the medium compare with Annex B Comparison of Raytran simulated
hemispherical reectances for both deterministic and stochastic canopy representations with
identical properties revealed very little di
erences especially in the NIR and when the radius
of the scatterers was not too large Govaerts 
Energy conservation and measurements
Within Raytran the computations associated with a ray are pursued until  an absorption
event occurs  the ray exits the world object upwards or  a userspeci	ed maximum event
number is reached To simulate the horizontal exchange of rays with neighbouring areas cyclic
boundary conditions may be applied that is laterally exiting rays are reingested into the world
object through the side opposite that of their departure without being a
ected in their direction
of travel This approach assumes however that the simulated scene is part of a larger and
similarly structured area compare with section  Since every raypath is composed of a
series of event descriptors Raytran can associate virtual 	lters and logical operations thereof
to speci	c measurements This allows for example to apply a given measurement only to
rays that have had a certain type of interaction with a speci	c group of objects or that have
experienced a speci	c number of interactions of a particular kind The most commonly applied
measurements include  the simulation of BRF values over userspeci	ed angular intervals for
prede	ned azimuthal planes or the entire upper hemisphere  the estimation of vertical uxes
at userspeci	ed height intervals and  the counting of rays that satisfy a series of prede	ned
event criteria Govaerts  However since the uncertainty in the Monte Carlo estimate of
any measurement improves as the inverse of the square root of the number of incident rays
a compromise has to be found between the tolerable level of uncertainty in a measurement
and the time it takes to generate this Figure  documents for a structurally homogeneous
vegetation canopy much alike that in the top right panel of Figure  composed of 
disclike scatterers and illuminated at 
 
# 

and 
 
# 

 how the average BRF accuracy in
the principal plane left panel and the runtime right panel of Raytran depend on the number
of incident rays Shown are averages of  di
erent realisations
   Verication and application of the model
Govaerts  compared the Raytran model against the radiative transfer MC model of Ross
and Marshak  The main di
erence was that the latter RM model used a weighting
mechanism to adjust the reectance contributions from successive collisions of individual rays
with the explicit canopy representation of circular leaves attached to vertical cylindrical stems
Additionally Raytran sampled the canopy reectance 	eld with 	nite sized angular buckets
whereas the RM model due to its implemented variance reduction technique accounted only
for those rays leaving in the speci	ed direction of observation Several simulations were per
formed for di
erent solar zenith angles LAI conditions and soil brightnesses in both the red and
NIR spectral domain For LAI #  the relative di
erences did not exceed  on average at
LAI #  they were  and for very dense canopies LAI #  they amounted to  on average
Govaerts and Verstraete  The systematic underestimation of the reectance values by
the RM model had already been reported by Liang and Strahler  and was found to be
due to the implementation of the optimization technique Raytran was subsequently compared
to the discreteordinate canopy reectance model of Iaquinta  In the NIR for several
scatterer sizes and LAI values of   and  the mean relative di
erence of the models was
very low around    especially when the structural properties of the homogeneous canopy
approached turbid medium conditions The multiplescattering contributions were accurately
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Figure  Left Panel 
v
averaged relative BRF dierence between a  billion ray reference
solution and several runs with fewer incident rays The BRF values were sampled in  
angular bins of 

width Right Panel Raytran runtime for the same scene and illumination
conditions as a function of the number of incident rays for two sets of reectance properties
accounted for in both models However it was found that Raytran because of its discrete
angular binning strategy underestimated the reectance values around the hot spot
The accuracy of the Raytran model was further evaluated against actual laboratory BRF
measurements carried out in the European Goniometer EGO laboratory Koechler et al 
The EGO allows for the independent positioning of a light source and a detector anywhere on
a  m radius hemisphere around a target located at its centre The reectance 	eld of an arti
	cial target consisting of a lattice of cubes over a planar surface of duraluminium with known
microstructural properties was measured using a HeNe laser source at  nm and a detector
FOV of 

 The TorranceSparrow model Torrance and Sparrow  was inverted against
these measurements using the technique developped by Renders and Flasse  to yield the
parameters of the interaction model for the arti	cial target within Raytran The subsequent
comparison of the modelled and measured BRF values showed that the reectance variations
were correctly simulated both in shape and in intensity The major sources of discrepancy were
due to  the omission of Raytran to simulate exactly the microroughness of the duraluminium
surface  the inadequacy of the TorranceSparrow model to represent the actual scattering
distribution function of the arti	cial target and  the errors in the measurements Govaerts
and Verstraete 
Raytran thus compares favorably with other reectance models and is capable of reproducing
actual observations even in the case of an anisotropic surface It can therefore be exploited to
interpret actual observations Govaerts et al  modeled the internal D cell structure
of a dicotyledon leaf and simulated its spectral and bidirectional reectances properties The
results compared well with actual observations indicating that an accurate description of the
geometry of the leaf tissues their optical characteristics and the physical principles behind
the radiation transfer are essential to the accurate simulation of reectance 	elds in the optical
domain To increase the realism of the plant architecture Govaerts and Verstraete  used
an Lsystem approach to generate a series of explicitly described tree structures of di
ering
heights leaf content and stem densities within Raytran This model was exploited in a tropical
detection project where a patch of rainforest was simulated and its spectral BRF values were
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subsequently compared to satellite remote sensing data from NOAAAVHRR in order to derive
a spatial distribution of forest cover Govaerts et al 
 The SemiDiscrete model of Gobron et al 		
The SemiDiscretemodel is a planeparallel PP radiation transfer model developed as a tool
of sucient accuracy and speed to be attractive for operational usage Like other PP models
for a recent review see Qin and Liang  it assumes a horizontally in	nite canopy layer of
	nite depth but allows for the explicit representation of 	nitesized canopy elements in the 	rst
two orders of scattering Higher orders of scattering are approximated with a turbid medium
approach that is without taking account of the increased retroreection probability due to
the discrete nature of the foliage elements Whereas MC based models are capable of o
ering
highly detailed but speci	c representations of a particular canopy architecture situation the
SemiDiscrete model proposes a generic solution applicable to all vegetation canopies that
meet its structural homogeneity assumption within some prede	ned level of uncertainty see
also chapter 
 Description of the model
The SemiDiscrete model idealizes vegetation canopies as a collection of K nonoverlapping
layers of leaf area index  Vertical homogeneity is often assumed so that the canopy is com
posed of a large but 	nite number of at leaves that are uniformly distributed between the TOC
and the underlying soil The canopy foliage is characterized by a speci	ed leaf reectance and
transmittance probabilities a biLambertian scattering phase function one of the trigonometric
LND functions of Bunnik  and a 	nite leaf size The latter implies that the radiation
interception process is spatially discontinuous whichespecially for scatterer sizes much larger
than the wavelengthconstitutes a signi	cant deviation from the classical turbid medium hy
pothesis The radiative impact of 	nitesized canopy elements manifests itself most notably in
the occurrence of a hot spot e
ect primarily controlled by the 	rst few orders of scattering
whereas the multiplescattering component has a tendency to smear out the radiative signa
ture of the various architectural features within the canopy Thus in accordance with Marshak
 and others the SemiDiscrete model separates the overall intensities into two single
scattering contributions from the soil zero order scattering or uncollided radiation and the
leaves 	rst order scattering or single collided radiation and a multiplescattering component
multiply collided Both the uncollided  
UC
and single collided  
SC
BRF components can be
solved for explicitly using the hot spot model of Verstraete et al  as well as an adaptation
of the discrete model of Verstraete  for the extinction of the direct solar radiation
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where G
x
 is the function of Ross  
 
  
v
 is the canopy scattering phase function
of Shultis and Myneni  and k V

k 
 k V

k is the correcting factor of Verstraete et al
 to account for the existence of free spaces in between the 	nitesized scatterers inside
the canopy see annex B Finally and essentially because of the practical unsolvability of the
radiation transfer problem for 	nitesized scatterers in the multiplescattering regime Myneni
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 
et al  the multiplycollided  
MC
contribution is approximated with a discrete ordinate
method using an azimuthally averaged expression of the biLambertian scattering phase function
as proposed by Shultis and Myneni  Typically the SemiDiscrete model needed  
seconds when computing  BRF values on a IBM RS workstation with one P processor
  Verication and application of the model
Gobron et al c compared the output of their Semidiscrete model with that generated
by the Raytranmodel of Govaerts and Verstraete  for several geophysical scenarios These
consisted of horizontally in	nite homogeneous vegetation canopies characterized by at oriented
discs of various diameters erectophile planophile and uniform LNDs and LAI values of   and
 Di
erent illumination zenith angles TOC heights and soil conditions were also considered
Overall the SemiDiscretemodel very accurately reected the magnitude and variations of the
Raytran simulated BRF values in the principal plane which contains the strongest anisotropy
This good performance was particularly e
ective in the red since most of the signal there is due
to the very 	rst orders of scattering by the leaves and soil In the NIR especially for increased
LAI values and bright soil conditions the SemiDiscrete model began to underestimate the
BRF values most likely because of its approximative formulation of the multiplescattering com
ponent so prominent in the NIR Nevertheless the di
erences between the results obtained for
all canopy conditions with the two models were bias free and amounted to an average of   
of the BRF values in the red and   of the BRF values in the NIR The linear correlation
between the two models was  in the red and  in the NIR
The performance of the SemiDiscrete model in simulating the reectance 	eld of actual
canopies was investigated using the soybean plant canopy data of Ranson et al  Despite
several assumptions and approximations to obtain the required set of model input parameters
eg imposing a mean leaf size an uniform foliage distribution soil albedo and the directional
ity of the incoming solar radiation at the time of the 	eld measurements reasonable agreements
were obtained between the simulated and measured BRF values In the NIR the linear corre
lation coecient was greater than  for all considered solar zenith and azimuth angles and
the rootmeansquare RMS error of the 	t between the measured and modelled distributions
corresponded to   of the BRF values In the red however some signi	cant discrepancies
with RMS values as large as   of the BRF values were noted Reasons for these di
er
ences could be  the model idealization of the soy bean canopy  the heuristics associated
with the deduction of some of the required model input parameters that were missing in the
	eld data and  the possible existence of measurement errors in the 	eld data In the NIR the
di
erences were less pronounced due to the tendency of the multiplescattering component to
smooth out these e
ects The SemiDiscretemodel was subsequently inverted against the 	eld
observations and the resulting estimators of the model input parameters were used to compute
the reectance 	eld of the soybean canopy anew This time the agreement between model sim
ulations and 	eld measurements were much better In the NIR the linear correlation coecient
was now greater than  for all solar illumination conditions and in the red wavelength regime
the RMS errors now corresponded to   of the measured BRF values Gobron et al c
Given that the SemiDiscrete model is capable to represent the variability of bidirectional
reectance 	elds with sucient speed and accuracy both in the forward and inverse mode
Gobron et al a generated a series of lookuptables LUT containg the BRF values of
 radiatively disctinct biome types under speci	c illumination and viewing conditions This
pool of prede	ned surface type solutions was subsequently used to estimate the most probable
LAI values on a global scale from red and NIR AVHRRGVI data  	  km

 previously
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processed by Berthelot et al  The capability of the SemiDiscrete model to eciently
compute large amounts of reectance data was further used in a series of algorithms aimed at
retrieving instrument speci	c estimators of the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active
radiation FAPAR These so called optimized vegetation indices are designed to be as insensi
tive as possible on a global basis to both atmospheric perturbation and soil properties whilst
accounting for the directionality of both the observation and illumination at the time of mea
surement eg Verstraete and Pinty  Gobron et al b Gobron et al b
Having outlined both the Raytran and the SemiDiscrete RT models as well as the veri	
cation e
orts of their respective authors it remains to investigate how the two models perform
 when compared to an ensemble of otherwise derived and benchmarked reectance models
and  with respect to their energy conservation compliance when tested under conservative
scattering conditions Both of these aspects are of vital importance for the con	dence that may
be placed into any future forward modelling activities of the Raytran and the SemiDiscrete
models and can be documented in a straightforward manner with the results obtained from their
participation in the RAdiative transfer Model Intercomparison RAMI exercise
 The radiative transfer model intercomparison exercise
The RAMI initiative was a self organized activity of the radiative transfer modelling community
to  help developers improve their models  provide a rationale for the acquisition of more or
better data  inform the user community on the performance of the various models available
and  progressively develop a community consensus on the best ways to simulate the transfer of
radiation at and near the Earths surface Pinty et al a A formal intercomparison exer
cise was de	ned where the participating models were required to simulate the radiative transfer
in strictly de	ned con	gurations so as to allow the comparison of their results The proposed
geophysical scenarios consisted of both turbid and discrete representations of the structurally
homogeneous and heterogeneous vegetation scenes depicted in Figure  The participating
models see Table  were required to perform a set of measurements for each of the appli
cable canopy representations under both red and NIR spectral conditions solar zenith angles
of 

and 

 and a variety of LNDs The full documentation on the experimental proto
col for all the proposed simulations can be found at the following World Wide Web address
httpwwwenamorsorg
 Evaluation strategy
The intercomparison of model results raises a number of fundamental issues related to the notion
of absolute truth and model veri	cation Oreskes et al  provides elements to support the
conclusion that model results cannot be compared against an absolute reference per se simply
because such an actual truth cannot be established


 As such this statement implies that an
absolute model veri	cation is impossible Therefore rather than looking for the truth in the
analysis of an ensemble of model results the establishment of a set of most credible solutions
representative of both the knowledge contained within the models and the description of the
scenario under study is required Although it is tempting to derive this surrogate from the esti
mation of the various moments of the distributions of model results it must be recognized that
for instance model deviations with respect to an ensemble arithmetic average are dicult to
interpret in the presence of potential outlier that could bias this estimation Pinty et al a

It should be noted here that this topic touches upon a wider and intensely fought debate as to the validity of
science eg Gross and Levitt 		 Smith and Plotnitsky 		 Sokal and Bricmont 		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Table  List of the models participating in the RAMI exercise
Model type Model name Reference
D ProSAIL Verhoef  ' Jacquemoud and Baret 
homogeneous ProKuusk Kuusk  ' Jacquemoud and Baret 
scenes SemiDiscrete Gobron et al c
D Flight North 
heterogeneous DART GastelluEtchegorry et al 
scenes Sprint Thompson and Goel 
Raytran Govaerts and Verstraete 
RGM Qin and Gerstl 
It is however feasible to compare an ensemble of model results against each other in or
der to document their relative di
erences In the context of RAMI the primary criterion to
quantify the intermodel variability was a measure of distance between BRF 	elds generated
under identical geophysical and geometrical conditions Speci	cally the following metric was
computed to estimate how the results of a given model m behaves with respect to those of all
other participating models
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v
 expresses local angular deviation of model m at the speci	c exiting angle 
v
with
respect to the ensemble of N
models
models This deviation normalized by the number of cases
considered N  is estimated for all simulations of the BRF 	elds emerging from N
scenes
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wavelengths illuminated with N
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correspond to the BRF values generated by modelm and any other RAMI model k participating
in the experiment respectively
The larger the number of participating models the easier the identi	cation of outliers if
any However in the absence of an absolute truth there are no de	nite reasons to exclude such
outliers on the sole basis of statistical analyses An inspection of the underlying physics and
its implementation within these RT models is de	nitely mandatory to get a rationale regarding
their deviations
  Overview of the RAMI results
Of the various intercomparison results that were generated in the context of the RAMI exercise
only the following three will be presented here  the relative credibility with which the BRF
values could be generated by a given model  the performance of a given model under conser
vative scattering conditions and  the actual discernability between di
erent models given a
tolerable level of discrepancies in their simulated BRF values
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Figure  Histograms for local angular model deviation values estimated over all 
 view
ing conditions in the principal and orthogonal plane for both the red and NIR wavelengths
and two solar illumination zenith angles In the case of the structurally homogeneous scene
left both the turbid and discrete canopy representation reectance elds were included
whereas the histogram of the structurally heterogeneous scene right contains only the BRF
values from its discrete representation
Local angular model deviations
Figure  shows the histograms of local angular deviations 
m

v
 for all models that partici
pated in the RAMI exercise These histograms were derived over all  viewing conditions in
the principal and orthogonal planes and the two solar illumination zenith angles In the case of
the structurally homogeneous canopy left panel the BRF values of both the turbid and dis
crete canopy representations were included whereas for the structurally heterogeneous canopy
right panel only the BRF values from its discrete representation were used

 Seven models
participated in the homogeneous test case left panel with their local angular deviations ranging
from about     The envelope of their combined histograms reveals the presence of a well
marked peak around    and a less pronounced secondary peak close to   A detailed
inspection of the results revealed that the former peak was lower in the NIR     than in
the red     a direct consequence of the di
erent methods used by the various models to
estimate the multiplescattering contributions in the NIR and the e
ects of 	nitesized leaves
in the red The bimodal nature of this histogram envelope indicates the presence of one or
more outliers in the sense that these models produce BRF values which are distinctly di
erent
from those delivered by the other RAMI models The left panel of Figure  thus reveals that
in a statistical sense both the ProKuusk and Flight models deviate the most from the other
models Additionally it can be seen that both the Raytran deep blue and SemiDiscrete
red models contributed signi	cantly to the local angular deviation peak with the lower 
m
in
the histogram envelope Thus for most viewing angles their BRF values deviated very little
from those of most other participating models
In the heterogeneous case right panel the histograms of the  participating models had
local angular deviations ranging from about     Again a primary peak around 
m
 
	
The DART model did not participate in the turbid heterogeneous case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and a secondary peak at 
m
  can be seen The latter was entirely contributed by the
DART model and found to be due to a systematic   underestimate of its multiplescattering
component with respect to the other three models Again the Raytran deep blue model
contributed signi	cantly to the lower of the local angular deviation peaks
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Figure  Various plots of the BRF values simulated by the Flight light blue curve
Raytran deep blue curve and SemiDiscrete red curve models in the principal plane
for a homogeneous scene with an erectophile leaf angle distribution function and conservative
scattering properties view zenith angles are in degrees
Energy conservation compliance
The veri	cation of model compliance with respect to energy conservation was addressed on the
basis of a set of conservative scattering experiments where the scatterer reectance and trans
mittance values were both equal to  and the soil reectance unity The additional variables
were 	xed at  m for the leaf diameter  m

m

for the LAI and  m for the height of
the canopy Erectophile and planophile LNDs had been suggested for the simulations at three
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di
erent illumination zenith angles 

 

and 

 However the large computing times re
quested by some of the threedimensional models prevented many participants to attempt these
purist cases Figures  and  illustrate the BRF 	elds simulated in the principal plane by
Flight Raytran and SemiDiscrete for deterministic representations of structurally homo
geneous canopies with erectophile and planophile LNDs respectively The overall agreement
between the three model results especially when considering an erectophile leaf angle distri
bution function and the lowest LAI values is quite impressive under such drastic scattering
conditions The di
erences in the simulated BRF results increase almost systematically in the
forward scattering direction most notably in the planophile case see Figure 
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Figure 	 Various plots of the BRF values simulated by the Flight light blue curve
Raytran deep blue curve and SemiDiscrete red curve models in the principal plane
for a homogeneous scene with an planophile leaf angle distribution function and conservative
scattering properties view zenith angles are in degrees
In all of the above experiments except in the case of planophile canopy illuminated at 

for which the simulation results are not available the Raytran model recovers the theoretical
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albedo  and absorption factor  values with a numerical accuracy of about 


 The
SemiDiscrete model delivers absolute albedo and absorption factor values which are o
 by
  in the worst case using an erectophile planophile leaf normal distribution
Model discernability
In a pragmatic sense the di
erences between RT models matter only to the extent that they
exceed the level of uncertainty associated with the measured BRF 	elds During the RAMI
exercise a 

approach similar to that of Kahn et al  was implemented to assess how
the errors of measurement compared to the variability exhibited by the di
erent models in their
representation of the reality The goal of this discernability metrics was to identify which models
would cease to produce distinguishable BRF values at a given level of accuracy whilst others
would continue to behave di
erently
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where  
Credible
i j s  was estimated as being the mean of the corresponding BRF values
generated by the N
D
most credible of the threedimensional RT models namely RGM Raytran
and Sprint 

 which corresponds to the sum of the variances associated to each individual
model and the actual measurements Kahn et al  may be estimated by assuming that the
uncertainties linked to the measurements are identical to those associated with the models The
latter being straightforward to quantify using the variance of the N
B
BRF values taken from
the N
D
most credible threedimensional RT models
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Thus on the basis of the BRF values generated by the RGM Raytran and Sprint models 

D

values of E and E were obtained at the red and NIR wavelengths respectively These
values correspond approximately to  and  of the typical BRF values that can be measured
over a plant canopy system at the red and nearinfrared wavelengths respectively
The resulting 

metrics for all those models participating in the BRF simulations over
structurally homogeneous canopy scenes are graphically shown in Figure  The dashed ver
tical line at 

#  de	nes two subspaces in the diagram All models falling to the left of
this dashed line   

  are indistinguishable on the basis of the available sample of
measurements while those that stand on the right 

  generate BRF 	elds that are
statistically di
erent at the prescribed level of error 

D
 In other words the Raytran RGM
SemiDiscrete and Sprint models are generating BRF 	elds which are not discernible in the
sense that the statistical deviations between their results are smaller than the typical errors in
their simulations By contrast the models Flight ProSAIL and ProKuusk do not represent the
BRF 	elds from the ensemble of structurally homogeneous scenes in a correct enough manner
In summary the RAMI exercise demonstrated that both the Raytran and the SemiDiscrete
model could be used as a standard to evaluate other RT models More speci	cally they were
amongst the models with the least deviating BRF 	elds if tested under a variety of illumi
nation and surface conditions Their compliance with respect to energy conservation was also
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Figure 
 Plot of the discernability metrics 

for each of the RAMI models in the case
of the structurally homogeneous scenes The cross and diamond signs identify the one and
three dimensional models respectively
remarkable especially since the SemiDiscrete model was merely approximating the multiple
scattering component Finally both models were deemed undiscernible when compared over
structurally homogeneous vegetation canopies under accuracy requirements of  and  of the
BRF values in the red and the NIR respectively These tests together with those performed by
their respective authors thus provide an acceptable baseline from which the necessary con	dence
for any of their future forward modeling activities both in terms of intensity and anisotropy
of the simulated reectance 	elds may be derived Although both models have already been
applied to the interpretation of datastrings gathered by satellite chapters  and  will aim at
comparing these e
orts both in terms of the results achieved and the resources required to do
so

 Conclusion
A large variety of physically based radiation transfer models are in existence today Raytran is
a Monte Carlo raytracing model capable of describing the relevant radiative processes within
arbitrarily complex threedimensional scenes and at scales appropriate for the simulation of
actual satellite observations The planeparallel SemiDiscrete model accounts for 	nitesized
canopy elements in the 	rst two orders of scattering and was developed as a generic solution
to all homogeneous vegetation canopies that meet its required hypotheses Both the Raytran
and the SemiDiscrete model have been extensively tested against simulated and observed
reectance measurements In the context of the RAMI exercise they were proven consistent
with the bulk of participating RT models faithful to energy conservation under conservative
scattering conditions and undiscernible over structurally homogeneous vegetation canopies if
the prescribed accuracy levels were set at  of the BRF values in the red and  of those in
the NIR respectively
Chapter 
Extracting Quantitative Information
From Optical Remote Sensing Data
This chapter documents and discusses the utility of LUTbased inversion schemes for the
extraction of a comprehensive set of quantitative canopy information from remote sensing mea
surements in the optical domain Section  provides an overview of the various approaches
to the inversion of physically based RT models Section  documents the feasibility of LUT
based approaches to retrieve extensive structural and optical canopy information using three
dimensional RT models like Raytran Finally section  discusses some aspects of the funda
mental issue of RT model complexity in the context of LUTbased inversion schemes
 The inversion of radiation transfer models
Physically based RT models can be applied in forward mode to assess the impact of individual
state variables on the magnitude of a satellite gathered signal under clearly de	ned simulation
conditions In practice however remotely sensed measurements are acquired and reliable in
formation on the governing state variables that gave rise to these observations is desired This
is feasible provided these RT models can indeed be meaningfully inverted against an appro
priate set of measurements In the speci	c case where only one state variable Z is needed to
describe the physics behind the measurementM the inverse problem can be solved analytically
or numerically usually to a great precision


M # f  Z    Z # f

M 
In general however more than one state variable is required to describe the radiation transfer
within the atmospherebiosphere system see section  which necessitates the performing
of multiple observations of the target of interest in order to extract the desired estimates of the
RT model input parameters Such measurements however will prove useless if  they involve
new state variables and therefore new RT models to retrieve these  the target system
changes between successive measurements and no model exists to account for its temporal
evolution without introducing new state variables and  identical measurements are simply
repeated Verstraete and Pinty  Hence to acquire information on an invariant system by
inversion of a model one has to introduce a number of independent variables such that their
varying allows for the acquisition of multipleyet di
erentobservations without increasing the
number of unknown state variables In the context of optical remote sensing these independent

In this work bold fonts indicate vector quantities eg X relates to the multiple occurrence of elements of
type X Subscripts may be used to indicate the number of dimensions eg X
N
 fX

X

X

 X
N
g relates to
N dierent elements of type X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variables must relate to some or all of the conditions of measurement that is the spatial
temporal spectral directional illumination and viewing as well as polarization aspects of
a spaceborne measurement

Gerstl  Of immediate interest here however are the N
independent variables X
N
 that need to be altered in between K successive observations of a
speci	c terrestrial target such that any given RT model f featuring these same independent
variables is capable of simulating the ensemble of measurements M

   M
K
 without changing
the number L of its state variables Z Verstraete et al 
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where the system remains undetermined illposed problem if the number of measurements K
is lower than that of the state variables L On the other hand ifK # L a solution can be found
only if the measurements are without error and the model describes the system in a perfect
manner  #  Finally if K  L the system is overdetermined and the goal of the inversion
now has to be shifted from 	nding the mathematically correct solution to 	nding an optimal
solution for the various state variables one that best accounts for the observed variability in the
measurements given the errors inherent to both the model solutions and the actual observations
Verstraete and Pinty 
 Classical model inversion strategy
In the light of the above considerations the mathematical nature of an inverse problem is sim
ply to 	nd the optimal but not necessarily unique solution of an overdetermined system of
equations Classical approaches aim at minimizing the inversion errors using a merit function

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whereW
k
is the weight

given to the measurementM
k
 and f X
kN
 Z
L
 is the model simulated
value corresponding to the state variables Z
L
and the e
ective independent variablesX
kN
Goel
and Strebel  More speci	cally the strategy of 	nding the minimum value of the merit
function in equation  involves the following fourstep procedure Verstraete and Pinty 
 select arbitrary initial guess values for each of the L state variables Z
L

 use the known values of the N e
ective independent variables X
N
to
simulate the k #      K values of f X
kN
 Z
L
 given that K  L
 compute the corresponding 

and store the values of Z
L
if 

can
be considered small enough to stop the minimization procedure
 otherwise modify the values of Z
L
and reiterate the procedure from 
It should be noted however that the optimal solution identi	ed by this inversion procedure
may actually be dependent on the choices that are made during the execution of each one of
its individual stages In general the performance both in terms of speed and accuracy of the

For every remote sensing measurementM there are at least  independent variables equation  However
depending on the complexity of the RT model only a few of these might actually be contained in its formulation
anddepending on the properties of the available data setsfewer still N have to be eectively included as
independent variables X
N
 in order to allow for the models successful inversion against these measurements

This should include the errors associated with the model and measurement uncertainties ie W
k
 h

i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various numerical algorithms that can be applied to solve this optimization problem is directly
related to the way they search the available model parameter space This however may make
their solutions dependent on the initial guess values of Z
L
 with the possibility that the retrieved
solution vector is actually a representative of a localrather than the globalminimum of 


To overcome this issue the genetic algorithm approach for example tracks a population of
candidate solutions initially distributed over the whole parameter space of Z
L
 before locating
the subdomain within which the global minimum of 

is to be found Renders and Flasse 
The 	delity of the RT model that is the validity of its underlying hypotheses and assumptions
when generating f X
kN
 Z
L
 is another issue that may a
ect the outcome of the 

minimiza
tion procedure Similarly the results reported by an inversion algorithm may also depend on
the exit criterion that is used to stop the optimization process For example if 


 h

i the
RT model may include too many state variables or try to interpret actual measurement noise
whereas if 

 h

i the RT model may not be capable to account for all of the variability in
the gathered measurements Verstraete and Pinty  In either case the retrieved solutions
cannot be considered reliable and a reevaluation of the RT model as well as the stability of
the retrieved solutions in the presence of not necessarily Gaussian noise might be appropri
ate Finally the choice of the next set of values of the state variables in step  may also prove
critical since the way by which the model parameter space is searched can profoundly a
ect
the content of the results vector that is taken as the optimal solution once the exit criterion has
been reached Commonly used optimization methods in the context of optical remote sensing
include Kalman 	lters as well as QuasiNewton or Simplex hillclimbing algorithms eg
Nelder and Mead  Gill and Murray  Goel and Thompson  Pinty et al 
Another fundamental issue of model inversions is the occurrence of multiple solutions This
situation may arise because of  the uncertainties associated with the actual observations as
well as the simpli	cations and assumptions of the model  the atness of the valley containing
the global minimum of the merit function  the choice of the exit criterion value and more
per	diously  the number of available state variables in a given model The latter point arises
from the fact that the larger the number of variables which can be adjusted in a model the
easier it is to 	nd multiple combinations thereof which 	t the observations in accordance with
some speci	ed value of the exit criterion Pinty and Verstraete  consider it mandatory to
limit as much as possible the number of the state variables that need to be retrieved since even
for  state variables the uniqueness of the retrieved solution vector cannot be guaranteed
One obvious reason for this would be that certain state variables play only minor roles under
certain conditions whilst at others they dominate the signal completely eg the structural
parameters that describe the shape of the hotspot A reliable and accurate retrieval of such
parameters would thus be strongly dependent on the sampling strategy that is the availability
of measurements which highlight the variability of the signal due to the inuence of these state
variables Additionally the RT models that best 	t the observations ie those with a large
number of free parameters are not necessarily those that are most physically correct or yield
the best estimates of the state variables Pinty and Verstraete  In general it can be said
that the smaller the number of model input parameters and the larger the number of actual
observations that can be explained by that model the higher the con	dence that can be placed
into its capability to represent the variance of the measurements Verstraete et al 
Overall the only way to properly address the issue of multiple solutions short of acquiring
new or more accurate data is to repeat the above optimization procedure with di
erent start
ing values of Z
L
 with RT models of varying complexity and with changing convergence criteria
Since remote sensing observations are intrinsically related to the conditions of measurement
ie the set of independent variables relating to the spectral spatial temporal directional and
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polarizational aspects of the observationat least one independent variable has to be varied
in order to allow for the retrieval of model parameters that are themselves unperturbed by
variations in this independent variable Verstraete et al  Consequently it is reasonable
to 	rst extract information that is independent of the particular geometry of the observations
and only then to attempt the derivation of spectrally independent parameters if any increase in
the complexity of interpreting the extracted results is to be avoided This issue however does
not apply as such to LUTbased inversions as they are described below since here the entire
sets of structural and optical properties that were used in the generation of the surface type
solutions are known prior to any inversion attempts
  Lookuptable based inversion schemes
An alternative to the iterative inversion procedure is provided by the so called LUT approach
Here the complete set of instrument speci	c observations associated with any conceivable
terrestrial target systems and under all possible conditions of observation and illumination are
precomputed before any inversion attempts are being made These data are then stored in a
set of LUTs which can be searched to retrieve the optimal prede	ned solution to the inverse
problem given some speci	ed conditions of selection The latter criterion is commonly based
on a 

formalism and can be adapted in accordance with the complexity of the problem to be
addressed eg Kahn et al  Gobron et al a Martonchik et al a Knyazikhin
et al  Pinty et al a Gobron et al a and Kahn et al  In its most
general form such a metric

is analogous to equation  with the addition of a denominator
in the summation part that explicitely quanti	es the tolerable level of discrepancy between
the observed and simulated signal values The search mechanism thus identi	es all surface
type solutions whose entries under identical conditions of illumination and observation as the
satellite measurements in the LUTs abide as a whole by the selected uncertainty level in
the denominator of the 

metric such that they are equally probable to lie at the origin of
the satellite measured data strings LUTbased approaches thus make the nonuniqueness
of model inversions apparent and more interestingly they can also provide a ranking of the
retrieved solutions in terms of their likelihood to explain the observed signal Furthermore
the set of acceptable solutions provides an estimate of the accuracy of the retrieval of individual
state variables However since the reectance anisotropy of the BRF 	eld of a vegetated
surface may well serve as an indicator of its structural appearance see for example Figures
 and  and chapter  we will avoid the summation over all spectral and directional
observations when looking for optimal matches between precomputed LUT entries and actual
satellite measurements This is because such an approach equation  and the above 

formulations will inevitably retrieve surface type solutions that are not faithful in mirroring
the observed reectance anisotropy at every view angle and spectral band to within the bounds
of the imposed uncertainty level Therefor a piecewise 

metric will be applied to each
and every measurement in order to assure the verisimilitude of the simulated f X
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 and
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signals throughout the ensemble of available data points K
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where the uncertainty level 

k
is conveniently expressed as a percentage  of the observed signal
M
k
 The value of  should be derived from calibration speci	cations of the sensor as well as

A metric is dened as a mathematical function that associates with each pair of elements of a set a real
nonnegative number with the general properties of distance such that the number is zero only if the two elements
are identical and the number is the same regardless of the order in which the two elements are taken
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from uncertainty estimates associated to the model simulations eg Gobron et al a
However depending on the application it can be adjusted to account for the spatial variability
of the surface that is being observed the spectral band of the sensor andin the case of
monodirectional instrumentsthe viewing geometry eg Kahn et al  From the selected
sets of surface types whose LUT entries satisfy 

k
  at any one particular measurement
condition k  Sf

k
  j X
N
Z
L
g  only those that are contained within all K sets become
a valid solution to the inverse problem
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such that the set of retrieved surface type solutions is explicitly dependent on the selected error
criterion  the number of observations K the number of RT model state variables Z
L
 and
the e
ective independent variables X
N
 On the other hand any dependency on the order of
the inversions that existed for classical inversion strategies has disappeared from equation 
Furthermore the range of every state variable in the above set of valid solutions expresses the
uncertainty in interpreting the set of K available instrument speci	c measurements X
N
 using
the RT model f 
LUTbased inversion approaches give also rise to a series of questions that are in essence but
reformulations of the issues associated with the iterative inversion procedure of section  The
	rst one relates to the determination of the upper and lower bounds of the various state variables
that serve as input parameters to the RT model In practice this information can be derived from
the general knowledge of the system under study or by limiting the analysis to very particular
situations for which ancillary information in the form of actual 	eld measurements is available
Obviously the 	delity of the RT model remains an issue since it is instrumental in specifying the
magnitude of the LUT entries To this end great care should be taken that only validated RT
models are applied to the extraction of quantitative information from remote sensing data As
to the value of the exit criterion this reduces to 	nding what constitutes an appropriate upper
limit to the uncertainty level 
k
for which a given terrestrial surface type must be rejected from
the set of probable solutions Clearly the answer to this question depends both on the application
at hand and the accuracy requirements of the end user However care has to be taken here
since the selection of a particular surface type solution can always be achieved even in the case
of geographically incompatible biome types if the value of the uncertainty level is high enough
Last but not least the discretization step of the LUTs both in terms of the state variables
and the conditions of illumination and observation prede	nes the interval between successive
choices of Z
L
 and therefore must be chosen such as to avoid irrelevant computations as well
as the existence of too many surface type solutions with essentially undistinguishable radiative
characteristics To address this point the LUTbased inversion scheme presented in Annex A
and summarized below is entirely based upon insitu measurements of actual coniferous forest
stands Although this scheme may mean that the discretization steps of the state variables in
the LUTs are not regular it assures that each of the retrieved solutions will always correspond
to a forest type that was observed in nature
 LUTbased inversion of the Raytran model
LUTbased inversion schemes are computer memory intensive but they allow the use of D
radiation transfer models to simulate the reectance 	elds of explicitly modelled heterogeneous
canopy architecture representations In section  the Raytran model was introduced and
the validation e
orts of its authors were presented In section  the RAMI intercomparison
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exercise compared it with a set of other RT models This evaluation turned out to be very
favorable most notably in terms of its accurate representation of the signals angular variabil
ity and with respect to energy conservation under conservative scattering conditions Since
the Raytran model is capable of accurately describing the relevant radiative processes within
arbitrarily complex threedimensional scenes and computations can be carried out once and for
all in advance the LUTbased approach is an appropriate inversion procedure to apply it to the
extraction of a comprehensive set of structural and optical vegetation canopy parameters from
remote sensing observations
Annex A documents the inversion of the Raytran model against multispectral data gathered
by the VEGETATION sensor over northern Europe aimed at retrieving and characterizing the
structure of explicitly modelled D coniferous forest stands in that region This work is pub
lished in Widlowski et al a In essence the threestep method includes  the generation
of an accurate D representation of the structural and optical canopy properties at the spatial
resolution of the sensor based on 	eld measurements  the simulation of the TOA spectral
reectance 	elds for a variety of atmospheric aerosol conditions and the view and illumination
geometries that can occur with that sensor over this region and  the selection of the optimal
solution from amongst the set of prede	ned surface types such that both temporal consistency
and the necessary agreement in terms of the speci	ed uncertainty level are guaranteed More
speci	cally the study in Annex A utilizes 	ve di
erent surface types consisting of mature Scots
Pine Pinus sylvestris forests with tree densities of     and  stemhectare
For each of these surface types the reectance 	eld in the blue red and NIR bands at the TOA
were simulated using a subarctic summer model with aerosol optical depths of   
 and  at  nm A piecewise 

approach like that of section  was adopted to
select the set of most likely solutions to the inverse problem Maps can then be generated show
ing the spatial distribution of the retrieved surface types or any known structural and optical
variable thereof their associated atmospheric optical depth on the day of retrieval as well as
the error criterion  associated with this retrieval The methodology behind this approach is
completely generic and thus can easily be prototyped for di
erent instruments and biome types
One important aspect behind this kind of LUT based inversion approach however still remains
to be addressed in more detail This concerns the actual discernability of the prede	ned solu
tions in the LUTs and how this may a
ect the outcome of any inversion attempt  especially if
a great number of surface types solutions are available
  Radiative discrimination of the predened surface types
As more surface types are being added to the set of potential solutions the question arises
as to how di
erent these biomes remain at the TOA in terms of their spectral BRF values
The importance of this issue derives from the fact that two or more solutions in the LUTs will
never be distinguishable on the basis of actual measurements if their di
erences are smaller than
the likely errors of measurements ie the instrument calibration accuracy Conversely if it is
essential for a given application to distinguish between two given states of the environment then
the observational strategy and instruments must be designed to permit the reliable observation
of such di
erences Obviously the radiative discernability amongst the prede	ned surface
types in the LUT depends both on the increments and ranges of the selected aerosol types the
structural and optical canopy generation parameters as well as the number of simultaneous
satellite observations that are available to discriminate between them In the case of the mono
directional VEGETATION instrument the conditions imposed by equation  require the blue
red and nearinfrared TOA BRF simulations all to lie within   of their corresponding satellite
observations if they are to be identi	ed as a solution to the inverse problem
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Figure  Variations in the radiative separability limit  of the 
 reference surface
typeatmospheric depth combinations indicated on the top of each panel with respect to
all other predened surface types regardless of their associated atmospheric depths on the
basis of their TOA spectral BRF values in the principal plane and for 
o
 

  which
is expressed as a percentage of the reference BRF values represents the transition level
between the regimes where radiative uniqueness    and radiative equivalence    of
the reference solution with respect to all remaining predened candidate solutions exists
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When assessing the radiative discernability of the prede	ned surface types in a LUT one has
to determine the smallest value of  such that at least one solution amongst the remaining set of
prede	ned LUT candidates will provide equivalent BRF values to those of the reference surface
typeatmospheric depth solution for all measurement con	gurations under the speci	c condi
tions of illumination and observation


 This value is denoted by  and represents the transition
level between the regimes where radiative uniqueness    and radiative equivalence   
of the reference solution with respect to all remaining prede	ned candidate surface types exists
Figure  documents the variations of  amidst the  prede	ned surface typeatmospheric
depth combinations of annex A for a range of view zenith angles 
v
 and for 
o
# 

 Any
value of  outside the grey shaded area will thus result in at least one further surface type be
coming a probable solution under some atmospheric aerosol conditions capable of explaining
the measured BRF values within the limits of this 
In Figure  the radiative separability limit of a particular reference surface type ie the
boundary between the grey and white areas tends to be reduced in value if its associated at
mospheric depth is increased A similar trend can be observed if for a given atmospheric depth
condition the tree density of the reference surface type is being reduced This development
can be anticipated since an increase in vegetation cover implies higher lower BRF values in
the NIR red spectral bands whilst an increase in the atmospheric depth reduces augments
the corresponding TOA BRF valueswith respect to those at the TOCsuch that they will
become more similar to the reectance values of lower tree density solutions at that wavelength
Whereas the  stemhectare forest type bene	ts from an enhanced radiative separability limit
at large view zenith angles the  and for low atmospheric depth conditions also the 
stemhectare forest type retains its radiative uniqueness longest under small view zenith angles
Low tree densities  and  stemhectare are least discernible and their similar behaviour
of  indicates that they may become radiatively equivalent to each other above  for some
selected view zenith angles  under all viewing and atmospheric depth conditions In annex
A the error criterion  was raised from  to   with the lower value being related to the instru
ments absolute radiometric resolution limit Henry and Meygret  and the upper value to
the inight rootmeansquare deviation from the reference calibration over bright sands and
deserts in the blue red and nearinfrared bands Consequently VEGETATION measurements
with BRF values that fall in between or within the intersection of the TOA spectral BRF
envelopescompare with Figure Aof the prede	ned surface types will always yield more
than one probable surface type solution if the error criterion is raised above the level of grey
shaded areas in Figure  For the lower treedensity surface types this implies that as soon as
 is raised above   the selection of the most likely surface type in the sense of section A
will depend on such trivial issues as the number of prede	ned aerosol loads in the LUTs and
the viewing conditions with which a surface location is being observed Although this might not
have had any signi	cant implications as to the retrieved surface type maps in annex A simply
because less than  of the pixels were identi	ed as belonging to these two surface types and
even so the viewing conditions might have been such as to guarantee an unbiased retrieval at
these locations nevertheless the consequences of these 	ndings should not be underestimated
 especially if a LUTbased inversion scheme with a multitude of prede	ned surface types or un
der many di
erent types and loads of atmospheric aerosol is to be attempted Strictly speaking
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every surface typeatmospheric depth solution should only be retrieved up to the limit de	ned
by its radiative separability  under the given conditions of illumination and observation One
way to increase this value for a given number of prede	ned surface types is by adding a
multiangular component to the spectral measurements
Indeed both Gobron et al a and Vogt et al  have recently shown that not
only the number of probable solutions but also the error in the retrieved reectance 	eld is
greatly reduced when multidirectional information is taken into consideration This has obvious
consequences on the quality of information that may be extracted from optical remote sensing
data In the context of spaceborne observations of the biosphere multiangular sampling of the
terrestrial reectance anisotropy has already led to a better decoupling of the atmosphere from
surface BRF retrievals and hence also to improved estimates of photosynthesis FAPAR LAI
crown size leaf normal distributions and land cover classi	cation eg Kimes and Sellers 
Sellers  Pinty and Verstraete  Sellers et al  Clevers et al  Mar
tonchik et al a Martonchik et al b Diner et al  Pinty et al b Pinty
et al a Table  compares the smallest radiative separability limits of the  surface
typeatmospheric depth combinations in Figure  to what  would be if all nine MISR view
zenith angles 









 were available in the principal plane to dis
criminate between the LUT entries Indeed the radiative separabilities of the various prede	ned
solutions have all been increased with respect to the minimum values in Figure  However
although the values of  have almost doubled on average both the  and  stemhectare
forest typeswith their very low LAI levels of  and  respectivelyremain partially
inseparable at the  error criterion level used in annex A As mentioned before the identi	
cation of a most likely solution from amongst the set of prede	ned surface types should only
be accepted if this selection occurs within its range of radiative uniqueness with respect to all
other realistically modelled LUT solutions under the given conditions of observation and il
lumination Hence as a general guideline LUT based inversion schemes should be carried out
with  a minimum amount of prede	ned surface types still capable of expressing the natural
variations in the land cover types within the region of interest  sensors possessing the best
radiometric accuracy to avoid the indistinguishability of the prede	ned solutions within the un
certainty range of the sensor and  instruments capable of collecting sucient spectral and
directional measurements to provide the necessary criteria for the discrimination of the prede
	ned surface types As regards the level of the maximum tolerable error criterion in LUT based
inversion schemes  this should not be smaller than the instrument speci	c calibration accuracy
and should not exceed on an individual basis the radiative separability limit of the prede	ned
surface typeatmospheric depth combinations under the precise conditions of observation and
illumination
The results from Figure  and further sensitivity tests can thus be summarized by stating
that  the radiative separability limit of any given surface type is substantially reduced at the
TOA  di
erent magnitudes of  exist for di
erent surface types under identical viewing and
illumination conditions  di
erent optimal viewing conditions exist for the correct retrieval of
these surface types and  both comments  and  depend on the actual number of prede	ned
surface types and aerosol loads as well as the available number of spectral and directional
measurement conditions
   New directions for LUTbased inversion methods
An alternative way to enhance the separability of the prede	ned surface types may come from
the approach for designing optimized vegetation indices eg Verstraete and Pinty  Gob
ron et al b Govaerts et al  Gobron et al b Gobron et al c Here
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Table  The radiative separability limit of the 
 predened surface typeatmospheric
depth combinations of Figure  for monodirectional and multidirectional observations in
the principal plane and for 

being 

 For any value of 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the satellite measured BRF values at the TOA in the red and NIR are rectied to the level of the
TOC on the basis of information about the atmospheric state contained within the blue spectral
band and in the case of monodirectional instruments some assumptions about the anisotropy
properties of the reectance 	eld More speci	cally the recti	ed reectances in the red  
R
red

and NIR  
R
nir
 are given by
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where  
 

i
 corresponds to the optimal value of the amplitude parameter of the BRF 	eld
derived from the RPV model Annex C section C at the spectral band i The value of
this parameter can be optimally retrieved using a new inversion scheme of the RPV model fully
described in Gobron and Lajas  The formula used for parameterizing the polynomials g

and g

in the case of the VEGETATION instrument is given by Gobron et al 
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represents the domain within the spectral space where the optimization is sought This cost
function forces the polynomial functions g

and g

to deliver recti	ed values which are as close
as possible to the optimal value of the amplitude parameter of the BRF derived from the RPV
model namely  
 

i
 estimated at the TOC for each and every surface type and atmospheric
condition included in the training BRF data sets Gobron et al a
Thus given the values of the various polynomial coecients for the VEGETATION instru
ment Gobron et al  the satellite observations could be recti	ed to  
R
red
and  
R
nir
which
in turn could then be compared against similar entries in the LUTs to identify any appropri
ate surface type solutions Such an approach would not only eliminate the need for lengthy
computations to generate the spectral TOA BRF values it would also reduce the computer
memory requirements since only  values  
R
red
and  
R
nir
 would have to be stored in the
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LUTs for every illumination condition and surface type However by assuming a shape for
the reectance anisotropy of the BRF 	eld in the case of monodirectional observations one
obviously eliminates the use of all information contained within the angular function of the
RPV model equation C This approach might also compromise the accuracy of the recti	ed
reectance values Multiangular instruments on the other hand possess the advantage that
they allow the quanti	cation of the anisotropy of the reectance 	eld at the TOA Hence the
recti	cation procedure could be performed using  
 
parameters that were retrieved without any
assumptions about the shape of the reectance anisotropy Recently Gobron et al a
showed that multiangular data from MISR permits the reconstitution of k
TOC
red
from k
TOA
red
using
a recti	cation procedure that is based on the information contained in the RPV model parameter
(
TOA
red
 In the context of LUTbased inversion strategies this would then provide another source
of information which may have interesting applications in terms of land cover classi	cation
 Discussion
A successful LUTbased inversion of threedimensional RT models o
ers a plenitude of opti
cal and structural canopy parameters for interpretation Ideally it would be desirable to have
the radiative separability limit of all the prede	ned solutions as large as possible and greater
than the sensor calibration accuracy Multiangular measurements can add an extra information
component to multispectral data and thus enhance the discrimination of the LUT entries Sim
ilarly improved sensor calibration accuracies narrowed spectral bands and a minimum set of
prede	ned surface type solutions will also add to the success of a LUTbased inversion scheme
 if the radiation transfer within the canopy and atmosphere is modelled in an appropriate
manner Three dimensional RT models like Raytran can generate canopy representations with
almost any degree of complexity their main limitation being the available computer memory
The number of their structural and optical state variables L
D
can become very large as the
realism of the simulated canopy representation approaches that of nature As such their usage
in a LUTbased inversion scheme may necessitate the inclusion of an increased number of pre
de	ned surface types This however will inevitably reduce the separability of the LUT entries
since the many more combinations of state variables may all yield reectance values that lie
within the bounds of some speci	ed error criterion Furthermore from the discussion at the
end of section  it can be expected that with increasing number some of the many L
D
state
variables may become inconsequential or only under speci	c conditions contributors to the
measured digital number at the TOA The reliability of their retrieved values might thus be
seriously compromised Verstraete et al  In fact it is clear that remote sensing data can
only provide information on those processes and variables that noticeably a
ect the radiation
being measured Consequently the number of state variables for a given RT model should be
kept as close as possible to the number of e
ective state variables that are needed in order to
account within    for the observed variability in the signal The question thus arises as to
how many state variables are actually needed to explain a given set of spaceborne measurements
within some speci	ed range of uncertainty) Or more pragmatically was it actually necessary to
utilize a threedimensional RT model for the simulation of the coniferous forest stands in annex
A) Could a onedimensional canopy representation not have yielded identical results to within 
  both in terms of the generated spectral reectance 	elds and the retrieved land cover maps)
The answers to these questions however are slightly more involved than may be expected
The 	rst point to consider is obviously related to the type of information that a user might
want to retrieve Is it actually possible to obtain this kind of information with a planeparallel
RT model) And if so does that involve the extraction of multiple or individual state variables)
What about the accuracy of these retrievals) Do all state variables have to be extracted within
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similar accuracy bounds) How does the user justify these requirements) Is it actually meaning
ful to attach an accuracy criterion on information relating to the retrieved state variables of a
RT model inversion) After all remote sensing observations can only describe the most pertinent
radiative surface characteristics and solutions to the inverse problem are selected in accordance
to how well they match the observed reectance data and not on the accuracy of their state
variables  which cannot be known at the time of retrieval anyway In general the question
as to what may actually constitute an acceptable match between the modelled and measured
datastrings ultimatively hinges on  the extent global regional of the application at hand
ie the size and content of the LUT  the type accuracy and reliability of the information to
be retrieved and  the available resources time money people computers etc Suce to say
that the interpretation of remotely sensed data with onedimensional RT models should only be
considered for the extraction of quantitative information over spatially homogeneous surfaces
or when average quantities are sucient for the intended purposes
In the context of LUT based inversion schemes of quasisimultaneously gathered satellite
observations the possibility to utilize planeparallel surface type representations would not only
reduce the size of the required LUTs but also increase the radiative separability limit between
these candidate solutions In order to investigate the validity of this homogeneity assumption
chapter  will assess the capability of a planeparallel RT model to 	t the BRF values that were
simulated over threedimensional canopy representation as well as the bias that can be expected
when such RT models are utilized in retrieving a major state variable LAI More speci	cally
multiangular simulations over structurally heterogeneous coniferous forests at di
erent wave
lengths illumination conditions and spatial resolutions will be documented in terms of their
radiative separability limit and LAI bias with respect to a LUT of planeparallel surface type
solutions
 Conclusion
The inversion of physically based RT models against multiple sets of measurements was discussed
both for classical and LUTbased inversion It was argued that when attempting to select the
set of valid solutions in a LUTbased inversion scheme a piece wise 

approach was preferential
to the more standard summation approach since the former ensures that the simulations match
the observations at every view angle and spectral band This approach was then used to invert
the Raytran model against multispectral VEGETATION observations for the identi	cation and
characterization of boreal conifer forests in northern Europe see annex A It was subsequently
noted that a large number of prede	ned surface types will tend to decrease their mutual radiative
separability limits in the LUTs On the other hand an increase in both the quality and quantity
of the reectance data sampled in the spectral and angular domain enhances the radiative
discrimination between competing solutions in a LUT based inversion scheme
Chapter 
The Planeparallel RT Model Bias
Over Heterogeneous Forest Scenes
This chapter will investigate the scale dependent separability of BRF and LAI values that
were simulated and retrieved over structurally homogeneous and heterogeneous canopy represen
tations by the SemiDiscrete and Raytran RT models respectively Section  presents some
of the motivations and caveats regarding the setup of such a discernability exercise Section 
documents the results obtained for di
erent surface types viewing illumination and soil albedo
conditions whilst section  discusses some of the implications of these 	ndings

 Assessing the radiative separability of D and D surfaces
at dierent spatial resolutions Motivations and caveats
Heterogeneity in the structural and optical properties of terrestrial surfaces gives rise to
mutual shading and photon channeling e
ects whichdepending on the solar zenith angle and
the spatial resolution of interestcan have a signi	cant impact on the observed reectance
anisotropy of the BRF 	eld at the TOC To account for such radiative crosstalk increasingly
exhaustive canopy architecture representations are being included in physically based RT models
that simulate the angular signatures of terrestrial surfaces at medium to high spatial resolutions
However due to the various issues regarding the inversion of RT models with many state vari
ables see section  such an approach should not be seen as a justi	cation per se for the
unconditional inclusion of threedimensional RT models in the interpretation of remotely sensed
data Rather it should be the quality and quantity of the available directional and spectral re
ectance data together with the tolerable level of BRF uncertainty when attempting to simulate
these observations that has to serve as the primary criterion for the acceptance or rejection of
the D surface type hypothesis So far the computational advantage of many onedimensional
RT models accounted for the widely used assumption of partial or complete pixel homogeneity
amongst inversion algorithms in the remote sensing literature eg Borel and Gerstl 
Adams et al  Hall et al  and Gobron et al a With the advent of LUT
based inversion techniques this is however going to change since the retrieval of biophysical
structure parameters from remote sensing data can now be performed operationally with both 
D and D RT models eg Govaerts et al  Myneni et al  Gobron et al a
Knyazikhin et al  Pinty et al a and Widlowski et al a Thus assuming
that a given set of spectral and angular BRF measurements could equally well be explained
to within    by both a D and D RT model how was one to decide wether the state
variables of the structurally homogeneous or heterogeneous surface type solution respectively

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were to be used for further interpretation) One possible approach is provided by the principle
of parsimony which states that plurality should not be posited without necessity

 This is an
often used guideline in situations which require the selection amidst two competing theories that
make exactly the same predictions Together with some of the previous considerations Occams
razor would thus favour the inversion of the D physically based RT model over that of its
more complicated D counterpart under the assumption that the two approaches were equal
in all other aspects An important implication of such a choice would be the e
ective loss of
surface heterogeneity from a radiative point of view as soon as the user required accuracy level
was such as to allow for the existence of D surface type solutions Whether or not the values
of the retrieved state variables in the D case would actually be the same as those of their cor
responding counterparts in the D RT model iswithout the addition of further independent
data or selection criteriaessentially irrelevant Both surface type de	nitions constitute equiv
alent solutions to the electromagnetic observations that were gathered by the detector optics
of some remote sensor The D solution however has the advantage that its choice of state
variables is in all likelihood closer to those e
ectively needed to describe the radiation transfer
within    which translates into their more ecient accounting of the observed variability
in the signal a smaller set of valid solutions during inversions and a greater reliability in the
retrieved values of these state variables
Similar considerations have led to substantial e
orts in comparing D RT models with ac
tual observations as well as sophisticated D MC simulations in the context of retrieving cloud
optical properties eg Welch and Wielicki  Coakley  Cahalan et al b or
Loeb and Davies  Cahalan et al a showed that withincloud variations in stra
tocumulus cloud liquid water can cause albedos to be lower than the planeparallel values by
about  over mesoscale regions However this bias is signi	cantly reduced when the inde
pendent pixel approximation IPAwhich is but an area averaged combination of di
erent D
RT model calculations that ignores any horizontal radiation transport between its membersis
compared to MC estimates of the domainaveraged kilometer scale albedo At the same time
however the IPAs biases at the local scales can be quite dramatic Marshak et al b This
is because at spatial scales below the typical mean free path of photons the horizontal exchange
of photons between columns of scatterers can no longer be ignored eg Davis et al 
and Oreopoulos et al  However since the IPA bene	ts from a de	nite computational
advantage with respect to MC approaches considerable attention has been devoted to its im
provement Gabriel and Evans  or Marshak et al  and accuracy assessment Cahalan
et al b Barker  Chambers et al  Marshak et al a for example found
that the IPA is also capable of representing the variability of the cloud optical depth 	eld while
Zuidema and Evans  who added vertical structure variations observed that local shading
now competed with radiative smoothing

and thus added to the biases at the smaller spatial
scales This latter issue of subpixel scale cloudtop structure has been thoroughly investigated
by Loeb et al  Loeb and Coakley  and Varnai and Davies  among others
with cloud top height variations being shown to have very di
erent and usually stronger e
ects
on the scene averaged reectivity than volume extinction coecient variations Varnai 
In the context of optical remote sensing of vegetated surfaces the inuence of surface hetero
geneity and nonlinear interactions between the scattering elements at the scale of observation

Pluritas non est ponenda sine necessitate a statement commonly known as Occams razor rst postulated
by William of Ockham   

Radiative smoothing refers to the multiple scattering induced radiative interactions among nearby pointlike
scatterers of dissimilar optical properties in an IPA environment with the consequence that radiance elds tend
to be smoother than optical thickness elds Davis et al 		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have been recognized long ago eg Myneni et al b However as yet little work has
been directed towards a systematic evaluation of the bias that D RT models may introduce
Whilst some attempts at assessing the errors associated with linearunmixing methods eg
Bastin  or Settle and Campbell  were performed most studies were concerned with
the e
ects of sensor resolution and landscape heterogeneity on statistical image interpretation
techniques eg Cushnie  Puech  Moody and Woodcock  Benson and
MacKenzie  Friedl  On a more fundamental level Pinty et al  pointed out
that by adding height to an initially D representation of turbid canopy rows the albedo of
that surface could under certain illumination and scene architecture conditions diminish by as
much as a factor of  with respect to the initial IPA hypothesis Recently Knyazikhin et al
 who simulated the vertical structure of vegetation canopies in a fractallike manner
found that the canopy transmittance no longer followed Beers law

as soon as the smallscale
variability was taken into account In order to assess the e
ect of structure with respect to
the scale of observation this chapter will investigate the conditions for which the spectral re
ectance 	elds of explicitly modelled D vegetation canopies can be approximated using a
simpler canopy architecture formulation More speci	cally the level of separability is sought
beyond which planeparallel RT models

become capable of delivering surface type solutions
that are equivalent in terms of their spectral and directional BRF values to those generated
by more complex threedimensional MC raytracing models at a variety of spatial scales In
addition the dependence of these e
ects on the solar illumination conditions and the optical
and structural characteristics of the underlying surface type will be assessed However prior
to presenting the results of these investigations two experimental aspects of MC simulations
of surface reectance 	elds at multiple spatial scales have to be addressed namely the spatial
extend of the scene and the choice of the TOC height level
 Raytran simulated re	ectance anisotropy at multiple spatial scales
Nicodemus et al  de	nes the ratio of the directional uxes traveling upward and downward
through an in	nitesimal area dA ie the bidirectional reectance as the product of the BRDF
at that point and the projected direction of reection d$
r

d$
i
# 
r
d*
r
 This allows to express
the BRF values originating from a nonzero surface area %A located at a height level z
TOC

such that they can be simulated with a MonteCarlo raytracing model like Raytran Ross and
Marshak 
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where N

indicates the number of rays that are incident upon the surface area %A at z
TOC

and N

represents the number of rays that are exiting through the same %A such that the
projected solid angle of their exiting direction is %*
r
Govaerts  Since the uncertainty in
the MC estimate of any given measurement improves as 

p
N

 it is not considered appropriate
to sample the reectance 	eld of a large scale forest scene over successively smaller spatial areas
if the latter regions are not receiving a high enough density of incident rays compare also with
Figure  One obvious way to mimic such an increase in spatial resolution without loosing

Beers law relates the fraction of monochromatic radiation I
z
I

 that is transmitted from level  to level z
to the exponential of the optical thickness 


z
along that path I
z
 I

exp


z


Throughout this work the SemiDiscrete RT model is utilized to simulate the reectance elds of plane
parallel vegetation canopies with nite sized leaves Strictly speaking it is thus capable of simulating the BRF
values of threedimensional albeit structurally homogeneous vegetation canopies Hence to dierentiate this type
of canopy architecture from purley turbid planeparallel media D as well as structurally heterogeneous canopy
representations D the notation D

has been adopted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any accuracy in the measurements due to the number of rays is by reducing the dimensions
of the scene under investigation However such an approach cannot yield identical results to a
true zoomin of a larger identically structured forest scene
Scene Dimension Scene DimensionScene Dimension
Figure 	 Increased regularity in the spatial arrangement of structural entities as the
scene dimensions are reduced and cyclic boundary conditions apply From left to right the
dimensions of the world object square with dark shaded circles are reduced Duplicated
scene structures light shaded circles are shown up to the dimensions of the left most scene
This is simply due to the cyclic boundary conditions  compare with section  that MC
raytracing models like Raytran apply to simulate the horizontal photon uxes that would
enter a given scene if it were part of a greater spatially continuous landscape pattern of similar
structural and optical properties Such an approach is conceptually equivalent to the replication
of identical scenes and their placement in a honeycomb manner one next to the other On the
other hand it may introduce arti	cial regularities in the spatial distribution of objects amidst
the various instances of the original world object especially when the latter is not densely pop
ulated and its dimensions are relatively small Figure  illustrates this by showing how the
+order, of the dominant structures in the world object ie tree crowns augments as the
dimensions of the scene square with dark shaded circles are reduced and duplicates thereof
light shaded circles are utilized to cover the spatial extent of the original area Whereas the
mean horizontal distance that rays may travel between interactions remains relatively similar
for all azimuthal directions in the left most illustration this is no longer the case in the right
most illustration where rays now may experience quasiunbound trajectories if reected in an
appropriate direction from the underlying soil Hence if the dimensions of the world object
fall signi	cantly below the mean horizontal distance that a ray may travel inside it then the
directionality of the laterally entering and exiting rays ie the di
use horizontal illumination
component will in all likelihood be altered and so will also the azimuthal anisotropy of the
measured reectance 	eld In all generality it can thus be stated that for MC simulations the
reectance 	eld of a heterogeneous vegetation canopy at very high spatial resolution will di
er
from that obtained for the same vegetation patch when the true variability of the biome type
outside the immediate area of coverage is taken into consideration
To achieve such MC measurements corresponding to a true zoomin it is proposed here
to generate a large scale representation of a heterogeneous vegetation canopy like those in
annex A and to illuminate successively smaller patches thereof for the purpose of retrieving
the required reectance 	elds within these areas Such an approach requires however to know
what distance rays may travel on average between their point of entry and exit on the upper
surface of the world object which was set to the same height as the TOC This information
can then be used to downsize the illuminationsource area in order to perform higher spatial
resolution BRF measurements without introducing any signi	cant accuracy losses at least for
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Figure 	 PDFs of the horizontal ray displacement between the incoming and outgo
ing locations at the TOC for the optical and structural coniferous forest type properties
described in annex A Columns relate to dierent tree densities indicated on top whereas
rows relate to dierent spectral conditions indicated on the far right In the red NIR it is
the high absorption scattering of the foliage elements that accounts for the reduction in the
average horizontal ray displacement as the tree density is increased The scene dimensions
are        m

 and 	  

ray paths were used in the simulations 

  

 

  

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
 The probability distribution functions PDF of these horizontal TOC distances
can be obtained by illuminating the large scale canopy representations under identical conditions
and for the same surface types for which the BRF values are to be simulated at increased spatial
resolutions later on Figure  displays the PDF of these horizontal ray distances HRD at
the TOC for three di
erent tree densities columns and two spectral bands rows It was
found that if the BRF values of a squareshaped area %A
i
smaller than the scene dimensions
were to be measured then the sidelength of the directional illumination source in Raytran
should be chosen approximatively equal to
p
%A
i
& 	HRD Such an approach would include
   of all rays in the red NIR spectral band  with those not contributing leaving
the scene at zenith angles greater than  

 Hence by launching a large number of rays
 

 from this source area it becomes possible to gather di
erent sets of BRF measurements
over consecutively smaller groundareas without incurring more than a few percent of BRF
error due to the reduced number of rays Tests indicated that it was best not to reduce the
area from which the BRF measurements were gathered below



th of %A
i
 but instead to
repeat the above procedure with di
erent illumination source areas to cover the entire range
of scales for which BRF measurements were to be retrieved To achieve this four di
erent
illumination sources of sidelength     m were used to illuminate squareshaped
areas of sidelength     m respectively The mean BRF deviation that occurs
with the above illumination scheme between the SemiDiscrete and Raytran models in the
case of structurally homogeneous leaf canopy of uniform leaf orientations darkish soil conditions
and an LAI of  in the principal orthogonal plane were found to range from    to
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   in the red and    to    in the NIR as the spatial resolution of
the D scenes was reduced from  m to about  m and if the rays were collected in angular
bins of 

centered along the direction of the  innermost MISR view zenith angles Here
the increase in the BRF deviations along the principal plane is due to the two models di
ering
representation of the hot spot e
ect 
 
# 

 which is still partially captured by the 

view zenith angle
  Dening the TOC height level across multiple spatial scales
The explicit reference of z
TOC
in equation  requires that the height level of the BRF mea
surement at the TOC is selected such as to provide the best possible characterization of the
underlying surface type at any spatial resolution that is without introducing any signi	cant
new sourcesor sinksof illumination In the context of the Raytran simulations earlier men
tioned for the spectral reectance 	elds over heterogeneous forest scenes at multiple spatial
resolutions it thus becomes mandatory to agree upon appropriate height levels for the various
reference surface areas over which the upward and downward traveling rays are to be collected
At coarse spatial resolutions the TOC reference height z
TOC
 is very well de	ned for a slablike
canopy architecture it coincides with the highest vertical extent of the leaf canopy 

H that
exists within the world object For threedimensional canopy representations the same de	ni
tion may likewise apply at suciently large spatial scales and in the absence of any signi	cant
topography Figure  provides a graphical de	nition of these concepts both for slablike top
panel and heterogeneous bottom panel forest architecture representations
H^
^
z 0
z
H
TOC
Three−Dimensional  Canopy  Representation
Plane−parallel  Canopy  Representation
zTOC
z 0
Figure 	 Graphical denition of the top of canopy height level z
TOC
 the highest
vertical extend of the canopy 

H and the ground level height z

 for slablike top panel
and heterogeneous bottom panel forest architecture representations at suciently large
spatial resolutions and in absence of any signicant topography
In the case of D Monte Carlo simulations of  
z
TOC

 it appears appropriate to identify the
TOC reference height with the tallest point inside the simulated area of the topographically
at canopy representation In the context of multiscale characterizations of speci	ed surface
areas this may however lead to surprising 	ndings Consider for example an ideal spaceborne
sensor ie one that possesses a square wave modulation transfer function and orbits around
a planet without atmosphere capable of performing instantaneous TOC BRF measurements
at multiple spatial scales i such that 
i
pixelsobservations would cover the same surface area
%A
 
 as its coarsest scale i #  Assuming further that this ideal sensor was ying over a at
and uniformly covered forest area of very large extentmuch greater than the coarsest scale
of observationand that the spatial extend of one pixel at the latter scale was signi	cantly
larger than the maximum height

H encountered within its footprint area Now whereas at
this and subsequent low resolutions i #        the di
erences between the z
TOC
in
values
of neighbouring pixels n #      
i
would be essentially negligible at 	ner spatial resolutions
i   these variations in z
TOC
in
values would however become more and more accentuated
due to the natural variability of tree heights in mature forest stands and the random placement
of the pixels This implies that the reectance 	eld of a threedimensional forest stand that
uniformly covers a spatial area much larger than %A
 
 were dependent on the spatial resolution
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with which %A
 
were observed ie  
 
#
P

i
n
 
in
with i   The reason for this apparent
lack of energy conservation is entirely due to the di
erent reference heights of z
TOC
in
at di
erent
spatial positions n and resolutions i  as depicted in the top panels of Figure  Individual rays
are capable of contributing to BRF measurements at di
erent spatial positions n via their local
N

n
and N

n
numbers These contributions depend however on the spatial scale of investigation
since the height levels z
TOC
in
of the reference surfaces %A
in
are constantly changing due to the
spatial heterogeneity of the surface structure
A better approach might thus consist in keeping the TOC height level 	xed as the zoomingin
is performed This will guarantee identical reectance 	elds over speci	ed regions regardless of
the scale of observation On the other hand such an approach may generate apparent increases
decreases in the BRF values of a given pixel position l if the neighbouring pixel kalong the
line of sight of the sunhas a larger smaller z
TOC
ik
value This is because the presence ab
sence of foliage at pixel k may thus reduce augment the e
ective amount of incoming light
I

  e
 that enters within the vegetation canopy at the position of the pixel l when compared to
I

 
 the expected intensity of light incident at z
TOC
il
 This is made explicit in the bottom panels
of Figure  which show graphically how the perceived brightness in a 	xed TOCheight level
approach can be a
ected by variations in the surface structure adjacent to the area of interest
The same behavior has also been noticed by Zuidema and Evans  and Varnai  who
looked at cloudtopheight variations under oblique illumination conditions and the e
ect this
had on the measured pixel brightness values
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Figure 	 Top panels Variable TOC height level approach for BRF measurements When
comparing low left and high right spatial resolution reectance simulations over the same
spatial area energy conservation appears no longer maintained since individual rays may
contribute to dierent numbers of BRF measurements at successive pixel resolutions Bottom
panels Fixed TOC height level approach for BRF measurements Variations in canopy height
can lead to apparent increases decreases in brightness due to the eective illumination I

 e
being greater smaller then the direct illumination at the TOC I


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In order to compare Raytran simulations from several spatial scales with one another it thus
seems most appropriate to utilize a 	xed z
TOC
approach However from the above discussion
it has become apparent that neither scheme is completely satisfactory in leading to a just
characterization of the surface type below %A
i
at higher spatial resolutions This is because the
radiative description of the canopy features contained within the volume below z
TOC
is no longer
independent of the structural and optical surface characteristics adjacent to the area of interest
 if the spatial resolution of the sensor becomes comparable to or smaller than the horizontal
mean free path of the photons or the height of the structures in the medium Interpixel
shading and illumination e
ects may induce signi	cant variations in the e
ective directional
and di
use illumination components at these scales such that the natural arrangement of the
structures in the close vicinity of the area of interest may assert a strong e
ect on the recorded
reectance values unless the multiple scattering component in the canopy is very dominant
This situation appears somewhat analogous to the classical uncertainty relations of Heisenberg
in the sense that an accurate characterization of the surface properties through its radiative
signatures entails a limitation in the spatial position these properties can be assigned to In
other words the more precise the location of the surface properties is to be determined ie
pixel sizes that are smaller than the horizontal mean free path the less reliable the resulting
radiation measurement may become in terms of describing the actual properties of the content
within these pixels and vice versa The reasons for this are however entirely related to the fact
that the BRF de	nitions of section  imply a plane of reference and thus are being applied
to situations for which they were not originally derived for

 The scale dependent separability of D
 
and D canopies
To address the scale dependent bias of planeparallel RT models over heterogeneous forest scenes
the Raytran and SemiDiscrete models are to simulate the spectral reectance 	elds at the
TOC for a series of structurally heterogeneous D and homogeneous D
 
 forest environ
ments respectively More speci	cally the SemiDiscrete model will be used to generate a
series of LUTs containing the TOC spectral BRF values corresponding to the structural and
optical surface type properties in Table  under speci	c illumination conditions 
 
# 

and


 For di
erently sized subregions of a D representation of spatially continuous conifer
forests that are structurally equivalent to those in annex A see Table  the red and NIR
reectance 	elds at the TOC are then generated with the Raytran RT model in accordance with
the considerations in section  A piecewise 

approach which must be satis	ed at every
spectral and directional measurement condition will then be applied to 	nd the closest matching
candidatesunder identical view and illumination conditionsbetween the LUT entries and
the BRF values of the D forest representation These 	ndings can then be analyzed both in
terms of the separability between the D
 
and D BRF values and the error associated with
the retrieved LAI of the structurally homogeneous solution Since the LAI constitutes the infor
mation that is to be extracted both the planeparallel and D canopy representations possess
identical leaf optical properties and the  D
 
surface type solutions contained within the
LUTs have been generated almost exclusively in terms of the state variable of interest
  The radiative separability of D
 
and D canopies at multiple scales
The left hand panel in Figure  presents the radiative separability limit  of a structurally
heterogeneous forest with a tree density of  stemha under experimental conditions A de
scribed in Table  as the spatial resolution is decreased from  to  m More speci	cally
the results apply to the BRF values in the red spectral band when the target area is being
observed under viewing conditions corresponding to the  innermost MISR view zenith angles
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 
AND 	D CANOPIES 
Table 	 Structural and optical properties of the planeparallel surface types in the LUTs
Variable Values
Canopy Height 
 m
Leaf Area Index 

    

 in steps of 

Leaf Normal Distr
y
planophile plagiophile extremophile erectophile uniform
Leaf Radius  cm
Leaf Reectance 

	 red 
 NIR
Leaf Transmittance 

 red 
 NIR
Soil Albedo red 

		   
	   
	
Soil Albedo NIR 

   
	

   

Scattering Law biLambertian leaf Lambertian soil
y
The leaf normal distributions are simulated with beta trigonometric functions in the
case of the Raytran SemiDiscrete RT model compare with section B
Table 	 Experimental setup for the heterogeneous conifer forest types
y
covering    m


Experiment 
 
Mean LAI Soil Albedo Tree Height LND
Tag 

 per Tree RED NIR m
A 
  
	 
 	
 
 uniform
B 
  
		 
		 	
 
 uniform
C 
 
 
	 
 	
 
 uniform
D   
	 
 	
 
 uniform
y
Every D canopy representation was characterized by a needle area equivalent to a  cm
 mm long wide cylinder and identical foliage optical properties as in Table 
ie 





 and 

 along the principal plane Every starsymbol indicates the
level of the mean separability between the BRF values corresponding to a typical D forest
patch at that spatial resolution and its closest matching D
 
surface type solution from the
LUT In other words if the userspeci	ed level of BRF accuracy is equal to that indicated by one
of the starsymbol at that spatial resolution then the surface type solutions provided by a D
 
RT model are on average capable of providing equivalent BRF values at the TOC than those
generated with a structurally heterogeneous vegetation canopy The vertical bars that cross the
starsymbols represent the largest and smallest separability values that were encountered when
performing up to  di
erent estimates of the D
 
to D BRF deviations at speci	c spatial
scales The grey shaded area at the bottom of the left hand graph indicates the mean BRF
error between the SemiDiscrete and Raytran model when generating the reectance 	eld of
a structurally homogeneous canopy of average structural and optical properties equivalent to
the  m

threedimensional conifer forest representation under experimental conditions A The
various vertical bars indicate how this model di
erence changes in accordance with the number
of rays that given the procedure of section  were available at the various spatial scales at
which the radiative separability limit of the D
 
and D RT models were evaluated
The radiative separability limit


  in the left panel of Figure  remains almost constant
from spatial resolutions of  m down to  m At smaller spatial scales both the mean and
range of  become continuously larger This can be explained by the fact that the +statistics, of

For a mathematical denition of the radiative separability limit see the footnote on page 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Figure 		 Left panel The radiative separability limit  of a    stemha D forest repre
sentation and its closest matching D

surface type from the LUT experimental conditions
A in Table 
 in the red spectral band using the  innermost MISR view zenith angles
along the principal plane Right panel Conceptual partitioning of the left hand side panel in
the context of interpreting remotely sensed observations of such a forest type with physically
based RT models
the D forest representation contained within the area under observation pixel remains rela
tively unchanged for spatial resolutions larger than or equivalent to  m indeed the D forest
scenes were generated to satisfy their speci	c tree densities at the hectare level Below  m
the vegetation content will become di
erent between neighbouring pixels since the statistics of
what is contained within the area over which the BRFs are being sampled now depends on the
exact location of the pixel with respect to the structures in the D forest representations This
situation is exacerbated as the sidelength of the pixel becomes equivalent to or smaller than the
typical sizeheight of the structures in the forest scene under study The radiative separability
limit of the BRF values gathered at any individual pixel location now depends both on what is
contained within that area and what is adjacent to it taking account of the illumination direc
tion Very complex threedimensional situations can thus arise if a high resolution pixel area
partially covers one or two tree crowns with the underlying soil far below in addition each of
these components may be partially illuminated or shaded Such a con	guration will inevitably
give rise to larger separability values ie the D
 
surface type solutions will not match the
actual D observations easily On the other hand if a pixel were to fall exactly in between the
tree crowns of a forest stand such that it would only contain soil and no shadows then the
separability between the D
 
and D reectance 	elds would be relatively small The latter
situation is however less likely to occur than the former and will depend both on the tree
density and on an accurate sampling of all possible placement of the pixel areas above the forest
scene Nevertheless the range of separability should increase at the highest spatial resolutions
simulated with its minimum becoming eventually reduced again
The right hand panel in Figure  shows a conceptual partitioning of the 	ndings just
described in the context of interpreting remotely sensed observations of this forest type with
physically based RT models Large tolerances of 	t between the measured and modelled re
ectance 	elds white zone will result in the radiative equivalence of D
 
and D RT models
especially at large spatial scales to provide a surface type solution On the other hand small
tolerances of 	toutside the modelling and measurement uncertainties dark grey region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demand the usage of D RT model to match the observed reectance values light grey zone
In between these regions lies a transition zone medium grey where the dimensionality of the
RT model depends on the exact magnitude and shape of the observed reectance 	eld ie the
validity of the homogeneity assumption within this zone is subject to the exact placement of the
pixel area with respect to the constituents of the forest scene However since it is not known
a priori what a given high resolution sensor covers within its footprint area D RT models
will always have to be used in practice when satellite observations have to be matched with a
tolerance of 	t that lies within the area labeled as transition zone in the right hand panel of
Figure  Given the nominal resolution of the MISR instrument  m a D
 
RT model
would thus be appropriate if the BRF signature of the above  stemha forest type were
to be reconstituted in the red and NIR along the directions of the  innermost MISR view
zenith angles in the principal plane at a prescribed accuracy of   of the observed values
whereas a D RT model would be needed if the same operation had to be performed at a
mere    On the other hand if one were to 	x the prescribed accuracy at the   level
then the threedimensionality of the forest type yielding the results in Figure  would only
be maintainable from a radiative point of view up to spatial resolutions of  m This is
because the retrieval of structural information beyond the level of individual scatterers becomes
unjusti	ed according to Occams razor as soon as at least one planeparallel surface type so
lution can match the observations within the required  percent Surface heterogeneity at the
subpixel level is thus a scale dependent feature when described from a radiative point of view
For nadir viewing measurements in the red and NIR only tests have indicated that the extent
of the white area in the left hand panel of Figure  increases towards smaller values of the
	tting tolerance that is such monodirectional observations reduce the ability to discriminate
between structurally heterogeneous and homogeneous surface types Or in other words for a
given 	tting tolerance within the white area of the left hand panel in Figure  the number of
solutions in the nadirviewing case will be greater than for the multidirectional cases mentioned
earlier see also Gobron et al a
RED RED + NIRNIR
Figure 	
 The radiative separability limit of a    stemha forest in the red left NIR
middle and red and NIR right spectral bands using the  innermost MISR view zenith
angles along the principal plane experimental conditions A in Table 

Figure  shows the radiative separability limit  of the same  stemhectare coniferous
forest under experimental conditions A see Table  if the  innermost MISR view zenith
angles in the principle plane are utilized in the red left NIR middle and both red and NIR
right spectral bands As expected in the latter case the area of radiative equivalence between
D
 
and D RT models is substantially reduced compared to situations where only the in
formation content within one single spectral band alone is being exploited Interestingly for
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this particular forest type and experimental setup the radiative separability limit in the NIR is
larger than the corresponding one in the red spectral band at coarse spatial resolutions How
ever at high spatial resolutions both the range and mean of  are larger in the red wavelength
regime presumably due to the reduced multiple scattering there
Given the observations made in section  regarding the enhanced discrimination of the
set of prede	ned surface types if the scope of the angular and spectral sampling of the surface
leaving radiation 	elds was extended the remainder of this chapter will only deal with results
obtained from comparing the BRF values of D
 
and D RT models along the directions of
the  innermost MISR view zenith angles for both the red and NIR spectral bands Figure 
thus shows the variations in separability of a  red  black  green and 
blue

stemhectare coniferous forest under experimental conditions A see Table  in both
the principal left graph and orthogonal right graph plane At coarse resolutions the BRF
separability of the low tree density forest is smallest due to the reduced inuence of its structural
components ie the trees on the angular signature of its reectance 	eld which is predomi
nantly controlled by the soil optical properties in this case As the LAI increases more trees
the threedimensional nature of the forests becomes more important in terms of shadows and
occlusions and as such the mean separability level rises At very large tree densities the gaps be
tween the trees are getting smaller and the canopy eventually will become almost closed again
As a consequence the radiative resemblance with a highly vegetated D
 
surface type increases
and the BRF separability decreases again at coarse resolutions This trend can be observed
both in the principal and orthogonal plane with the separability in the former being generally
larger due to the partial sampling of the hot spot e
ect with the 

view zenith angle in
the case of the D forest representations The level of the modelling uncertainty corresponding
to the  stemhectare forest type is being indicated at the bottom of both graphs in Figure 
Principal Plane Orthogonal Plane
Figure 	 The radiative separability limit  of a    red    black    green and
	   blue stemha coniferous forest under experimental conditions A see Table 
 if the
 innermost MISR view zenith angles in the principal left graph or orthogonal right graph
plane and both the red and NIR spectral bands are utilized to identify the radiatively most
alike D

surface type solution
	
Only one set of  zoomins was performed for the  stemhectare forest type covering  m

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Figure 	 The BRF values of the best tting D

surface types diamonds compared to
those of the D forest representations stars if the  innermost MISR view zenith angles
in both the red and NIR spectral bands had to lie within the limits of the imposed error
criterion dotted lines The two leftmost rightmost columns present the results for the
principal orthogonal plane for the  heterogeneous forest treedensities rows indicated on
the far right experimental conditions A in Table 

Figure  indicates in greater detail how the best 	tting D
 
surface type diamonds from
the LUTs matched the D BRF data stars both in the principal  leftmost columns and
orthogonal  rightmost columns planes at a spatial resolution of  m  m in the case of
the  stemhectare forest type Whereas in the case of the  stemhectare forest type
the selection of the D
 
solution in the principal plane is determined by the 

view zenith
angle at lesser tree densities it is the largest forward zenith angle &

 that constrains the
radiative separability limit either in the red or NIR spectral band In the &

case the mag
nitudes of the D BRF 	eld are systematically overestimated by the selected D
 
solution both
in the red and NIR spectral bands and with the mis	t increasing with the prominence of the hot
spot that is with increasing tree density A similar behavior can be observed in the orthogonal
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plane where the lower tree density forest types are constrained by their largest forward and
backward viewing zenith angles in the red and NIR whereas in the  and  stemhectare
it is the nadir observation in the red that determines the separability level Notice how good
the 	t in the  stemhectare case is a fact that is not really apparent from the separability
values in the right hand graph of Figure  due to the low magnitude of the reference BRF
values Furthermore it is interesting to note that the rise of the  values in Figure  and
their subsequent decrease at high stem density values coincides with the waxing and waning
of the bell shaped appearance of the angular reectance anisotropy in the red spectral band
of Figure  especially in the orthogonal plane The anisotropy in the NIR on the other
hand is marked by an increased asymmetry in the BRF values along the principal plane to
gether with an enhancing of its bowl shaped feature that is most visible in the orthogonal plane
600 stem/ha 1200 stem/ha
o
rthogonal plane
300 stem/ha
principal plane
Figure 	 The radiative separability limit of a    left    middle and    left
stemha coniferous forest under experimental conditions A black B red C green and
D blue  compare with Table 
  if the  or 
 for experimental conditions D innermost
MISR view zenith angles in the principle top graphs or orthogonal bottom graphs plane
and both the red and NIR spectral bands are utilized to identify the radiatively most alike
D

surface type solution
An analysis of the radiative separability limit of a  left  middle and  right
stemha coniferous forest under experimental conditions A black B red C green and D
bluecompare with Table is presented in Figure  for the principal top graphs and
orthogonal bottom graphs planes For experimental conditions B red the soil albedo was
almost twice as bright as for conditions A black whereas for conditions C green the mean
tree LAI was  times larger than for A Notice that the range of the  values for the orthogonal
plane bottom graphs is about half of that in the principal plane top graphs In general an
increase in the mean tree LAI has a greater e
ect on the radiative separability than an increase
in the soil brightness at medium to large spatial scales This can be related to an enhancing of
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the threedimensional e
ects in the pine forest reectance signature when the opacity of the tree
crowns is increased eg more ecient shadowing as well as occlusion of the soil under larger
view zenith angles is occuring Very large separabilities at high spatial resolutions can occur
in the principal plane with the  stemhectare forest type reaching almost  at  m
resolution- predominantly when the BRF of the &

view zenith angle is characterized by
very low magnitudes in the red  in this case

 In general  increases with tree density
 although under experimental conditions B it remains almost constant between the  and
 stemhectare forest densities at large resolutions This could be related to the larger BRF
values under bright soil conditions as well as the discretization steps of the LUTs The radiative
separability limit for experimental conditions E blue in Figure  was computed using only
the  innermost MISR view zenith angles in order to avoid any increase in the model uncertainty
due to the larger zenith angle of the incident rays 

rather than the 

for experimental con
ditions A Tests indicated that the value of  in A was not noticeably a
ected when choosing
only  MISR view zenith angles Thus when comparing the results of experiments A black and
E blue one notices that the larger solar zenith angles reduces  only for the relatively dense
 stemhectare forest type whereas at lower tree densities the shadow component amidst
the trees and on the soil is enhanced which tends to increase the radiative separability limit in E
As a 	nal comment to the results obtained in this section it should be noted that coniferous
forests with their reduced needle reectance and transmission values Gates et al  as well
as their vertically elongated crown shapes are particularly suited to increase the values of 
D grassland representations for example would have resulted in substantially lower radiative
separability limits at the spatial resolutions under investigation Thus having documented
the scale dependent di
erences between the TOC reectance 	elds of D coniferous forest
representations and their best matching D
 
vegetation canopies from amongst a large set of
potential candidates under a variety of structural optical and illumination conditions it now
remains to investigate how well the state variable of interest LAI can actually be retrieved
using the so identi	ed D
 
canopy candidates
   The planeparallel bias in the retrieval of LAI at multiple scales
The leaf area index is a quantitative indicator of the amount of live green leaf material per unit
ground area within a vegetation canopy It is commonly used in agrometeorology and functions
as a parameterizing agent of the vegetation cover and its interactions with the atmosphere in
both biogeochemical and atmospheric general circulation models eg Avissar and Verstraete
 Dickinson et al  Sellers et al  Due to the crucial role that the biosphere
may play in the balance of the global carbon budget continued e
orts are underway to op
erationally determine its LAI values on a global basis eg Gobron et al a Myneni
et al  Knyazikhin et al  In section  the D
 
vegetation canopy types that
were best suited to lie at the origin of the BRF values measured above threedimensional forest
representations were identi	ed In the following both the absolute and relative error in their
LAI variable will be assessed
Figure  indicates the absolute top row and relative bottom row LAI di
erence between
the D coniferous forests and their radiatively most alike D
 
candidates from Figure  The
mean LAI of the heterogeneous forest scenes at their largest resolution amounts to  for the
 stemhectare red  for the  stemhectare black  for the  stemhectare
green and  for the  stemhectare blue forest types At coarse spatial resolutions

This is a drawback when dening the separability in terms of a relative dierence The usage of absolute error
values on the other hand has the disadvantage that equation  becomes dominated by the shorter wavelengths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Principal Plane Orthogonal Plane
Figure 	 The absolute top row and relative bottom row LAI retrieval error for a   
red    black    green and 	   blue stemha coniferous forest under experimental
conditions A see Table 
 if the  innermost MISR view zenith angles in the principal
left graph or orthogonal right graph plane and both the red and NIR spectral bands are
utilized to select the radiatively most alike D

surface type
the absolute LAI error increases continuously with the tree density in the principal plane top
left graph whereas it is reduced at very high tree densities in the orthogonal plane top right
graph In relative terms the accuracy of the LAI retrieval stays almost constant at  in
both the principal and orthogonal plane and for almost all surface types apart from the 
stemhectare forest The error of the latter is especially pronounced in the orthogonal plane and
it is precisely this con	guration that produced the least convincing 	tas far as the shape of the
BRF pro	le is concernedin the corresponding graph of the red spectral band in Figure 
Interestingly those surface types where the best 	tting D
 
solution was not constrained by
the &

angles had the largest absolute LAI di
erence both in the principal and orthogonal
plane These D
 
surface type solutions were however the only ones that retrieved the correct
soil brightness value whereas all others overestimated the soil albedo in order to compensate
for their underestimation of the LAI Thus whilst the D
 
surface type solution in the 
stemhectare case provides a better estimate of the soil brightness in the orthogonal plane its
LAI estimate is better in the principal plane and vice versa As a last comment it should be
noted that both the relative and absolute LAI di
erences can become very large at small spatial
scales This observation together with the comments made at the end of section  about the
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possible irrelevance of remotely sensed measurements for the accurate and reliable description
of the underlying surface properties at very high spatial resolutions is thus a prime example
not to embrace high spatial resolution sensors as the most obvious means to improve the quan
titative characterization of terrestrial targets on the basis of remotely sensed datastrings
In Figure  the radiative separability limit values are shown as a function of the absolute
LAI di
erence for the  triangle  stars and  diamonds stemhectare coniferous
forest under experimental conditions ABC and D in the principal left graph and orthogonal
right graph plane for three di
erent scale ranges colors and by accounting for the BRF values
of the  innermost MISR view zenith angles both in the red and NIR spectral bands In both
graphs the LAI di
erences tend to become smaller as the radiative separability limit decreases
ie as the D
 
and D BRF 	elds are becoming more alike The largest LAI di
erences
occur over surface types with elevated LAIs experimental condition C in Table  As the
scales of investigation are reduced the  values tend to uctuate more than the corresponding
absolute LAI di
erences At scales below  m this spread is becoming much greater not
shown with some experimental conditions C and D supporting the relationship between the
BRF separability limit and the LAI retrieval error in Figure  better than others A and B
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Figure 	 Radiative separability limit  versus absolute LAI dierence for the    tri
angle    stars and    diamonds stemhectare coniferous forest under experimental
conditions ABC and D see Table 
 for three dierent scale ranges colors The  in
nermost MISR view zenith angles in the principal left graph or orthogonal right graph
plane in both the red and NIR spectral bands were utilized to select the radiatively most
alike D

surface type

 Discussion
The issues in this chapter were introduced to discuss the question as to whether D
 
RT models
could be appropriate to interpret satellite observations if they were capable of retrieving the
same type of information as D RT models As it turned out the level of LAI error that is to
be expected when planeparallel RT models are to interpret satellite measurements or the D
simulations in this chapter is somewhat related to the accuracy with which they can 	t these
observations compare with Figure  However the examples that were presented in this
chapter were especially suited to enhance the e
ects of a D canopy architecture This is be
cause conifers have vertically elongated treecrown shapes and the reectance and transmission
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values of their needles are much lower than those for other kinds of foliage Gates et al 
Other surface types with relatively brighter foliage and less oblated crown volumes can thus be
expected to yield reduced separability values especially for closed vegetation covers when the
LAI is high eg rainforests orin the case of open canopiesif the opacity of the tree crowns
is less pronounced Such con	gurations might thus have yielded weaker relationships between
the radiative separability limit and the LAI retrieval error in Figure 
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Figure 	 Conceptual subdivision of the accuracy requirements versus sensor res
olution space in the context of interpreting terrestrial remote sensing observations with
physically based RT models The bottom zone is dominated by the instrument and model
uncertainty whereas the top right zone asserts the validity of D

RT model to interpret the
observed BRF values In between the two lies a transition zone grey where due to the lack
of any other indicators D RT models must be used even though D

might be sucient in
some cases
If one were to add the spatial resolution dependent separability ranges of all existing land
cover types into the left hand panel of Figure  thenfrom the above note about the spectral
and structural properties of coniferous forestsone could expect that the minimum values of 
approach the model and measurement uncertainty zone in that conceptual graph Thus Fig
ure  serves as an indicator of the radiative equivalence between D
 
RT models and actual
multispectral and multiangular remote sensing observations at a user speci	ed BRF accuracy
and the spatial resolution of the sensor of choice Obviously the instrument and modelling
uncertainties dark grey area prevent any interpretation of remotely sensed data if the 	tting
requirements for the observations and simulations fall below this limit On the other hand if the
RT model 	tting requirements are suciently lax then D
 
RT models will always be capable
of reproducing the multispectral and multidirectional BRF observations It is anticipated that
the D
 
zone white area will have its smallest levels of 	tting tolerance at the largest spatial
resolutions This is because naturally vegetated areasunlike the simulations in this chapter
are composed of a multitude of structural entities with di
erent dimensions optical properties
and degrees of spatial variations such that the overall signature of the surface leaving radiation
	eld at coarse spatial resolution is less likely to feature strong markings due to local radiative
surface heterogeneity con	gurations In between the D
 
and the model and measurement un
certainty zones there is a large transition zone where both D
 
and D RT models could be
appropriate for a satisfactory interpretation of the BRF signals depending on the underlying
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surface type and the exact placement of the area of observation above it In absence of any a
priori information as to what surface type is actually being observed or how the FOV of the
sensor is placed above the features on the ground the interpretation of satellite gathered data
strings within the radiative separability limit range of the grey shaded transition zone will
thus in general require the usage of D RT models
Nevertheless the question as to the complexity of the most appropriate RT model could be
resolved even in these cases at least in regional applications through relationships like the one
implied in Figure  Indeed the radiative separability limit can always be related to a given
state variable for di
erent illumination and observation conditions as well as land cover types
But such relationships will only be able to give a broad indication as to the retrieval error
with a large spread of estimates as soon as the resolution of the instrument is smaller than the
spatial scale at which the surface type statistics is being conserved within the FOV of the sensor
Furthermore these relationships are susceptible to atmospheric aerosol types and load and will
depend on the assumptions and formulations contained within the RT models that were used
to derive them Alternatively the maximum radiative separability limit amidst all the D
 
surface types in the LUTs could serve as a discriminator between planeparallel and D RT
models provided however that the set of potential surface types in the LUTs is suciently large
Principal Plane Orthogonal Plane
Figure 	 The radiative separability limit of the 
 
 D

surface types contained
within the LUTs as a function of their LAI content for dierent soil brightness conditions
colours in the principal left and orthogonal right plane  if the  innermost MISR view
zenith angles in both the red and NIR spectral bands were utilized 

  


The graphs in Figure  do not contain any direct reference as to the origin of the BRF
di
erences In particular it could be the discretization of the LUTs rather than the three
dimensionality of the observed surfaces that caused the measured separability values Indeed
Figure  which displays the separability of the D
 
surface types shows that the BRF
values of these solutions are least alike when their LAI conditions correspond to those of the
 stemhectare surface type under experimental conditions A B and D A closer inspection
reveals however that the level of separability between the D
 
and D reectance 	elds corre
sponds to    rather than the    separability maximum of the LUT
solutions in the principal orthogonal plane In addition whereas the LUT separability falls on
average as the LAI is raised from  to  a dramatic increase    in the separability
of the  stemhectare solution is observed when the LAI is tripled between experimental
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conditions A and C Hence since both the optical properties and the orientation distributions of
the leaves as well as the soil brightness values in the heterogeneous forest scenes are contained
within the LUT solutions the di
erences between their reectance 	elds must be entirely due
to the clumping of the foliage and to some degree also to the presence of tree trunks In
section  the correspondence between the value of the separability in Figure  at  m
and the degree of bellshapedness of the angular reectance anisotropy in the red spectral band
especially in the orthogonal plane of Figure  was noticed This bell shaped anisotropy is
even more pronounced if the LAI of the tree crown is tripled experimental condition C This
can be explained by the fact that the tree density and the foliage content of the tree crowns
are responsible for the reduction in surface leaving radiation as the view zenith angles increases
from nadir where most of the brighter underlying soil is visible to larger values where the tree
crowns obscure the soil in this spectral band In chapter  this avenue will be exploited further
by extracting the information contained within the shape of the spectral reectance anisotropy
as a possible indicator of surface heterogeneity
As a 	nal comment on this chapter it should be noted that other kinds of biases in the
retrieved LAI values or any other state variable of interest could have been obtained if a
di
erent criteria for the selection of the most appropriate D
 
surface type had been selected
Some possible options include
 adding further radiative criteria like the mean level and shape of the reectance anisotropies
for the selection of the most suitable D
 
surface type
 using a summation rather than a piecewise 

approach which would hopefully alleviate
the frequent underestimation of the LAI observed here
 selecting a +most likely, LAI estimate from an ensemble of D
 
surface type solutions 
obtained for error criterion values that are larger than the minimum D
 
D separability
used here

 Conclusion
The radiative separability limit between structurally heterogeneous and homogeneous vegeta
tion canopies both in the spectral and angular domain depends not only on the amount of
surface features but also on their optical properties and on the illumination conditions For
suciently lax accuracy criteria a D
 
RT model can always be found to 	t the observed re
ectance values to within the speci	ed requirements Nevertheless for any 	xed value of the
accuracy criteria the surface heterogeneity at the subpixel levelas perceived by remote sensing
measurementsappears to be a scale dependent feature Endusers with their continuing needs
for a quasicomprehensive characterization of terrestrial surfaces at enhanced spatial resolutions
and improved radiative accuracies constitute the main driver behind the inclusion of ever more
complex D RT models in interpretation schemes of remotely sensed data However the ac
curate extraction of surface properties from their radiative signatures using physically based
RT models is likely to yield unsatisfactory results at high spatial resolutions since neither the
actual placement of the sensors FOV above the features on the ground nor the exact di
use
and direct illumination conditions can be known a priori
Chapter 
The Reectance Anisotropy Shape
This chapter will investigate the information contained within the angular shape of the spectral
reectance 	eld for both structurally homogeneous and heterogeneous vegetation canopies Sec
tion  discusses the possibility to describe the reectance anisotropy shape using the modi	ed
Minnaert function parameter k of the parametric RPV model Rahman et al a Section
 interprets the variations of this parameter for structurally homogeneous vegetation canopies
with di
erent optical and architectural properties Section  then presents the simple physi
cal principles supporting the interpretation of the anisotropy of spectral radiances exiting from
structurally heterogeneous terrestrial surfaces in terms of a signature of surface heterogeneity
Finally section  highlights some of the bene	ts that this surface heterogeneity detection
concept might o
er to the interpretation of remotely sensed data
 Characterization of the spectral reectance anisotropy shape
Our interest in the shape of the reectance anisotropy of BRF 	elds stems from the discussion in
chapter  where for a given spatial resolution and uncertainty level a criterion was required to
decide whether a planeparallel or D RT model was needed to interpret multiangular remote
sensing data in one or more spectral bands Clearly in absence of any additional information
the multidirectionality of the data itself has to be examined for possible clues to address this
issue An often cited example for the impact of canopy architecture on the reectance signature
is the hot spot e
ect see page  in section  and a variety of works have addressed the is
sue of retrieving the structural parameters that caused it eg Goel et al  Observations
in the retroreection direction are however limited with the current eet of Earthorbiting
satellites

 As will be shown in the remainder of this chapter a certain degree of structural
information may be contained within the angular shape of the overall reectance 	eld This
is because multidirectional remote sensing observations are not only dependent on the optical
properties but also on the size shape and spatial arrangement of the objects that are contained
within the FOV of the sensor However whether such a structural footprint may be noticeable
in the characteristics of multidirectional datastrings depends even in the absence of an over
lying atmosphere on the structural and optical properties of the surface building blocks the
conditions of observation and illumination as well as on the degree of spatial consistency of the
landscape patterns within the FOV of the observing instrument

Trianawhich is planned to orbit the Sun at the Lagrange L pointwill be capable of continuously
sampling the hot spot eect at a resolution of  km in ve visibleNIR bands httptrianagsfcnasagov

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Classical radiation transfer theory for optically dense media predicts bowlshaped reectance
anisotropy patterns For the large majority of 	eld measurements and RTmodel simulations with
	nitesized leaf canopies that are documented in the scienti	c literature a similar behaviour has
been noted Occasionally however the inverse pattern that is a bellshaped anisotropy has been
observed eg Gerard and North  Ni and Jupp  It is this latter circumstance
which seems to manifest itself only under very speci	c conditionsthat prompted our interest
in investigating the information contained within some aspect of the shape of the spectral re
ectance anisotropy Indeed in section  it was noted that the degree of bowlshapedness of the
reectance 	eld in the red spectral domain appeared somewhat related to the BRF separability
level between the radiative most alike planeparallel and D canopy architecture representa
tions These observations gave rise to the conjecture that the +shape, of the spectral reectance
anisotropy in the redif quanti	ed appropriatelycould potentially be exploited for the pur
pose of discriminating between di
erent types of surface heterogeneity as well as amidst RT
models of di
erent complexity when aiming at the extraction of quantitative information from
these data
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Figure 
 The RPV model performs a functional decomposition of any BRF eld into an
amplitude function controlled by the 

parameter a modied Minnaert function con
trolled by the k parameter a HenyeyGreenstein function controlled by the  parameter
and a hot spot function controlled by the 
c
parameter The modied Minnaert function
contributes towards the bowl and bell shapedness and the HenyeyGreenstein function
towards the skewness of the resulting graph
Although the concept of such an approach is straightforward its practical application ap
pears however complicated by the fact that spectral reectance pattern are highly asymmetric
at elevated solar zenith angles An issue that can however be resolved by utilizing an ap
propriate parametric model capable of adequately characterizing the angular distribution of the
surface leaving radiances As discussed in section  such models do not need to be based
on physical principles rather they must be capable of representing the anisotropy e
ects from
a large variety of media in the simplest possible manner that is with a minimum number of
input parameters Verstraete et al  The RPV model Rahman et al b proposes to
achieve this by representing the reectance 	eld on the basis of four parameters k(  
 
  
c

entering a product of angular functions see equations C to C Through its mathematical
formulation

 the RPV model splits a BRF 	eld into its amplitude component  
 
 its associated
symmetric M
I

 
 
v
 k and asymmetric F
HG
g ( angular shape functions as well as a hot
spot descriptor function H 
c
G With the exception of the amplitude function all other pa
rameters of the RPV model a
ect the overall reectance 	eld nonlinearly across the hemisphere
of possible viewing conditions The main e
ects of the RPV model parameters on the overall
signal shape are schematically depicted in Figure  Of speci	c interest here is the socalled
modi	ed Minnaerts function M
I

 
 
v
 k Minnaert  which allows for the mathematical
representation of the overall shape of the angular 	eld through the parameter k

The 
c
parameter is commonly set equal to 

Rahman et al 		b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where 
 
and 
v
represent the zenith angles of the incoming and outgoing directions respectively
In its present form the modi	ed Minnaert function is based on  the observations carried out
around the beginning of the th century by Oepik who described the variability of the Moon
illumination as  
Moon

 
 k #  
 
cos
k

 
  Minnaert  who subsequently imposed the
reciprocity

principle as a criterion to be satis	ed  
Moon

 
 
v
 k #  
 
cos
k

 
 cos
k

v

and  Rahman et al b who modi	ed Minnaerts function to account for the 	ndings of
Kie
er et al  Thorpe  and Pinty and Ramond  In Figure  M
I

 
 
v
 k
is plotted as a function of the k parameter value and the view zenith angle for a solar zenith
angle of 

left and 

right For any given value of k the magnitudes of the troughs and
crests of M
I

 
 
v
 k are enhanced for small solar zenith angles as expected More speci	cally
k is close to  for a quasi Lambertian surface very limited angular variations in the spectral
BRF 	eld k is lower than  when a bowlshaped reectance pattern dominates the spectral
BRF values increase with the view zenith angle and conversely k is greater than  when
a bellshaped reectance pattern is observed the spectral BRF values decrease with the view
zenith angle
 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 
 The modied Minnaert function M
I


 
v
k as a function of the k parameter
value and the view zenith angle 
v
 for a solar zenith angle 

of  

left and 
 

right
The RPV model was extensively evaluated by Engelsen et al  and can be inverted in a
fast and reliable manner as demonstrated in a recent article by Gobron and Lajas  Their
approach yields not only an ensemble of possible RPV parameter value combinations but also
the accuracy with which these k( and  
 
parameters are capable of representing the observed
BRF 	eld Furthermore a +most likely, parameter set is normally selected by identifying the k
and ( values that are associated with the  
 
closest to the mean of the retrieved amplitude values

The principle of reciprocity as it applies to diuse reection and transmission can be stated as The scattering
and the transmission functions are unaltered when the direction of incidence and emergence are interchanged
Chandrasekhar 	
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Pinty et al a showed that maps of the parameter k derived from an analysis of
broadband METEOSAT data exhibit spatially consistent 	elds and features corresponding to
known gradients in surface types which may or may not be represented by variations in the
amplitude component of the BRF 	elds This strongly suggests that the parameter k can be
used as one additional and possibly independent axis of information to better identify and
separate various surface types than is feasible on the sole basis of spectral measurements This
requires however to understand how the anisotropic signature of geophysical media can be
interpreted and in particular what practical information could be derived from such a simple
parameterization scheme To this end section  will investigate the variations of the most likely
k parameter values

over structurally homogeneous canopies both in the red and NIR spectral
bands for a series of canopy architecture conditions Hence in section  the potential of the
k parameter to serve as a discriminator between structurally homogeneous and heterogeneous
vegetation canopies under identical foliage characteristics and illumination conditions will be
investigated
 The reectance anisotropy shape of homogeneous canopies
For planeparallel vegetation canopiesconsisting of a homogeneous cloud of disclike scat
terers uniformly distributed both along the vertical and horizontal directions referred to as
D
 
the canopy architecture can be entirely described using the typical leaf size the TOC
height the LAI and a suitable leaf normal distribution LND function g
L

L
 see section
B LNDs are important since they determine how much radiation is being intercepted by the
canopy along any particular direction Erectophile LNDs with their predominantly vertically
oriented leaves are most e
ective at intercepting radiation at large view zenith angles whereas
planophile LNDs with their leaves tending to be oriented in a horizontallike manner have
their largest interception capabilities at low view zenith angles Quite intuitively the LND of
a structurally homogeneous vegetation canopy can thus be expected to exert a major inuence
on the anisotropy of the reected radiation 	eld The latter is however also conditioned by the
optical properties of both the leaves and the soil as well as the illumination conditions
  The Minnaert function parameter of homogeneous leaf canopies
To assess the impact of both spectral and structural canopy properties on the shape of the BRF
anisotropy a series of reectance 	elds were simulated at the TOC using the SemiDiscrete RT
model for which the most likely Minnaert function parameter value was subsequently retrieved
by inversion of the RPV model using the approach of Gobron and Lajas  In Figure  the
shape of the reectance anisotropy is thus represented in terms of the most likely k parameter
for canopy LAI values ranging from  to  as well as for 	ve di
erent LNDs Both the leaves
and the soil optical properties are analogous to those not in italics in Table  and the solar
zenith angle was 

 Going from left to right every column refers to increasingly brighter
soils with the top bottom row referring to the corresponding leaf and soil properties of the
red NIR spectral band The jagged appearance of these curves is due to the fact that k was
discretized in steps of  for the inversion of the RPV model Nevertheless the absence of
widely uctuating deviations provides con	dence in the documented behaviour of the retrieved
values as well as the selection mechanism that allowed to obtain them
However when interpreting the information contained in graphs like those in Figure  one
has to remain aware that k is but a descriptor of one shape attribute of spectral reectance

Although the parameter k is dened by the modied Minnaert function M
I


 
v
 k it will be referred
throughout this work as the Minnaert function parameter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	elds that themselves were generated with physicallybased RT models accounting for the in
uences of many state variables The parameter k originates from a parametric model and has
as such until proven otherwise to be presumed devoid of any physical meaning Correlations
with state variables however obvious they might appear in such graphs are in all likelihood
induced by a combinations of factors and consequently might vanish as soon as some condition
of the system under study is being changed The aim of the various 	gures in this section is thus
not to imply that the parameter k has in fact a physical interpretation but rather to allow
for a better understanding of the conditions under which the shape of the angular reectance
anisotropy might become an indicator of a speci	c spectral and optical type of canopy
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Figure 
 The change in the most likely Minnaert function parameter k as the canopy
LAI is increased from   to 
 for dierent spectral bands rows soil brightness conditions
columns and leaf normal distributions colours The leaves and the soil have Lambertian
scattering phase functions and 

  

 The TOC is at   m and the leaf radius 
 cm
From the simulations contained in Figure which are only valid if both the soil and the
foliage possess Lambertian scattering phase functionsone can see that in the red spectral band
increased soil brightness accentuates the di
erences between the various leaf normal distributions
whereas in the NIR the opposite is the case In the NIR both the leaf transmission and reectance
are   whereas in the red they are much smaller and the leaf reectance is about  times
the leaf transmission Whereas an increase in soil brightness yields also an increase in the values
of k Figure  it should be noted that the soil brightness conditions in the red NIR spectral
band are continuously larger smaller than the corresponding leaf optical properties in that
spectral band in Table  It will be seen later on that the brightness level of the underlying
soil when compared to that of the foliage elements is a crucial factor in the generation of bell
or bowlshaped reectance anisotropy patterns In Figure  the maxima of the most likely
Minnaert function parameter values in the red can be seen to rise and shift towards larger LAI
values as the soil brightness is increased This is especially the case for an erectophile LND
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For a planophile LND on the other hand these e
ects are signi	cantly dampened Irrespective
of the simulated LAI and soil brightness conditions this LND tends to be characterized by
bowlshaped reectance anisotropies k   peaking only occasionally under Lambertianlike
conditions k #  if the soil is bright enough The k values of most of the other LNDs however
tend to rise from Lambertian soil conditions to distinctly bell shaped reectance anisotropies
k   as the LAI value is gradually increased Having reached their highest level of k at some
intermediate canopy LAI the +wings, of these reectance anisotropies begin to rise with respect
to the nearzenith BRF values until Lambertianlike reectance conditions and eventually also
increasingly bellshaped anisotropy patterns are occurring for optically dense canopies In the
NIR on the other hand k is less than  for all simulations For dark soil conditions an initial
rapid decrease in the values of k is followed by a more gradual rise to levels comparable to
or slightly above its starting value This behaviour is most least noticeable for erectophile
planophile LNDs and is somewhat retained even for brighter soil conditions when the LAI
value is increased However as the soil becomes brighter the magnitude of both the initial
decrease and subsequent recovery of the values of k is reduced Additionally these troughs
are gradually becoming broader and the minima of k shift to larger LAI conditions as the soil
brightness is increased in the NIR
   The Minnaert function parameter for the uncollided singlecollided
and multiple collided BRF components
Given the optical and structural canopy properties of Table  the range of values that
the Minnaert function parameter spans is larger in the red spectral domain than in the NIR
Additionally the occurrence of bellshaped anisotropy patterns in Figure  manifests itself
only in the red wavelength regime where the soil brightness is always greater than the leaf
reectance and transmission values most notably at low to medium LAI conditions and then
predominantly if the LNDs favour vertically oriented leaves The latter is an indication that k
red
might under certain conditions be susceptible to the canopy structure To pursue this hunch a
bit further the SemiDiscrete model was utilized to separate the total BRFs  
TOT
 in the red
spectral band into their uncollided  
UC
radiation not scattered by the leaves single collided
 
SC
radiation scattered once by the leaves and multiple collided  
MC
radiation scattered
more than once by the leaves components The corresponding most likely Minnaert function
parameter values were subsequently retrieved by inversion of the RPV model Figure  thus
documents the change in k
red
for the uncollided single and multiple collided BRF components
rows as the LAI is increased from  to  for di
erent soil brightness conditions columns and
leaf normal distributions colours Although such an exercise is of interest to understand the
spectral and structural prerequisites necessary for bellshaped reectance anisotropies it should
be noted that the most likely Minnaert function parameter of the overall reectance 	eld is
not a linear combination of the various k components in Figure  In fact the most likely
value of k
red
of the overall reectance 	eld can only be related qualitatively to the k value of
its uncollided single and multiple collided BRF components through the relative contributions
of these latter compare with section 
 The uncollided BRF component top row in Figure  is characterized by bellshaped
anisotropy patterns k   The order in which the k
UC
values of the various LNDs appear
at any given LAI value can be somewhat anticipated from their corresponding g
L

L
 and
G functions in Figure B Those that provide the largest interception crosssection at
increased zenith angles favour the occurrence of bowlshaped anisotropy patterns in the
uncollided BRF component Obviously in the case of anisotropically scattering soils the
actual values of the k
UC
parameter in Figure  would be di
erent This is because the
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Figure 
 Graphs showing the change in the most likely Minnaert function parameter
k
red
for un single and multiple collided BRF components rows as the canopy LAI is
increased from   to 
 for dierent soil brightness conditions columns and leaf normal
distributions colours All scattering phase functions are Lambertian 

  


 
UC
component is modulated by the BRF of the underlying soil as described in Equation
 In the case of Lambertian soils however the shape of the uncollided BRF 	eld is
entirely controlled by the probability that a photon may travel along any speci	c direction
from the soil through the overlying canopy without being intercepted by the leaves
 The single collided BRF components middle row in Figure  are characterized by
k
SC
values that are smaller than  With increasing LAI the bowlshaped appearance of
the angular reectance anisotropy is however gradually lessened and remains relatively
constant for optically thick canopies In Equation  the canopy was subdivided into K
separate layers each of which was receiving and reecting radiation in accordance with
the canopy transmission probabilities for the given LND at the height level z
k
 For every
layer four di
erent factors thus come into play whose combined e
ects when vertically
integrated determine the reectance anisotropy shape of the single collided BRF compo
nent These factors are  the amount of radiation that reaches a given canopy layer 
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the amount of radiation that exits the canopy from a given layer  the leaf reectance
and transmittance levels and  the leaf scattering phase function Which ones of these
contributing factors are 	nally responsible for the observed values of the k
SC
parameter in
the middle row of Figure  is not obvious to determine In the end this does not matter
for the purpose at hand since the occurrence of k
red
  for the overall reectance 	eld
appears entirely determined by canopy conditions favouring the relative contribution of
 
UC

 Themultiple collided BRF component lower row in Figure  are found to be varying
both with the spectral properties of the leaves and the soil k
MC
 which is almost always
smaller than  rises from very low values bowlshaped reectance anisotropy to peak at
medium LAI conditions and to decrease thereafter again This behaviour is most least
pronounced for the erectophile planophile LND and can be readily explained by the
large leaf absorption values in the red such that photons do not experience more than 
interactions on average before contributing towards  
MC
 Consequently their exiting
directions will still be somewhat conditioned by their incident direction and the LND of
the medium especially for bright soil conditions At low to medium LAI conditions the
increase in k
MC
can presumably be related to those photons that were contributed towards
 
MC
directly from the soil Hence the rise in k
MC
is strongest for erectophile LNDs because
here the downward scattering from the leaves is enhanced and the upward scattering
from the soil is least obstructed at small zenith angles At large LAI values however this
contribution is reduced again due to the increased leaf area density of the canopy
  The relative contributions of 
UC
 
SC
and 
MC
In the context of identifying vegetation canopies with bellshaped reectance anisotropy patterns
in the red spectral band the most prominent result in Figure  is that only the shapes of the
uncollided BRF component top row deliver Minnaert function parameter values greater than
 However unless the relative contribution of the uncollided BRF component is dominating
no bellshaped reectance anisotropy patterns will be observed Figure  indicates how the
relative contributions at nadir for the  
UC
  
SC
and  
MC
components are changing with increasing
LAI conditions for both erectophile left and planophile right LNDs in the red spectral do
main and for di
erent soil brightness conditions Although the retrieval of the Minnaert function
parameter is by no means a linear process the analysis of the relative contributions of  
UC
in
Figure  can help identifying the conditions under which a bellshaped reectance anisotropy
is to be expected for the erectophile black and planophile red LNDs in the top panels of
Figure 
Initially the overall BRF at nadir for the D
 
canopy with an erectophile LND is almost
entirely dominated by the contributions from the uncollided component As the LAI values
increase however the relative weight of  
UC
is diminished and that of  
SC
and to a lesser
extend also  
MC
 begin to rise until eventually the singlecollided BRF component is almost
exclusively responsible for the retrieved canopy reectance values With this behaviour in mind
the development of k
red
in the upper panels of Figure  can be explained using the variations
of the three components of k in Figure  Initially it is the k
UC
  value that dominates the
overall reectance anisotropy shape However although k
UC
is rapidly rising above  as the LAI
is increased its relative contribution is o
set against that of k
SC
which is less than  Eventually
the relative weights of these two and to a lesser extend also k
MC
 will be in balance causing the
peak in the k
red
values of the upper panels of Figure  As the LAI is further increased k
SC
will dominate and the Minnaert function parameter of the overall anisotropy shape is gradually
decreasing to values that assymptotically approach that of k
SC
 The shifting to higher LAI values
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of the crossover point between  
UC

 
TOT
and  
SC

 
TOT
in Figure  as the soil brightness is
increased thus reects itself Figure by  higher k
red
values due to the continuing dominance
of k
UC
 and  the peaking of k
red
at higher LAI values than for dark soil conditions
ERECTOPHILE PLANOPHILE
Figure 
	 The relative contribution of 
UC
 
SC
and 
MC
towards the overall BRF 
TOT

with increasing LAI conditions for erectophile left panel and planophile right panel LNDs
in the red spectral band and for the dierent soil brightness conditions indicated in Table
 
v
  

and 

  


  The eect of  
 
on the Minnaert function parameter
Whereas sections  and  documented the change of the Minnaert function parameter for
di
erent surface type conditions ie the LAI state variable was varied in the following the
state of the system under observation will be kept 	xed and variations of k
red
will be monitored
as a function of the conditions of observations More speci	cally in the left hand panel of Figure
 the most likely Minnaert function parameter in the red spectral band is plotted as a function
of the solar zenith angle for structurally homogeneous canopies of various LNDs medium bright
soil conditions and a canopy LAI of  The most prominent result of this graph is the fact
that the variations of k
red
 as 
 
is increased from 

to 

 are characteristic of the LNDs of the
various leaf canopies This suggests that the solar illumination condition could provide a means
to discriminate between di
erent degrees of vertical orientations of the dominant structures ie
the leaves in the case of the structurally homogeneous canopies here
A continuous decrease in the value of k
red
can be observed for predominantly vertically ori
ented LNDs as the solar zenith angle is increased For LNDs with predominantly horizontally
oriented leaves an initial fall in the value of k
red
is compensated by a slight rising after 


which continues until 

or beyond Interestingly the k
red
values of all LNDs cross each other
as well as the k #  line around 

 This can be related to the fact that the value of the Ross
function G at 
 
# 

is almost the same regardless of the LNDs compare with Figure B
 Tests have indicated that k
UC
  at this canopy LAI and stays almost constant with 
 

whereas k
SC
always less than  decreases rapidly until 
 
 

before increasing gradually
again to its initial values k
MC
follows a similar pattern
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Figure 

 Left Panel The most likely Minnaert function parameter k
red
as a function of
solar zenith angle in the red spectral band for medium soil brightness conditions various leaf
normal distributions colours and a canopy LAI value of 
 All scattering phase functions
are Lambertian Right Panel The relative contribution of 
UC
 
SC
and 
MC
towards the
overall BRF 
TOT
 with increasing solar zenith angles for erectophile black plagiophile
blue and planophile red LNDs under identical conditions as in the left panel
In the right hand graph of Figure  the fractions of uncollided single and multiple col
lided nadir BRFs linestyle in the red spectral band are plotted as a function of solar zenith
angle for erectophile plagiophile and planophile LNDs under identical conditions than in the
left hand graph In the planophile case red curve the single collided BRF component solid
line in the red band is dominating at   throughout all illumination conditions In fact
its contribution is even increasing when 
 
 

 The uncollided contribution dashed line
on the other hand is about  at 
 
# 

 before gradually decreasing to about  as the
illumination zenith reaches 

 Consequently the behaviour of k
red
for the planophile LND
in the left panel of Figure  follows closely that of the single scattering component with its
absolute value increased due to the uncollided contribution For an erectophile LND black
curve the uncollided BRF contribution dashed line is about four times as large as the single
collided contribution solid line at low 
 
conditions This is however gradually changing as the
solar zenith angle is increased with the relative contributions of the single and uncollided BRF
components reaching almost exactly the inverse of their initial proportions Consequently the
k
red
of the erectophile LND in the left panel starts at a higher value than the planophile LND
and decreases gradually from bellshaped to bowlshaped anisotropy conditions as 
 
reaches


 A more comprehensive overview of the values of k
red
as a function of canopy LAI and
solar zenith angle is given in Figure  for both erectophile left graph and planophile right
graph LNDs under medium bright soil conditions The distinct patterns of k
red
in both panels
suggest that multidirectional observations of a nonchanging target under di
erent conditions
of illumination may provide important clues as to the preferred alignment with respect to the
vertical of its dominant structural elements ie leaves in this case Notice that when the
solar zenith angle coincides with 

MISR view zenith angle the 	tting accuracy of the RPV
model fell to  versus  in other cases The retrieved values of k
red
tend to be lower in
that case   and this artifact is most noticeable in the planophile case where the dynamic
range of k is less
At this point we would like to stress out once more that an indepth identi	cation of the
causes for the above reectance anisotropy shapes is a daunting and somewhat debatable task
Firstly the RPV model is a parametric model whose individual functions are neither orthogonal
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Figure 
 The retrieved Minnaert function parameter k
red
as a function of solar zenith
angle and leaf area index for D

leaf canopies of erectophile left graph and planophile
right graph LNDs under medium bright soil conditions Both the leaves and the soil possess
Lambertian scattering phase functions
nor are its parameters among the state variables of radiation transfer theory in planeparallel
leaf canopies In essence this implies thatalthough the main contributions of k and ( are those
depicted in Figure the information content of any given reectance anisotropy shape is to
some degree contained in both the k and ( parameters and to a lesser extend also in the wings
of the hot spot function controlled by  
c
 In addition the +goodness of 	t, when performing
the RPV model inversion also a
ects the con	dence that may be associated with its retrieved pa
rameter estimations Secondly a physical interpretation of these parameters should be avoided
Indeed a great many state variables may actually inuence the retrieved value of the Minnaert
function parameter such that it will not be obvious to identify the most contributing ones of
these  even in a case where all optical and structural canopy properties were known Di
erent
factors will dominate the reectance anisotropy shape under di
erent illumination structural
and optical conditions  as any physically based RT model will be capable of documenting
The graphs in this section should therefore be seen only as a means to identify  the range
of variation in the spectral reectance anisotropy shapes expressed through the Minnaert func
tion parameter  a broad class of surface type conditions where a bowlshaped reectance
anisotropy pattern may be observed and  the e
ects that canopy structure may have on the
shape of the observed reectance signatures The various reectance simulation in Figure 
featured bellshaped anisotropy patterns only in the red spectral domain In this wavelength
regime the soil is generally brighter than the foliage which favours such a development in struc
turally homogeneous leaf canopies if  sucient radiation can reach the soil and leave the
canopy unhindered again ie at low to medium LAI and 
 
conditions and  predominantly
vertically oriented structures exist that obstruct the passage of light at larger view zenith angles
ie an erectophile LND
 Reectance anisotropy as a surface heterogeneity indicator
The anisotropy pattern of the solar radiation 	eld scattered by vegetation in the red spectral
domain is largely controlled by the physical properties and geometric arrangement of the ele
ments that constitute the terrestrial surface This is because multiple scattering contributions
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are relatively insigni	cant at these wavelengths Verstraete et al  and the soil bright
ness tends to be greater than that of the strongly absorbing foliage elements Unlike the plane
parallel leaf canopies of the previous section natural vegetated surfaces are made up of foliage
agglomerations embedded within distinct envelopes of speci	c opacity and distributed spatially
in a variety of densities and manners Annex C explains in detail how under such conditions
the presence of relatively sparse vertical foliage structures of high LAI values may yield a
typical bellshaped anisotropy pattern  in contrast to the more bowlshaped pattern that will
be observed over structurally homogeneous planeparallel foliage distributions under identi
cal LAI LND and vegetation coverage conditions compare with Figure C In essence the
mechanism for the generation of bellshaped anisotropy patterns is the same as for the 	nd
ings in section  namely the gradual concealment of the underlying soil by vertical foliage
structures tree crowns as the view zenith angle increases However in the case of D canopy
representations it is not so much the LND of the foliage elements within the tree crowns but
rather the size of the intertree gaps together with the vertical elongation of the tree crowns
and the leaf area density LAD within them that determine the magnitude of k
red
 This is
because the clumping of leaves into spatially 	nite foliage structures enhances  the LAD in
these volumes under the assumption that TOC level remains the same with respect to the
corresponding planeparallel canopy and hence also their radiation interception capability at
larger view zenith angles and  the radiative contribution of the soil at small view zenith
angles A very high spatial density of optically dense vertical structures yields anisotropy pat
terns analogous to those of planeparallel D
 
media ie bowlshaped pattern On the other
hand a very low spatial density of such structures does not signi	cantly a
ect the anisotropy
pattern of the brighter background which was assumed to be Lambertian in annex C Only at
intermediate vegetation densities can a bellshaped reectance pattern be generated  which is
similar to what was observed in the D
 
case High sun conditions limit the presence of shad
ows and the associated darkening of the background which favours the exposure of the surface
heterogeneity using the Minnaert function parameter compare with Figure C Increased soil
brightness can have a similar e
ect on the retrieved values of k
red
 as demonstrated in Figure C
Figure 
 Variations of the values of the k
red
parameter as a function of the fraction of
absorbed radiation for vegetation structures equivalent to those in Figure C The spherical
foliage clumps D and planeparallel canopy representations D were generated with
LAI values of 
  diamonds and 
 stars The soil was of medium brightness 

  

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In annex C spherical foliage +clumps, with an LAI of  were used to gradually increase
the LAI average over a  m

scene until this reached a value of  From Figure  one can
see that under such LAI conditions an otherwise equivalent D
 
canopy does not favour bell
shaped anisotropy patterns Figure  displays the results when the experiment in Figure C is
repeated with a medium soil brightness in the red  and for spherical foliage clumps with
an LAI value of  diamonds and  stars Thus as the vegetation coverage reaches  
the lower LAI D
 
canopy type will have a value of k
red
  compare with the top row middle
graph of Figure  Indeed the Minnaert parameter value for the D
 
canopy is  but the
one of the D canopy under the same conditions of LAI LND and fractional cover has a value of
about - This simulation together with the 	ndings of annex C thus indicate that the degree
of bellshapedness of the spectral reectance 	eld for a D heterogeneous vegetation canopy
will always tend to be larger than that of a D
 
canopy with otherwise equivalent properties
of LAI LND LAD vegetation coverage soil brightness z
TOC
 etc This is because both the
contribution of the soil at small view zenith angles and the e
ective blocking of the foliage
at larger view zenith angles is enhanced in the structurally heterogeneous case Finally the
	ndings displayed in Figure  do not a
ect the conclusions of annex C namely that any value
of k
red
  requires the usage of three dimensional RT models  since the SemiDiscrete
RT model accounts for structurally homogeneous vegetation canopies with nite sized leaves
 Concluding remarks
In this chapter evidence was presented that surfaces composed of a bright substratum covered
with dark and vertically elongated structures of preferably high opacity and low to medium
spatial density lie at the origin of bellshaped reectance anisotropy patterns Although the
spectral properties of most soils and leaves favour the occurrence of k   in the red spectral
domain compare with Figure  geophysical situations where k
NIR
  might nevertheless
exist such that k
NIR
could also function either alone or in conjunction with k
red
 as an indica
tor of some kind of subpixel heterogeneity From the results in section  and annex C it can be
concluded that both structurally homogeneous D
 
 and heterogeneous D surface types are
capable of producing such reectance signatures To determine whether a string of multidirec
tional satellite measurements with k   should be interpreted with a D
 
or D surface type
solution in a LUT based inversion scheme is in essence but a reformulation of the questions
at the end of chapter  and  Does the shape of the angular reectance anisotropy contain
information about the degree of heterogeneity that is present at the surface) And if so does a
certain type of reectance anisotropy demand the usage of D RT models for its interpretation)
As to the 	rst question the answer is clearly yes However whereas for structurally homo
geneous +clouds, of disclike scatterers the value of k
red
is predominantly determined by the
interplay of soilleaf brightness LAI LND and illumination angle in the case of structurally
heterogeneous agglomerations of foliage clumps at the nominal scale of the MISR instrument
 m it is predominantly the shape and number of the clusters of leaves as well as their LAI
values in addition to soilleaf brightness and illumination angle that a
ect the magnitude of
the Minnaert function parameter Now given the fact that terrestrial surfaces are inherently
threedimensional in appearance D RT models can thus be employed to interpret the varia
tions of k
red
in terms of the structure of the surface type In the context of MISRAirMISR
observations this approach will be dealt with in greater detail in chapter 
On the other hand if the userrequired information does not relate to D aspects of vegetated
surfaces will it be possible to utilize the value of the Minnaert function parameter in the red as
a discriminator between D
 
and D RT models) To address this issue it should be recalled
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that the k parameter quanti	es only one aspect of the shape of the reectance anisotropy It
provides a convenient measure of the symmetric curvature properties of the spectral BRF 	eld
However both the skewness and hot spot parameters of the RPV model ( and  
c
 also contain
valuable information as to the overall shape of the reectance 	eld Furthermore the goodness
of	t of the best RPV model solution is an important piece of information in its own right since it
transmits a notion of the degree of validity that the various RPV parameters convey But even so
it is possible to anticipate conditions under which the separation of the hot spot  
c
 e
ect from
the overall reectance shape k ( may become ambiguous or even unfeasible Such anisotropy
patterns are often characterized by somewhat conical shapes and as such could be decomposed
alternatively into a very broad hot spot region together with a neutral Lambertian k Min
naert function parameter or a highly bellshaped Minnaert function k   with a neutral
of insigni	cant hot spot contribution Tests have indicated that under surface type conditions
favouring such a reectance 	eld pattern the RPV model inversion scheme of Gobron and Lajas
 tends to favour the 	rst of the above solutions ie it is the hot spot  
c
 that accounts
for most of the observed BRF variations Nevertheless the BRF shape in its entirety can always
be described by the RPV model parameters and it can thus also be expected that the informa
tion contained within k (  
 
and 
FIT
in all spectral bands might be related to the radiative
separability of chapter  On the other hand relating k alone to  whether retrieved from the
red or the red and the NIR spectral bands is not likely to provide any conclusive indications
as to the Minnaert function parameters capability to act as a discriminator of D
 
to D sur
face types At this stage the Minnaert function parameter in the red spectral band should thus
only be utilized to discriminate between purely D k   and higher order RT models k  
In chapter  the separability between the BRF signatures of a threedimensional boreal
forest representation and some radiatively equivalent planeparallel surface type was not found
to vary anymore beyond a scale of  m The reason for this was that during the creation
process of the D canopy representation its +statistics, were conserved at the hectare level
Hence regardless of the exact pointing of the sensor it always +saw, similar tree sizes gaps
and optical properties This implies also that k would not change any more for these forest
scenes beyond spatial resolutions of   m Nature however is much less uniform and thus if
the spatial resolution of a sensor becomes very large the radiative contributions form all sorts
of di
erent structures with their own optical properties and shapes will intermingle to obscure
the threedimensional e
ects that speci	c parts of the canopy might have revealed if observed
individually and at a higher spatial resolutions Thus one could expect the radiative separability
in the various graphs in chapter  to decrease at coarser spatial resolutions if the D conifer
forests had been modelled in a more realistic way This e
ect was noted in Figure C where
k
red
was gradually decreasing as the sensor resolution was degraded Speci	c biome types could
thus be characterized by their change in the value of k as a function of the spatial resolution
of the observing instrument A proposal that is in line with the comments made in chapter 
namely that the subpixel surface heterogeneity at a speci	c level of radiative accuracy will
only be exposed at some spatial scales using remote sensing observations whereas at others it
will remain hidden ie D
 
surface types can 	t the measurements equally well
As a 	nal comment to the 	ndings in this chapter it should be noted that the variations of
k
red
as a function of the illumination conditions Figures  and  may provide a new avenue
for the assessment of subpixel structure ie the retrieval of the most likely LNDs in the context
of D
 
RT models Given the results of Figure C it can be anticipated that variations in 
 
may also improve the retrieval of information relating to the shape and density of the dominant
subpixel structures Indeed one of the 	ndings of chapter  will be exactly along these lines
Hence it can be envisaged having a con	guration of three or more MISR like instruments ying
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with the same orbital parameters but temporally o
set such that their overpass times at any
given location would correspond to di
erent illumination conditions Under the assumption
that the state of the terrestrial target does not change in between successive observations 
day important structural aspects within the con	nes of the FOV of these sensors could thus
be retrieved in addition to documenting the errors associated in current singleview approaches
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Chapter 
Surface Reectance and Structure
Combining Anisotropy Indicators
This chapter will investigate quantitative means of characterizing vegetation heterogeneity
prior to relating these measures to the reectance anisotropy indicator k
red
 Section  pro
vides an overview of the various e
orts currently underway to describe spatial inhomogeneity
Section  then introduces the concepts of intermittency and nonstationarity as a means of de
scribing scaleinvariant geophysical signals Section  shows initial results obtained from super
imposing the modi	ed Minnaert function parameter onto the information contained within these
structural descriptors Finally section  discusses these 	ndings as well as their implications
 Surface Heterogeneity Descriptors
The existence of vertically elongated structures was found germane for the occurrence of bell
shaped reectance anisotropy patterns under certain spectral conditions in chapter  In annex
C the degree of heterogeneity within the spatial arrangement of foliage clumps was identi	ed
as a major structural inuence to the reectance anisotropy signature of natural vegetation
canopies What is thus needed at this point is the establishment of some quantitative link be
tween the observed reectance anisotropy shape on the one hand and the spatial heterogeneity
of the vegetation architecture that gave rise to these observations on the other
The concept of spatial heterogeneity permeates the 	elds of ecology and hydrology most no
tably in conjunction with GIS or remote sensing applications eg Turner  ONeill et al
 Kolasa and Pickett  Fotheringham and Rogerson  Kalma and Sivapalan
 Just like the concept of scale in chapter  spatial heterogeneity possesses no single uni
versal de	nition although it is mostly related to the notion of spatial variability which in turn
is scaledependent In the context of point patterns spatial heterogeneity means variations in
the density of points eg trees in a forest whereas from a surface pattern perspective it refers
to the variability of a spatially continuous parameter Dutilleul  Alternatively spatial ho
mogeneity might be de	ned as remaining similar upon subdivision which implies a characteristic
upper and lower limit of scales within which this property applies Palmer  In other words
both the resolution or measurement interval and the range or sampling extent determine
the degree of spatial heterogeneity that can be associated with a speci	c data set Changing
any one of these two aspects may induce a change in the perceived degree of heterogeneity or
homogeneity

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A multitude of research projects have been devoted to the extraction and contextual assess
ment of spatial patterns that were derived from speci	c variables of interest and scales resolution
and range of investigation In the context of remotely sensed image interpretation over forested
surfaces image texture has been related to stand structure  especially when the nominal pixel
resolution is equal or less than  m Jupp et al  StOnge et al  More speci	
cally texture analysis employs pattern recognition techniques that can be categorized into 
statistical methods cooccurrence matrix Fourier transform autocorrelation function etc 
geometric methods Voronoi tessellation texture primitives  model based methods Markov
random 	elds fractals and  signal processing methods spatial domain 	ltering Fourier do
main 	ltering Gabor and wavelet models Tuceryan and Jain  However any conclusion
that might be drawn from such an analysis of high resolution digital imagery must obviously be
subject to the particular illumination and viewing conditions at the time of observation since
these are instrumental for the perceived patterns of interpixel variability and contrast variations
The quanti	cation of spatial heterogeneity is also a key focus in many ecological studies and a
large variety of global and distributed metrics exist to quantify landscape patterns in terms
of their composition adjacency connectedness shape complexity dispersion and size distribu
tion eg ONeill et al  Ripple et al  Grith and Amrhein  Getis and
Ord  Many of these however are correlated or have been developed solely for speci	c
applications and thus detect individual patterns with varying degrees of accuracy Hargis et al

 The Semivariogram
The variogram is a statistical tooloriginally derived in mining geology Matheron that
has been widely used in geostatistics to measure the spatial variation in a dataset r where r
indicates a vector of spatial coordinates The semivariogram which is just half the variogram
is a second order statistics that measures the dissimilarities between two observations r and
r&h separated by a distance jhj the lag between them For a one dimensional dataset x
with sampling interval  and total length L the experimental semivariogram along the transect
direction x is de	ned as
h #

L h& 
Lh
X
i 

x
i
 x
i
& h


i #      L
  j
where h # j is an integer multiple of the sampling interval  j #      L
 Conceptually
the shape of the semivariogram can be characterized by three parameters the range which is
the distance at which h stops increasing the sill which is the value of h for distances
equal or greater than the range and the nugget e
ect which is the level of  Figure 
indicates their relevance for a conceptual semivariogram red that was overlaid onto an exper
imental semivariogram black obtained from a transect of canopy height data
A nonzero nugget e
ect relates to measurement errors and spatial sources of variability that
are smaller than the shortest sampling interval Journel and Huijbregts  In the context
of highresolution remotely sensed imagery of forested areas the range was shown to relate
to tree size Woodcock et al  Cohen et al  tree density StOnge et al 
and increases generally with a coarsening of the texture of digital images Similarly the sill
has been related to pixel contrast Cohen et al  and general variance of the dataset St
Onge and Cavayas  Hypp.anen  used the semivariogram to di
erentiate Norway
Spruce from Scots Pine on the basis of their sill values It was found that these di
erences were
related both to the vertical layering and the crown shapes which were di
erent for these two
species The semivariogram has also been shown to be related to the autocorrelation function
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Figure  Experimental black and conceptual red semivariogram for a transect of tree
heights The range is the distance at which h stops increasing The sill is the value of
h for distances equal or greater than the range and the nugget eect is the value of  
the Fourier spectrum as well as the monofractal dimension of the data Ramstein and Ra
y
 However despite their potential as integrated descriptors of some signal properties
none of these measures is capable of providing for an unambiguous characterisation of a given
dataset In section  this issue is illustrated further and subsequently overcome by utilizing
two complementary aspects of a given dataset
  Fractals
Fractals are conceptual objects that show structures at all spatial scales with a scaledependent
selfsimilarity Mandelbrot  For example a circle is not a fractal but a cloud is since
the latter does not become linear upon repeated magni	cation Palmer  The fractal di
mension can be used as a quanti	er for the roughness of a surface or data set Recent studies
have included measures of the fractal geometry of landscapes in patch

pattern analyses such as
soil and landscape data analysis forest 	re and cluster growth tree and habitat structures as
well as spatial habitat and landscape pattern analysis eg Burrough  MacKay and Jan
 Gardner et al  Goodchild and Mark  Milne  Bartoli et al 
Williamson and Lawton  Zeide 
In recent years the concept of mulitfractals eg Grassberger  Hentschel and Procaccia
 Parisi and Frisch  have helped to clarify the fuzzy notion of inhomogeneity by in
troducing and quantifying the e
ects of intermittency Davis et al  Whereas singularity
analysis techniques eg Meneveau and Sreenivasan  Schertzer and Lovejoy  Chhabra
et al  Meneveau and Sreenivasan  Lavallee et al  allow for the extraction of the
latter information the more traditional structure function approach Monin and Yaglom 
Mandelbrot  constitutes a proper framework for addressing the nonstationarity behaviour
of geophysical data or processes In the following section both structure functions and singu
lar analysis techniques will be introduced and subsequently combined for the characterization of

A landscape patch can be dened as a relatively homogeneous spatial cell or body two and three dimensions
diering in appearance from its surrounding matrix Wu et al 		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geophysical data or processes in terms of their nonstationarity and intermittency properties re
spectively More speci	cally the approach of Davis et al  Davis et al b Marshak
et al  and Davis et al  will be presented
 Intermittency and nonstationarity of geophysical data
A property of fundamental importance to data analysis is the notion of statistical homogene
ity or stationarity that is de	ned as invariance of the statistical properties under translation
When this condition is not veri	ed no meaningful stable spatial statistics may be derived
from a given data set or even ensembles of data sets if the spatial statistics of the latter do not
converge to their ensemble average values that is if they violate ergodicity Davis et al 
Stationarity can be linked to the geometric appearance of onedimensional datasets with
smoothlooking transects being more nonstationary than roughlooking ones To characterize
the nonstationarity properties of a dataset structure function analysis or more speci	cally
the 	rst order exponent of this technique H

 can be utilized However statistical stationarity
is not a sucient criteria for the unambiguous characterisation of geophysical datasets Hence
to overcome this limitation the degree of intermittency ie the occurrence of larger than av
erage jumps can be quanti	ed in geophysical datasets Intermittency properties can also be
related to the geometric appearance of onedimensional datasets Transects with a high de
gree of intermittency are characterized by relatively sparse occurrences of variability between
adjacent datapoints whereas for transects with a low degree of intermittency the occurrence of
variability is rather dense Intermittency can be characterized by singularity analysis or more
speci	cally by the 	rst order exponent of this technique C


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 Conceptual H

 C

graph Both Gaussian noise and randomly positioned
Dirac  functions appear geometrically rough and thus are stationary signals Heaviside step
functions and functions that are varying and dierentiable almost everywhere appear ge
ometrically smooth and hence nonstationary The Heaviside step function and the Dirac
 function are characterized by highly singular occurrence of variability ie high inter
mittency Gaussian noise fractional Brownian motion and functions that are dierentiable
almost everywhere possess variability between adjacent datapoints almost everywhere ie
low intermittency

 INTERMITTENCY AND NON	STATIONARITY OF GEOPHYSICAL DATA 
Figure  is an adaptation from Davis et al  and provides a conceptual classi	ca
tion of various data transects in terms of their nonstationarity and intermittency properties
Stationary and nonintermittent Gaussian noise is positioned at  Its integralFractional
Brownian motionis nonintermittent but also somewhat nonstationary  Functions
that are varying and di
erentiable almost everywhere occur at  Random Dirac Delta
functions are highly intermittent but stationary processes  Heaviside step functions on
the other hand are both nonstationary and highly intermittent constructs  In subsec
tions  and  the procedures for computing both H

structure function analysis and C

singularity analysis will be described in greater detail In section  actual vegetation canopy
height 	elds will then be characterized using these two indicators
  Structurefunction analysis
We consider a generic geophysical signal x that represents the +	eld, we are interested in
Furthermore we assume that x is sampled at intervals of length  along the segment ! L"

i
# x
i
 x
i
# i i #      / 
with the number of datapoints / # L&
  Next it is assumed that the geophysical signal
behaves in a scaleinvariant manner over a range of scales   r  R that is power laws will
prevail for all scaleconditioned statistics within this range Thus for a scaleinvariant signal
free of characteristic scales the corresponding energy spectrum Ek is expected to follow
Ek  k

where the wavenumber k # 
r Davis et al  have shown that    implies stationarity
whereas      relates to nonstationarity in geophysical 	elds that could however be
stationary over some range of scales   r  R In the following only the latter type of
geophysical signals are considered and the absolute increment across the scale r
j
# j with
j #     /  is de	ned as
j%r
j
x
i
j # jx
i
& r
j
 x
i
j i #     / j  
which will be independent of position x
i
due to the powerlaw behaviour This obviously applies
to all qth order structure functions
hj%r
j
j
q
i #

/ j
j
X
i 
j%r
j
x
i
j
q
where hi indicates ensemble averaging over all possible positions   x
i
 L r
j
 within the
dataset Due to the scaleinvariance it can be expected that for   r  R
hj%rj
q
i  r
q
q   
with q being concave

as long as the proportionality factors in equation  depend only
weakly on q Parisi and Frisch  Furthermore it is also nondecreasing if the increments
%r
j
x
i
 are bounded Frisch  Marshak et al  and 	nally due to normalisation
one has  #  Thus given the concavity of q a hierarchy of nonincreasing exponents
Hq can be de	ned Davis et al b

A twice dierentiable function fx is concave over the interval X if its second derivative is nonpositive
and is convex if its second derivative is nonnegative for all x within the interval X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Hq #
q
q
q  
Obtaining Hq is the goal of the structure function analysis Processes with a constant Hq
are called +monoane, or +nonstationary monofractals, whereas those with a variable Hq
are called +multiane, or +nonstationary multifractals, Viscek and Barabasi  Marshak
et al  At least two q are well known For nonstationary scaling processes with
stationary increments the second order structure function hj%rj

iwhich is also known as
the variogram in geostatisticscan be related to the slope of the power spectrum using the
WienerKhintchine theorem Monin and Yaglom 
   #  &  # H &   
Furthermore the q #  structure function can be related to the fractal dimensionD
g
of the
graph g of x when the latter is being viewed as an object in two dimensional Euclidean
space Mandelbrot 
  H

# H #  # D
g
  
H

 which is known as the +roughness, or +Hurst, exponent is thus bounded in the range
! " At its lower limit H

relates to graph 	lling D
g
#  stationary processes whilst at
H

#  it indicates the presence of nonfractal signals that are di
erentiable almost everywhere
D
g
#  Marshak et al  Additionally H

 which is also known as the codimension
of g allows for a geometric interpretation of the data set under study Low values H

  
relate to increased roughness in the signal whereas high values H

   indicate the presence
of smoothness According to Davis et al a H

constitutes the single most important
exponent in the whole Hq hierarchy not necessarily because of the geometric signi	cance of
Equation  but due to the fact that H

de	nes the linear trend in q compare with the
right hand panel in Figure  In summary these authors view H

as a direct quanti	er of
the systems nonstationarity whereas the complete hierarchy of q or Hq exponents may
serve as a means to qualify this nonstationarity As such H

will provide one of the information
axes when classifying the height	eld structure of vegetation canopies in section  where this
information will be related to the radiation 	eld that emerges from within these surface types
log2( log2() )
ζ1 (1)
2 = ζ(2)2H = β−1
(q)ζ
η R
= H
q
= (1) 0.566 +/− 0.031ζ
Figure  Left hand panel A tree height transect corresponding to a scene with LAI

that is structurally equivalent to those in the right hand column of Figure C and that was
sampled at 	 
 cm interval over the nominal resolution of MISR 
 m Middle panel
The corresponding log

log

plot of the rst order structure function versus the scale r Right
hand panel The resulting q function plotted against q with H

being indicated

 INTERMITTENCY AND NON	STATIONARITY OF GEOPHYSICAL DATA 
Figure  provides an overview of the structural function analysis The left hand panel
shows a tree height transect corresponding to a D scene with LAI# that is structurally
equivalent to those in the right hand column of Figure C sampled at   cm interval over
the spatial sampling frequency of MISR  m the middle panel displays the corresponding
log

log

plot of the 	rst order structure function versus the scale r and in the right hand panel
the resulting q function is plotted against q
   Singularity analysis
Although structure functions can be used to characterize the nonstationary multifractal struc
ture of geophysical datasets such information is however not necessarily unique  especially
for monofractal processes or when only H

is being considered In order to remove this indeter
mination it has been suggested to characterize the role of intermittency in the observed signal
Marshak et al  In other words it would be of interest to analyze the occurrence of
+spikiness, or largerthanaverage jumps  ideally in a stationary dataset One way to ob
tain a stationary 	eld from a nonstationary one with stationary increments      is by
computing nearestneighbour di
erences Davis et al  This operation reduces the power
spectrum slope of the resulting absolute gradient 	eld 


by two 


#  For the dataset
in Figure  with    such an approach yields irregular gradient 	elds with 


  
which does however not make a di
erence to the outcome of the singularity analysis Lavallee
et al  Tessier et al  The +singular measures, approach of Davis et al b and
Marshak et al  will be presented here although other approaches have been proposed
eg Meneveau and Sreenivasan  Schertzer and Lovejoy  Chhabra et al  Mene
veau and Sreenivasan  Lavallee et al 
The mth order normalized absolute gradient 	eld x
i

m
 is de	ned over the smallest scale
 for which a powerlaw behaviour persists within the dataset compare with Figure 
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where the scale  # e with e   the number of datapoints / # L & 
   and  is the
sampling interval of the datapoints along the segment ! L" Also
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Setting m #  for simplicity the normalized absolute gradient 	eld can be +coarse grained, for
any position   x  L   r and scale   r  L 
r
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ij
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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

i #     / e j  
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
which when raised to the qth power before being averaged over all possible positions i #
    / e j   along the normalized absolute gradient 	eld yields
hr
j

q
i #

/ e j
ej
X
i 
r
j
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
q
These hr
j

q
i are presumably stationary and can be related for some range of scales r to the
convex exponent function Kq Schertzer and Lovejoy 
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hr
q
i 

r
L

Kq
q   
where the restriction on q is in general required only when some x
i
 #  occur within the
dataset Marshak et al  This was however the case for the height 	eld transect shown
in the left hand panel of Figure  Under such conditions a discontinuity in Kq may occur as
q    compare with the right hand panel in Figure  It is important to note that the scale
ratio r
L 
  in the small scale limit which is always the most reliable Davis et al b
Both K and K are equal to zero which follows from the normalization of the probability
distribution function for r
j
x
i
 and from Equation  which implies that hr
j
i #  and
hence K #  Marshak et al 
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Figure  Left hand panel The normalized absolute gradient eld  x for the tree
height transect indicated in the left hand panel in Figure  Middle panel The corre
sponding log

log

plot of the q   singularity measure hr

i versus the scale r
Right hand panel The resulting Kq function Notice the discontinuity as q    and the
quasilinear increase beyond q  

As was the case for structure functions a nondecreasing hierarchy of exponents can be
de	ned Cq # Kq
q   which is related to the wellknown nonincreasing hierarchy of
+generalized dimensions, Dq 	rst introduced by Grassberger  and Hentschel and Pro
caccia  in the context of deterministic chaos theory
Cq #  &Dq # Kq
q   
Given that Dq or Cq are constant then the process under study is termed +uniform, as op
posed to +multifractal, if they are changing Applying lHopitals rule for q    in Equation 
yields a straightforward measure for the inhomogeneity in the sense of singular measures which
is the currently accepted way of characterizing intermittency Davis et al b
  C

# C # K

  
where the upper limit of C

has been set equal to  thus excluding degenerate gradient 	elds
At C

#  the data exhibits weak variability low intermittency whereas at its upper limit the
signal becomes extremely intermittent eg random Dirac  function In the latter case the
signal may be characterized geometrically by the adjective sparse whereas in the former with
information available almost everywhere along the data set D #  it may be labeled as
dense As was the case with structure functions Davis et al a argue that C

quanti	es
intermittency whereas the full hierarchy of exponents is required to qualify it Furthermore
they propose to utilize the H

 C

plane as a means of characterizing geophysical datasets

 COMBINING SURFACE STRUCTURE AND REFLECTANCE INFORMATION 
when scaleinvariance is present Figure  displayed such a conceptual H

 C

plane with
the position of some speci	c datasets being indicated Note also that the central graph in this
	gure corresponds to the canopy height transect depicted in the left hand panel of Figure 
with C

  and H

  In the following section the H

 C

approach will thus be
applied to the characterisation of canopy height 	elds as a surrogate for the threedimensional
structure of vegetated surfaces These structural statistics will then be related to the shape
of the spectral reectance anisotropy as characterized by the Minnaert function parameter k
that was simulated for these vegetation canopy types
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Figure 	 hH

i hC

i statistics for heterogeneous vegetation canopies composed of oat
ing spherical foliage clumps with an LAI of 
 The diameter of the spherical envelopes is
gradually increased from  m right to   m left to cover the scene with an overall LAI of
 diamonds  lled circles and  squares
 Combining surface structure and reectance information
In order to derive the necessary canopy height data the model of Govaerts and Verstraete 
was applied to a large variety of D vegetation canopy representations including those of annex
A and C The sampling interval of the subsequent height measurements    cm was chosen
such as to be greater than the characteristic scale of the leaves yet smaller than the typical
dimension of the tree crowns or the gaps in between them Some  transects of equal length

 
data points but with di
erent origins and orientations were sampled For each of these
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the H

 C

statistics were computed in the small scale limit following the approach of Davis
et al b The structure functions were 	tted on a log

log

plot from scale  #  to
the 	rst detected scale break   orders of magnitude or in its absence through all the
data C

was computed from a normalized absolute gradient 	eld of step size  Ultimately
these H

 C

statistics were ensembleaveraged to yield a directionally independent estimate of
the nonstationarity hH

i and intermittency hC

i of the vegetation height at the resolution of
the MISR pixel  m Figure  indicates the changes in H

 C

as the diameter of spherical
foliage agglomerations with a LAI of  is increased from  m to  m to generate scenes with
three di
erent overall LAI values  diamonds  	lled circles and  squares It can be
seen that the lower the sceneLAI the higher the value of the intermittency indicator C

 As
the sphere size is decreased both H

and C

are increasing until for sphere diameters smaller
then  m the occurrence and size of +soiltotree jumps, is becoming too frequent on the one
hand and too regular on the other such that both indicators start to decrease again Further
examples are presented in Figure D
By computing the values of the Minnaert function parameter k
red
for a large set of vegetation
canopies whose hH

i hC

i statistics are known compare with Figure D both types of infor
mation can be compared Figure D shows that indeed there exists a clustering in hH

ihC

i
space of surface types with bellshaped reectance anisotropies k
red
  The same can also
be observed from Figure  which shows how the individual values of the Minnaert function
parameter for some of the surface types in Figure D change as the solar zenith angle is
altered from 

left panel to 

right panel The former illumination conditions enhance
both the bellshape of structurally heterogeneous surfaces and the bowlshape of structurally
homogeneous surfaces and IPA thereof
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Figure 
 The Minnaert function parameter k
red
colour in relation to the hH

ihC

i
statistics for a series of surface types with the solar zenith angle being zero left panel and
thirty degree right panel
 Discussion
The work presented in this chapter provides a quantitative linkage between the spectral re
ectance anisotropy pattern quanti	ed through the Minnaert function parameter k and the
canopy height 	eld structure quanti	ed by the nonstationarity and intermittency indicators

 DISCUSSION 
hH

i and hC

i respectively The examples shown relate to situations where the underlying soil
brightness is suciently larger than that of the canopy foliage  a situation commonly encoun
tered in the red spectral domain An immediate consequence of these 	ndings is thus the deriva
tion of subpixel heterogeneity in terms of their hH

ihC

i statistics from multiangular remote
sensing observations However before discussing such an undertaking we would like to address
the issue of alternative measures for the characterisation of the spatial heterogeneityvariability
Two of the most used measures include the fractal dimension and the semivariogram However
fractal dimensions are directly linked to H

and hence do not account for any information relat
ing to the intermittency of the data which is why they have been combined with +lacunarity,
measures in an attempt to overcome this ambiguity Tuceryan and Jain  The slope of the
semivariogram on the other hand is related to H

and hence su
ers from the same drawback
as the spectral slope and the fractal dimension In most ecological applications however the
range and sill  nugget distances are exploited as independent information for the character
isation of the spatial variability of a dataset Figure  compares such an approach with the
one proposed in annex D and shows that the information contained within the semivariogram
measures right panel is not capable of reproducing a similar clustering of k   as can be
observed in the hH

ihC

i approach left panel
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Figure  Left Panel The Minnaert function parameter k
red
colour in relation to the
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
ihC

i statistics obtained form height eld transects for a series of dierent surface types
Right panel The Minnaert function parameter k
red
colour in relation to the range and
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 information obtained from experimental semivariograms on the same height
eld transects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The implications of the results in Figures  and D are mainly twofold First there
is indeed a quanti	able linkage between vegetation canopy height 	elds and the reectance
anisotropy that might originate from these surface types in the red spectral domain  in other
words the reasoning in chapter  and annex C about the indicative potential of the k parameter
with respect to surface heterogeneity is correct Secondly multidirectional satellite observations
could thus be exploited to yield such structural information which in turn might help select the
structurally and spectrally most alike candidate from a set of prede	ned D surface types One
possible approach to achieve such a structural characterization at the subpixel level could be
by relating the vegetation coverage or FAPAR of the scene to the value of the intermittency
indicator hC

i compare with Figure D The algorithm of Gobron et al a which is
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capable of delivering both the FAPAR and the value of k
red
at the TOC could thus provide
a 	rst clue as to what the value of the intermittency indicator might be Beware however
that such a relationship might actually be far from obvious in reality ie height variations
in annex D were always induced by foliage elements and not by tree trunks dead branches or
rocky outcrops Indeed the presence of topography could seriously bias the 	ndings reported
in this chapter and annex D After all the vegetation height 	eld is taken only as a proxy to
describe the threedimensional aspects of vegetation canopy structure Alternative variables
like the local LAI surely exist but might be less convenient for validation purposes From both
panels in Figure  it can be seen that 	xing k and hC

i might not be sucient to retrieve the
corresponding nonstationarity indicator hH

i This could be achieved if two measurements at
two di
erent solar illumination positions were available Alternatively by combining optical and
radar sensors to yield instantaneous reectance anisotropy and canopy height 	eld estimates
respectively Treuhaft et al  Treuhaft and Siquera  one might substantiate any re
lationships between FAPAR and hC

i or directly provide the hH

i hC

i statistics of the scene
of interest Such an approach would not only remove the bias of topography in estimating hH

i
hC

i but also add further constraints like tree height and biomass on the selection of the most
appropriate D surface type in a LUT based inversion scheme
A few additional comments are required at this stage First both H

and C

depend on
the sampling interval as well as the length of the dataset Regularization models are however
available to convert between di
erent sampling intervals and dataset lengths assuming that the
governing geophysical mechanisms are known eg Marshak et al  The second comment
relates to the values of k   for the structurally homogeneous scenes in the lower left corner of
both panels in Figure  compare also with the left hand panel in Figure D In section  it
was shown that the Minnaert function parameter could easily be greater than  if the LAI LND
and soil brightness conditions were appropriate Since the hH

ihC

i of structurally homogeneous
canopy types cannot be expected to change substantially for di
erent LNDs although their k
values do their appears to be a breakdown in the previously mentioned linkage between canopy
height and reectance anisotropy The reasons for this are however related to the fact that in
Figure  the sampling size   cm was greater than the size of the scatterer  cm For 
being of the order of  cm say the hH

ihC

i between erectophile and planophile LNDs would
in all likelihood be di
erent Finally it should also be noted that all D scenes for which the
hH

ihC

i statistics had been retrieved were azimuthally homogeneous ie there were no rows
or other structural artifacts that would have made the value of k
red
dependent on the azimuth
of observation This latter factor can thus either be seen as an additional source of information
since it allows for the exploitation of the azimuthal organization of landscapes or else as a source
of noise since it might adversely a
ect the retrieval of representative structural characteristics
for a given pixel

 Conclusion
In this chapter it was shown that 	rst order structure function and singularity measure exponents
provide an appropriate basis for the characterization of canopy height 	elds Furthermore when
relating these statistics to the modi	ed Minnaert function parameter k
red
 a distinct clustering
of surface types favouring bellshaped reectance anisotropy patterns becomes apparent Such
a relationship can be utilized to derive quantitative structural information of terrestrial surfaces
at the subpixel scale from multidirectional satellite measurements like those of MISR The
semivariogram on the other hand did not permit the establishment of such a link between k
red
and the information contained within its range and the sill  nugget axes
Chapter 	
Summary and Outlook
This research has been motivated by the need to improve our understanding and exploitation of
spaceborne observations over terrestrial surfaces More speci	cally this work aimed at providing
new avenues for the extraction of quantitative information about the subpixelscale
surface heterogeneity from optical remote sensing data Accurate knowledge of the
spatial and temporal variability of the biospheres characteristics is not only useful to address
critical scienti	c issues climate change environmental degradation biodiversity preservation
etc but also to provide appropriate initial and boundary conditions for general circulation or
landscape succession models In this context satellite remote sensing provides a convenient
ecient and coste
ective way to acquire data repetitively over large areas and at spatial resolu
tions adequate to address many key ecological and climate change related issues Two di
erent
approaches were pursued to achieve the characterization of surface heterogeneity at the subpixel
scale
The 	rst one was a LUTbased inversion scheme where an accurate D representation of
the structural and optical canopy properties obtained from 	eld and laboratory measurements
were used to generate a series of TOA spectral reectance 	elds for that speci	c surface type and
for a set of atmospheric states at the spatial resolution of the speci	ed sensor From amongst
these prede	ned surface typeatmospheric depth solution pairs the method selects an optimal
solution such that both the temporal consistency and the userspeci	ed accuracy requirements
are guaranteed Once such a prede	ned surface type solution has been selected all optical and
structural properties used to generate this simulated D vegetation canopy can be retrieved
This in turn allows the derivation of structural information on that canopy The method has
been successfully applied to the identi	cation and characterization of boreal coniferous forests
over Northern Europe One implication of such a high level of structural detail is however
that the possible number of parameter value combinations increases and thus also the potential
number of the prede	ned surface types in the LUT This has the obvious consequence that the
radiative discrimination between these various candidate solution becomes smaller and smaller
ie it may be no longer possible to distinguish between some of the prede	ned solutions on
the sole basis of their spectral reectance values It was shown that multidirectional BRF mea
surements may enhance the radiative uniqueness of the prede	ned D surface type candidates
However under certain conditions of illumination accuracy requirements and atmospheric depth
the explicit representation of all structural properties of vegetation canopies may not be needed
to simulate reectance 	elds that are suciently similar to those measured from space Indeed
Occams razor when applied to two competing physicallybased RT models of di
erent com
plexity ie D
 
versus D that are both capable of delivering equivalent reectance 	elds

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within the required accuracy limits states that the simpler RT model should be given prefer
ence in the absence of any other advantageous property of one or the other approach It was
subsequently shown that the need for D RT models in a LUT based inversion scheme was
primarily necessary when the required tolerance of the 	t between the modelled and measured
BRF values was becoming very small and this even more so at higher spatial resolutions The
latter conditions however have the adverse e
ect that both the exact placement of the sen
sors FOV with respect to the features on the ground and the actual conditions of illumination
both direct and di
use signi	cantly inuence the observed reectance 	elds and thus also on
the information retrieval accuracy Alternatively for any 	xed value of the accuracy level the
explicit simulation of the threedimensionality of any given surface type is from a radiative
point of view only required over a speci	c range of scales This is because there will always
be a scaleaccuracy combination at which a structurally homogeneous surface type solution can
provide equivalent BRF values hence e
ectively reducing the amount of structural information
that may be retrieved from that pixel location
The second approach to quantify the degree of surface heterogeneity involved the charac
terization of its relation with the reectance anisotropy shape This was achieved in terms of
the modi	ed Minnaert function parameter k retrieved through inversion of the parametric RPV
model Rahman et al a against multidirectional reectance data The k parameter allows
to di
erentiate between primarily bowlshaped reectance anisotropy patterns k   and
bellshaped reectance anisotropy patterns k   Under Lambertian soil conditions k  
is for example indicative of opticallythick planeparallel leaf canopies whereas k   may relate
to both structurally homogeneous and heterogeneous vegetation canopies with their dominant
structures being vertically elongated suciently dark opaque and sparsely distributed over a
brighter background surface Given the spatial sampling frequency of the Multiangle Imaging
SpectroRadiometer  m it was shown that observation made under low Sun zenith angles
favor the detectability of such heterogeneous vegetation conditions especially in the red spectral
domain where the spectral contrast between the darker foliage elements and the brighter un
derlying soil tends to be maximized Furthermore the value of k
red
was documented to increase
with soil brightness and decrease with the spatial resolution of the observing sensor Variations
of k
red
as a function of the solar zenith angle turned out to be characteristic of the leaf normal dis
tributions in a series of structurally homogeneous leaf canopies This suggests that multiangular
EarthObservation under varying illumination conditions might provide additional information
on the preferred orientationshape of the dominant subpixel structures Similarly the fact that
surface heterogeneity at the subpixel level is a scale dependent feature as far as its reectance
signature is concerned could be utilized to characterize the spatial organization of landscape
patterns and ecosystems in terms of k
red
at multiple spatial resolutions One attempt at linking
the surface reectance anisotropy to its structural con	guration was provided As a 	rst step
vegetation canopy structure was characterized in the small scale limit by nonstationarity hH

i
and intermittency hC

i exponents using an ensemble of canopy height transects of di
erent
orientations and origins In a second step the reectance anisotropy quanti	er k
red
 when re
trieved from the top of the canopy reectance 	elds of the corresponding surface types was
found to form clusters with k   in hH

i hC

i space The extend of these clusters was shown
to increase with low illumination zenith angles For Lambertian soil properties one can thus
conjecture that the exposure of subpixel scale surface heterogeneity k   from the analysis
of an angular signature identi	es regions for which at the scale of observation inversion pro
cedures should preferably be based on threedimensional radiation transfer models simulating
structurally homogeneous or heterogeneous vegetation canopies The evidence presented for the
detection of signi	cantly heterogeneous surfaces from a straightforward analysis of multiangular
satellite observations thus provides the rationale for proposing the parameter k as a new axis of

information in addition to the classical spectrallyderived information for applications where
land cover characterizations are sought
Further research could be performed on a variety of issues most obviously on establishing
a link between heterogeneous surface structures and the variations of k with respect to the
solar illumination conditions This parameter could also be related to a more userfriendly
concept like gapiness or some form of aspect ratio rather than the more abstract informa
tion on intermittency and nonstationarity Ultimatively however the goal is to derive surface
heterogeneity information at the subpixel scale from multispectral and multidirectional remote
sensing observations in the optical domain Applications of both the LUTbased inversion ap
proach and the retrieval of the modi	ed Minnaert function parameter are obvious candidates to
spread the bene	t gained from this research This appears especially promising in the context
of the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer instrument on board TERRA where the higher
spatial resolution and the multispectral multidirectional sampling of the Earths reectance
	eld provides for a better identi	cation and characterization of the underlying surfaces than
what is feasible with current sensors Land cover characterizations using k
red
and the fraction
of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation FAPAR have already been shown to deliver
promising results Gobron et al a
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Annex A
Detection and Characterization of Boreal
Coniferous Forests from Remote Sensing Data
JeanLuc Widlowski Bernard Pinty Nadine Gobron and Michel M Verstraete
Institute for Environment and Sustainability of the EC Joint Research Centre
TP  I		 Ispra VA Italy
Abstract Advanced radiation transfer models capable of representing the reectance of coupled surface
and atmosphere system have been used to generate lookup tables of simulated remote sensing measurements at
the top of the atmosphere for typical conditions of forest cover and atmospheric composition found in Northern
Europe These simulations were evaluated against actual observations under identical viewing and illumination
geometries available for the blue red and nearinfrared spectral bands of the VEGETATION instrument to
retrieve the most likely of a set of predened solutions to the inverse problem The accumulation of results over
multiple days in the summer of 			 permitted the establishment of maps showing the likelihood of identifying
the predened forest types their corresponding structural characteristics as well as the associated atmospheric
optical depth on the day of retrieval The proposed methodology is completely generic and thus can easily be
prototyped for dierent biomes and instruments
A Introduction
Current ecological and climatological research interests place considerable emphasis on the magnitude
and dynamics of the physical and chemical processes that control the exchanges of water energy and
carbon at the interface between the biosphere and atmosphere Accurate knowledge of the spatial and
temporal variability of the worlds forest characteristics is not only mandatory to verify the implementa
tion of international treaties climate change environmental degradation biodiversity preservation etc
but also to provide appropriate initial and boundary conditions for general circulation or global climate
models eg Knorr et al 
In particular the boreal ecosystem which covers extensive and often inaccessible areas has become
the target of an intensied eort to quantify the whereabouts of the missing CO

in the context of the
global carbon budget Satellite remote sensing in principle can provide a convenient ecient and cost
eective way to gather this information because data can be acquired repetitively over large areas and at
a spatial resolution adequate to address many key ecological and climate change related issues Verstraete
 A variety of landcover information extraction schemes have thus been applied to satellite gath
ered measurements in the past These include unsupervised image classication techniques of single

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multitemporal andor multisensor data or metrics derived thereof as well as spectral unmixing the
use of expert knowledge simple spectral vegetation indices and a wide variety of ancillary validation data
Gervin et al  Justice et al  Tucker et al  Belward et al 
 Loveland et al 
Borel and Gerstl  Hansen et al  DeFries et al  Belward 
Although many important results have been obtained with these methodologies they are often largely
empirical or only regionally applicable some require longterm statistics extensive human interactions
or are prone to errors due to atmospheric topographic and seasonal disturbances others neglect the
reectance anisotropy of natural surfaces the inuence of the canopy structure and background on the
satellite gathered data strings or even saturation problems of the vegetation indicator itself for a doc
umentation of these eects see for example Baret and Guyot  Goel and Qin  Meyer et al
 Gobron et al b Optimized vegetation indices eg Verstraete and Pinty  Gobron
et al 	


b on the other hand attempt to overcome or at least minimize these drawbacks and have
been applied on a quasioperational basis to the detection of vegetation on a global scale Melin et al
	

 The retrieval of one particular variable of interest however is often not sucient and more recent
approaches have relied directly on the inversion of physicallybased models to retrieve the state variables
that control the radiation transfer processes and hence also the observed satellite measurements The
many problems to be faced when addressing such an inversion have been extensively discussed by Goel
and Strebel  Pinty and Verstraete  Privette et al  Verstraete and Pinty 
and Kimes et al 	


 among others Onedimensional physicallybased radiation transfer models
which typically comprise from ve to seven state variables nd their usage primarily for geophysical and
measurement conditions where the usual homogeneous planeparallel assumptions are acceptable Gob
ron et al a Threedimensional models on the other hand describe in more detail the structure
of vegetation canopies and thus may require a much larger number of input parameters eg Kranigk
and Gravenhorst  North  Chen et al b and Govaerts and Verstraete  These
explicit canopy architecture models however have only recently been employed for designing retrieval
methodologies Govaerts et al  Myneni et al  and Knyazikhin et al  As pointed out by
Gobron et al 	


a the choice of the model depends rstly on the nature of the application but also
on the accuracy that is required by the enduser of the derived information as well as the availability
and quality of the data and the allowable cost of producing the desired information
Of interest here will be coniferous forests where a realistic description of the canopy structure and
an accurate representation of the radiative transfer are essential to a better understanding of the canopy
light interception properties and the retrieval of other biophysical canopy parameters In this paper
we will thus explore the potential use of a Look Up Table LUT based approach to retrieve an ex
haustive set of vegetation characteristics from remotely sensed data This is achieved by precomputing
directional reectances over explicitly modelled forest scenes and for a large range of model parameter
value combinations before the actual inversion process is attempted Gobron et al a Govaerts
et al  Kahn et al  This then allows not only for the solving of the inverse problem within
operational computing constraints but also to estimate the accuracy of the retrieved surface type infor
mation by controlling the largest tolerable discrepancy between the satellite measured and the model
precomputed reectance values Consequently the reliability of this retrieved information will increase
as further spectral or directional instantaneous measurements become available for a given observed
target Gobron et al 	


a More specically the proposed inversion methodology will be applied
over Northern Europe using remote sensing data gathered in the blue red and nearinfrared bands of
the VEGETATION instrument Section A	 presents the conceptual ideas the physics and mathematics
supporting the retrieval strategy In section A the application of the retrieval methodology to a set of
VEGETATIONP

products over Scandinavia is presented
A Strategy of the retrieval
The physical interpretation of a multispectral andor multidirectional data string collected by a space
borne sensor over terrestrial surfaces reduces ultimately to the solution of an inverse problem Inverse
problems are notoriously illposed and often lead to the identication of multiple solutions hereafter

Top of atmosphere bidirectional reectance factors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referred to as probable solutions that are all statistically equivalent to the extent that they permit
the simulation of this series of observations within the range of the remote sensing data uncertainty
see Kahn et al  Gobron et al a Martonchik et al a Knyazikhin et al  Pinty
et al 	


a and Gobron et al 	


a Conceptually these probable solutions are simply part of a very
large ensemble of potential solutions that must be regarded as innite without any a priori knowledge
on the type of solutions to be found For all practical purposes however this ensemble becomes nite
as soon as a LUT of potential solutions with dened boundaries and increments on the values of the
variables is specied The size of this LUT can be limited by importing additional so called ancillary
information to prevent the searching for very improbable geophysical or ecological events Apart from
the identication of a large ensemble of potential solutions the quantication of the desired accuracy
on the retrieved information and the knowledge of the remote sensing data and algorithm uncertainties
have to be addressed This is mandatory in order to best select both the models to be applied and the
source of the data to be used in the inversion However assessing the accuracy required on the desired
information may not always be an easy task unless the further impacts related to the cost of the tolerated
errors are thoroughly evaluated In practice most endusers request the most accurate information that
can be provided given the performance of the algorithm and the intrinsic uncertainties associated to the
input remote sensing data
Due to the nonuniqueness of solutions to an inversion problem the interpretation of remotely sensed
data strings requires nding the set of probable solutions rather than the true solution This strategy is
in fact dictated by  inherent limits of radiation transfer regimes which do not guarantee the existence
of a unique onetoone relationship between the sets of state variables of the geophysical system and
its measured outgoing radiance elds Verstraete et al  and 	 intrinsic uncertainties in both the
inversion algorithm and the data sources This implies that identifying the ensemble of the probable
solutions must be constrained by the various levels of uncertainties associated to the various constituents
entering the inverse procedure A practical and elegant method has been devised by Kahn et al 
to extract aerosol load and properties from data acquired by the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer
MISR instrument on board TERRA It has been applied by Pinty et al 	


a to estimate surface
bidirectional reectance factor BRF and albedo values using METEOSAT data This approach is based
on an ensemble of metrics which permit the isolation of the set of probable solutions that are all equivalent
in terms of their ability to represent the observations within the limits of the imposed uncertainties
A  Forest canopy modelling
The inverse problem to be solved in the context of this study consisted in the identication and primary
characterization of boreal forests over Northern European regions As such it was necessary to rst
identify the ensemble of potential surface types that could occur within the region of study prior to the
simulation and subsequent storage of their reectance elds at the top of the atmosphere TOA in an
appropriate set of LUTs
Coniferous trees exhibit nonuniform foliage distributions highly convoluted needle surfaces and sig
nicant clumping of their individual crown elements needles shoots and branches They may well have
in excess of 




 needles per tree and can occur in stands with densities above 


 treeshectare
Ecological factors like soil type and moisture tree density and maturity as well as the exact geographic
location wind regime and climatic conditions also play an important role in the crown structure character
istics of individual trees The number of possible combinations for the parameter values available for the
generation of realistic D tree representations thus increases dramatically if each and every measurable
structural detail eg branching angles needle growth lengths and the sprouting behavior of dierent
buds and shoots is taken into consideration Even more so if several tree species are to be considered and
the nature of the modelled scene is such as to include signicant allometric variations Consequently the
accurate three dimensional description of conifers has either been limited to relatively small spatial areas
Kranigk and Gravenhorst  Kranigk et al  or else substituted with statistical descriptions
of the various canopy structure elements Li and Strahler  Chen and Leblanc a Gerard and
North  Since many of the individual treestructural properties have no obvious connection to the
light interception regime Stenberg et al  and thus should not be modeled in isolation some degree
of canopy abstraction becomes necessary to avoid prohibitive requirements on computational power and
memory especially if large spatial areas are to be modelled
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The approach adopted here attempts at minimizing the level of structural abstraction when repre
senting a typical Northern European coniferous forest at a spatial resolution of  km

 At the same
time every eort was made to remain as faithful as possible to the documented statistical behaviour of
those variables that are primarily responsible for the radiative transfer processes within threedimensional
vegetation canopies More specically the forest modelling process utilizes the tree height the crown di
mensions and spatial distribution of the trees the size amount orientation and distribution of the foliage
in the tree crowns as well as the various spectral properties of the needles trunks and soil A schematic
description of the tree modeling approach which focuses entirely on surface types composed of a single
dominant tree species is given in Figure A For a given stem density and scene dimension the number
of trees that are to be distributed was computed In accordance with Haey and Scheuner  and
Li and Strahler  among others a lognormal tree height model was generated for a given average
tree height and height standard deviation The allometric equations of Cermak et al  were used
to retrieve the corresponding values for the height to the crown base the crown and trunk radius and
the leaf area index LAI Although these allometric equations were originally derived from a medium
density plot of Scots pine Pinus Sylvestris in Belgium comparison of the individual variables with data
from BOREAS Fournier et al  Shugart and Nielsen  suggested their appropriateness for the
modeling of a typical boreal coniferous forest at a scale of  km

 In addition the data from BOREAS
were collected from stands with a broad range of tree density maturity and species composition see
Figure A	 thus being somewhat similar to the nonuniform stand conditions that are to be expected
within the scales of interest here The LAI from Cermak et al  varies between  	 and  for indi
vidual trees of  to 	 m height this is comparable to the LAI values reported by Chen et al b
during the BOREAS campaign and those that Stenberg et al  found for Scots Pine trees in Sweden
Limitations in available computer memory  
 Gb required a simplifying of the canopy architec
ture representation such as to allow for the simulation of realistic stem density ranges 



  	




treeskm

 within the nominal spatial resolution of the VEGETATION instrument From Figure A it
can be seen that in order to reduce the number of geometrical objects in the canopy simulation each
tree crown was assembled using a single cone and cylinder Chen et al b both of equal radius
and height This partitioning was somewhat arbitrary but nevertheless justiable since  apex angle

variations are known to be highly variable Li and Strahler  and 	 because this structural subdivi
sion allows for the approximation of the vertical leaf area distribution which in conifers is often skewed
towards the light source Massman 	 Chen et al b The latter was accounted for by placing
 of the total LAI for a given tree into the volume of the cone and 	 into that of the cylinder
For simplicity a uniform foliage distribution was assumed within the tree crowns and individual needles
were simulated with a surface area equivalent to that of a  cm long and 	 mm wide cylinder without
endcaps Additionally an azimuthally independent uniform needle orientation distribution was adopted
throughout the crown volume OkerBlom and Smolander  even though the shoot orientations for
Scots Pines are dependent on the stand age and canopy depth Stenberg et al 
Table A Actual canopy biophysical characteristics
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Figure A Schematic representation of the canopy architecture model The input param
eters are used to generate a lognormal tree height distribution Every value of which is then
related via a set of allometric equations to the remaining architectural parameters that are
needed to construct the corresponding tree representation in the modelled scene The trees
are then randomly distributed over a  km

area to provide the required tree density shown
is an oblique view of a coniferous forest with a mean height of 
 m a height standard
deviation of  m and a stand density of    treeshectare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Table A Spectral characteristics
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The spatial distribution of the conifers was simulated with a Poisson model regardless of the stand
densities Wu and Strahler  Franklin et al  Five dierent tree densities from 

 to 	


stemhectare were chosen to generate the coniferous forest scenes For tree density values greater than


 stemhectare which is equivalent to 



 trees in a scene of  km

 individual trees were grouped
into height classes of 
 m interval and their biophysical properties were aligned to those of that respec
tive class This explains why in Table A the average values for the tree height the height to the crown
base and the crown and trunk radii are dierent at higher stem density values Finally the spectral
properties of the needles of Norway Spruce trees Williams  were weighted with the spectral bands
of the VEGETATION instrument to yield an estimate of typical coniferous needle reectances and trans
mittance in the blue red and nearinfrared NIR domains The lower boundary condition of the surface
was chosen such as to mirror the reectance values of a darkish moist soil see Table A	 for all spectral
properties
Figure A Comparison of allometric equations for Scots Pine in a medium density stand
in Belgium Cerm ak et al 	 with the corresponding data from the Terrestrial Ecology
TE group of the BOReal EcosystemAtmosphere Study BOREAS height to crown
base versus tree height green and crown radius versus tree height blue The divergence
between the relationship for the tree height and diameter at breast height DBH for Scots
pine and that of Fournier et al  for Old Jack pine red line could be related to the low
correlation coecient R

  
 of the latter and its reduced amount of datapoints above
	 m
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A   Physics of the retrieval
The identication of a particular terrestrial environment or biome type on the basis of data taken from
space involves the reckoning of the spectral BRFs at the surface level Once these surface BRFs are
known they can be compared to a series of LUTs in order to identify the geophysical systems best able
to replicate them This implies however that the surface BRFs can be obtained from TOA BRF data
and also that a model exists to establish the link between the directional surface reectances and the
associated geophysical systems The modelling tools required to achieve this task therefore include  an
atmosphere radiative transfer model allowing the simulations of TOA BRF values in the desired spec
tral bands of the sensor and with a prescribed set of atmospheric and surface properties 	 a model
approximating the surface reectance elds in order to represent the lower boundary condition for the
atmospheric model and  a radiative transfer model capable of representing the radiation transfer regime
and the topofcanopy TOC BRF elds for various surface types More specically the implementation
of our retrieval scheme made use of  the Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum
S model from Vermote et al  which permits the simulation of TOA BRF elds under varying
surface and atmospheric conditions 	 the parametric RPV model from Rahman et al b capable
of representing TOC BRF elds over a large variety of terrestrial surfaces and  the Raytran model from
Govaerts and Verstraete  implementing a raytracing approach to simulate the radiation transfer
regime of complex threedimensional surface environments at any spatial scale
On the basis of the information and hypotheses of section A	 the canopy types characterized in
Table A were generated over a ground area of  square kilometer see bottom panel in Figure A for
a visual representation of a 

 stemhectare coniferous forest The Raytran model was subsequently
used to simulate the transfer of radiation in all forest scenes and in particular to generate the TOC
BRFs at discrete observation angles in the blue red and nearinfrared bands of the VEGETATION in
strument and at various solar zenith angles that could occur over high latitudes For every forest scene
the generated TOC BRF elds were approximated by the RPV model Rahman et al b which
on the sole basis of three parameters permits to interpolateextrapolate between the BRF data points
simulated at discrete observation angles by the Raytran model The RPV model also provides a very
ecient mathematical way to express the BRF elds which can then be entered into the S model Ver
mote et al  to generate an ensemble of potential solutions at the TOA The latter were used to
interpret the VEGETATION data acquired under any angular conditions and for a range of atmospheric
properties A novel technique to estimate the set of optimal RPV parameters and their associated range
of uncertainty was developed Gobron and Lajas 	

 and applied to each and every forest scene Table
A summarizes the various geophysical scenarios adopted to simulate the TOA reectance elds
Table A Geophysical scenarios used to construct the lookuptables
Medium  Model Variable Range of values
Atmosphere  S model Aerosol optical depth  
 nm 

 to 
 in steps of 

Vermote et al  for a subarctic summer model

Forest  Raytran model Tree density stemhectare 

 	

 

 

 and 	


Govaerts  Verstraete  Mean conifer height m 
Mean Crown LAI m

m

 
! Water vapor and ozone content of 
 gcm

and 	
 DU are used
As an example of the information stored in the LUTs Figure A shows the simulated TOA reectance
factors for the blue red and NIR VEGETATION channels upper three rows for a solar zenith angle of


and a relative azimuth of 

over low medium and high tree density boreal coniferforest scenarios
left middle and right column respectively The large dynamical ranges occurring at all wavelengths of
the VEGETATION sensor illustrate both the importance of the angular eects on the measured signal
and more interestingly the existing potential in using these angular signatures to better constrain the
inversion procedure
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Figure A Example of precomputed spectral BRF values at the top of the atmosphere
between  

 
v
  

 for a variety of atmospheric optical depths  at 

  nm at
illumination conditions of 
o
 

and jj  


 Every column refers to a dierent surface
type dark soil which is visualized from the local zenith in the bottom panel The rst three
rows top to bottom refer to the blue red and nearinfrared channels of the VEGETATION
instrument
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A  Mathematical approach
Identication of the ensemble of probable solutions
In order to apply the simulated spectral signatures in a boreal forest identication algorithm an ecient
measure must be devised in order to extract the probable solutions from the ensemble of potential
solutions This can be achieved by evaluating all potential solutions with the following spectral metrics
Kahn et al  Martonchik et al a and Pinty et al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where 	 and 	
 
are the cosine of the observation and illumination zenith angles respectively and 
 

 
denotes the relative azimuth angle between the directions of observation and illumination
In Equation A 
SAT
 	 	
 
 


 
 is the spectral TOA BRF value measured by the spaceborne
instrument at the current band  and view zenith angle 
v
 
LUT
 	 	
 
 


 
 is the modelgenerated
spectral TOA BRF value at the current band  and view zenith angle 
v
stored in the LUTs of the po
tential solutions W
cost
 
v
 is a spectral and directional weighting factor that can be chosen in order
to account for either desired or undesired eects or else set equal to  as was done here The 
total
 
v

value accounts for the expected uncertainty in both the measured and modelgenerated spectral TOA
BRF values for a given spectral band and view zenith angle This latter string of values is dicult to assess
precisely for a given instrument using a theoretical approach since it accumulates all kinds of limitations
of the instrument as well as uncertainties on calibration coecients the stability of the instrument and
geometrical rectication and the inaccuracies inherent to the modelling of the spectral TOA BRF val
ues The choice of the 
total
 
v
 values impacts the number of combinations of surface and atmospheric
variables which represent acceptable solutions to the inverse problem for every processed pixel the larger
its value the greater the number of solutions that may be considered acceptable from the radiative
point of view However rather than using the uncertainty values of the BRF the maximum tolerable
deviation between observed and modelled spectral BRF values will be expressed throughout this paper
in terms of the error criterion   which is set to a percentage of the satellite measured spectral BRF values
All potential solutions that have 


v

  for a specic value of the error criterion   belong
to the set of probable solutions Sf


v

  j  g at that particular view zenith angle and spectral
band condition However for a potential solution to be identied as a probable solution to all valid
instantaneous directional and spectral observations O of a given instrument it needs to be included in
the intersection of all of the above available sets of probable solutions
Sfprobable solutions j O  g 


v
Sf


v

  j  g A	
In the case of a monodirectional satellite like VEGETATION a probable solution is thus one whose 


values over the blue red and NIR bands

are simultaneously less than 
This permits identifying for each overpass and pixel of the VEGETATION sensor a set of radiatively
consistent atmospheric and surface conditions that are accurate enough to interpret the VEGETATION
spectral data strings with an accuracy at least equal to the error criterion or equivalently to the
corresponding 
total
 in the denominator of Equation A This procedure thus yields at once the values
of the model state variables documenting  the aerosol load provided as an eective aerosol optical depth
at 
 nm and 	 the state of the coniferous forests as described in the geophysical scenes entering the
Raytran model The latter corresponds to the surface boundary condition which is also mathematically
expressed by the RPV model with predetermined sets of RPV parameter values namely the spectral
amplitude and shapes of the surface scattering function 
 
 k$
HG


For clarity the subscript 
v
will be omitted whenever referring to the monodirectional VEGETATION satellite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Selection of the most likely solution
For a number of practical reasons it is appropriate to select only one candidate from amongst the set
of probable solutions identied in Equation A	 that suciently account for the satellite gathered BRF
values at a particular pixel location To nd the most likely of these probable solutions we follow Pinty
et al 	


a and compute the mean value 
 

NIR
 and average deviation %


of the associated
spectral amplitudes of the RPV model in the nearinfrared The most likely candidate to represent the
underlying surface &
 

NIR
 is the one associated with spectral amplitude 
 

NIR
 that is rstly
amongst those probable solutions that are not further away from 
 

NIR
 than %


 and secondly
that minimizes the quantity j
 

NIR
  
 

NIR
j If due to dierent associated atmospheric optical
depths several probable solutions with &
 

NIR
 exist then the one with the smallest value of h


NIR

i'
computed as the average over all n valid instantaneous bidirectional measurements in the NIR'will be
selected from amongst them to represent the most likely solution In the case of the VEGETATION
instrument this means nding the probable solution that is associated to the &
 

NIR
 with the smallest
value of 


NIR

see Figure A for a graphical illustration While this selection procedure is aimed at
handling large sets of probable solutions and to reduce the inuence of atmospheric and data related
perturbations it is clear that various other means of extraction could be devised all of which with their
own degree of arbitrariness
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Figure A Graphical illustration of the implemented procedure to retrieve the most likely
candidate from the ensemble of probable solutions ie for symbols that lie within the grey
shaded areas The x symbol corresponds to the surface type that minimizes the quantity
j



NIR
  



NIR
j The white circular area identies what associated atmospheric
aerosol load yields the lowest 



NIR

value for this particular surface type ie the selected
solution
Selection of the temporally most representative solution
The output of the procedure in subsection A	 and can be mapped in order to locate those pixels
that belong to at least one of the broad surface type categories predened in the LUTs However
in the presence of clouds and other unfavorable atmospheric conditions the situation may arise where
none of the acceptable values of   allows for a given pixel to be associated with one of the predened
surface type solutions This is especially the case if multiple sets of spectral BRF values gathered at
dierent viewing conditions have to be in agreement Conversely monodirectional instruments might
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very well allow for the retrieval of a most likely solution in that case but only at the risk of identifying a
dierent surface type than would be retrieved under clear sky conditions Thus in the absence of relevant
simultaneous angular sampling of the spectral TOA BRF values the eects due to the coupling between
the surface and atmospheric scattering properties are not always separable in a reliable manner Indeed
each individual set of spectral VEGETATION measurements may correspond to dierent geophysical
systems all of them equiprobable in the sense of Equation A to explain the observations The selection
of the most likely solution from the ensemble of probable solutions in Figure A may therefore very
well be impaired by the particular illumination viewing and atmospheric conditions at the time of
observation A supplemental step in the data interpretation is thus required in order to provide a
coherent characterization of the underlying forest type More specically the identication of the most
representative solution that best summarizes the state of the underlying surface has to rely on the
analysis of retrievals obtained during a short time period if no additional information or ecological models
are available to compensate for the lack of appropriate simultaneous data This assumes however that
the surface conditions during the data accumulation period typically a few weeks are not changing
signicantly enough to impact the retrieved sets of probable solutions Furthermore it is surmised that
the number of probable solutions on any particular day is merely controlled by the occurrence of a changing
atmosphere which forces the surface type to be chosen so that the radiative coupling produces acceptable
ts to the data measured by the instrument The selection of the most representative surface type can
thus be achieved on the identication of the most frequent surface type belonging to the ensemble of likely
solutions found over the given time period Mathematically the selection of the most representative forest
type is done by estimating rst the temporal average of the most likely &
 

NIR
 over a xed number of
days N 
&
 

NIR
 

T
T
X
t
&
 

NIR
t A
where T is the number of available values during theN day period of temporal accumulation and &
 

NIR

is the temporal averaged value estimated for parameter &
 

NIR
t
The N day representative value for the 
 
parameter is the value of &
 

NIR
t that minimizes the
quantity j &
 

NIR
t  &
 

NIR
 j Since this solution corresponds to one of the individual solutions
selected in the complete N day time series the associated discrete values for the k and $
HG
parameters
are easily assessed This procedure denes the most representative N day values of the three surface
parameters characterizing the surface radiative properties namely b
 

NIR

b
k
NIR
 and
b
$
HG

NIR

It also ensures that these selected values are able to produce radiation elds consistent with at least one
of the radiation elds measured during the N day period by the instrument
A  Simulation tests of the inverse procedure
A series of experiments were performed in order to  quantify the intravariability of the set of pre
dened potential solutions

 	 identify in the case of monodirectional instruments one or more optimal
viewing conditions that consistently increase the separability of the predened solutions over all spectral
bands and  test the expected performance of the proposed inversion methodology in terms of the limits
and quality of the retrieved forest types and associated aerosol load for a VEGETATION like instrument
These tests see Pinty et al 	


c lead to the conclusion that  the intravariability of the predened
solutions is dependent on the spectral band of observation 	 dierent optimal viewing conditions exist
for individual surface types illumination angles and atmospheric aerosol conditions and  no single
value of the error criterion greater than the absolute calibration error of the VEGETATION instrument
can guarantee the complete separability of all predened solutions in Table A under all illumination
and viewing conditions tested The latter refer to solar zenith angles of 


 


and 


 satellite zenith
angles going from 


to 


in steps of 

 and relative azimuth angles spanning 


to 


in steps of 


Multiangular observations like those of the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer Diner et al
 on the other hand would almost completely eliminate the viewing angle dependency of the sep
arability of the predened solutions In addition the increased number of spectral and directional

The term solution refers here to both an underlying surface type and its associated atmospheric optical depth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constraints in Equation A	 would almost certainly increase the level of separability between the pre
dened solutions However the use of only one value for the error criterion in operational retrievals is still
inappropriate because of the dependency of the solutions with respect to the changes in illumination angle
and aerosol conditions The approach adopted here will therefore consist of gradually incrementing the
value of the error criterion until either a valid solution is retrieved or else an upper limit of   is reached In
the case of multiple solutions to an instantaneously gathered data string the methodology of subsection
A		 will be applied to retrieve the most likely of the probable solutions whereas the procedure of
subsection A	 will be used to identify the temporally most representative of the predened surface
types at every pixel position
A Application to actual data
The identication and characterization procedure presented in section A	 has been applied to a VEG
ETATION TOA data set Pproducts acquired over Northern Europe during the rst 	
 days of June
 Given that Henry and Meygret 	


 claim that the absolute calibration error over the rst three
spectral bands of the VEGETATION instrument lies in the range of  to  the inversion procedure at
every pixel position was started with an initial error criterion value of  If no probable solution out of
the precomputed set of potential forest types could be retrieved the error criterion was increased by 
and Equation A was evaluated anew for all three spectral bands considered This iterative procedure
either identied one or more probable solutions at some specied degree of condence error level or
ended with no solution if the error criterion reached 	
 and no probable solution had been identied
yet From results summarized in Figure A it can be seen however that the number of probable solu
tions did not exceeded unity in  of the processed pixels for which acceptable solutions were identied
Figure A	 Histogram of the retrieved number of probable solutions over Scandinavia
during the rst   days of June  for all values of the error criteria between  and  !
together
This procedure can be applied in a standalone mode in the sense that it does not require any pre
screening for cloudcloud shadow contamination or other spurious geophysical situations because these
geophysical situations can hardly lead to the nding of a probable solution as dened by Equation A
 However in order to limit the unnecessary processing of too many pixels we adopted a conservative
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screening procedure which is based on the Optimized VEGETATION Normalized Index OVNI Gobron
et al 	


b This vegetation index provides the ability to assess the presence of vegetation of the basis
of TOA BRF values sampled by the blue red and nearinfrared bands of the VEGETATION instrument
We thus rst labeled all pixels of the processed VEGETATION data set before applying our inversion
procedure only on those pixels corresponding to a vegetation class
Error Criterion = 15 %
Error Criterion = 5 %
Error Criterion = 20 %
Error Criterion = 10 %
Figure A
 Forest identication map for the rst twenty days of June  with a maximum
tolerable BRF deviation at various accuracy levels between 
 and  ! Vegetation coverage
grey areas increases as the error criterion increases White areas indicate the presence of
water bodies or locations for which no probable solution could be retrieved at that particular
value of the error criterion
A Forest identication
Figure A shows for a series of values of the error criterium the spatial distribution of those pixels
whose most representative spectral BRF values at TOA over the period from st	
th June  were
suciently close to those in the LUTs such that at least one of the predened surface types would
represent a probable solution
	
 White areas indicate the presence of water bodies or pixels for which no
probable solution could be retrieved for any allowable value of the error criterion From panel to panel
the maximum tolerable BRF deviation was increased with the consequence that more pixels satised the

For the latitude and longitude ranges of interest here 

E to 

E and 

N to 

N the VEGETATION
 km  Plate carr!ee" projection had an average pixel size of  		 m in the latitudinal direction whilst that of the
longitudinal direction varied from  
 m at 

N to  
 m at 

N such that it had to be reprojected
using a nearest neighbor sampling schemeto obtain a true  km

pixel size map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imposed conditions and thus became part of the ensemble of probable solutions grey color Clearly the
likelihood that one of the predened surface types is truly responsible for the observed measurements
decreases as the constraints on the error criterion are being relaxed Depending on the application a
compromise has to be found between highly accurate yet mostly empty maps on the one hand and rela
tively inaccurate but well covered maps on the other In any case the reliability of the adopted retrieval
methodology can be assessed over sparsely forested regions like Denmark 	 forest cover P(aivinen
and K(ohl  where only very few forest covered pixel locations were identied in Figure A even for
   	

The right panel of Figure A shows the atmospheric optical depth eld associated with the retrieved
forest type solutions in Figure A while the left panel displays the spatial distribution of the error
criterion values yielding at least  solution The associated optical depth eld is actually a temporal
mosaic of optical depth values each one associated with a particular day of the compositing period but
not necessarily being statistically representative of that period
0.450.350.250.150.05No Fit
Associated Optical Depth @ 550 nm
Error Criterion Map
43 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 No Fit
Error Criterion  [%] 
Associated Optical Depth Map
Figure A Left panel Accuracy map for the rst twenty days of June  with the
maximum tolerable spectral BRF deviation varying between  and  ! of the observed
values White patches indicate the presence of water bodies or bright surfaces Right panel
Optical depth map for the rst twenty days of June  These values are those associated
to the most representative surface type and day of the compositing period
As the error criterion value is increased and more and more pixels are associated to the predened
surface types the probability that the actual biophysical characteristics of these pixel locations are in
agreement with the ones of the predened solutions will decrease The goal is thus to generate a for
est cover map where the correspondence between pixels with valid retrievals and the actual presence of
forested areas at these locations is maximized This can be achieved by selecting a cuto value for the
maximum tolerable error criterion that adequately delineates the presence of wooded areas similar to
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those included in the set of predened forest types Clearly such a value is dependent on the adequacy
the number and range of surface types that are included in the set of potential solutions More limiting
however because less quantiable with respect to the inversion procedure are processing and measure
ment related uncertainties like data interpolation for mapping purposes adjacency eects and spectral
mixing that all aect the denominator of Equation A As a compromise to the above arguments it
was decided to present the following results at a maximum value of  for the error criterion This value
corresponds to the inight rootmeansquare deviation from the VEGETATION reference calibration
over bright sands and deserts in the blue red and nearinfrared bands Henry and Meygret 	


 Addi
tionally the  specically take account of the bounded envelope of the predened spectral reectances
in the LUTs In other words it captures the inaptitude of the ve predened forest scenes to account
for the natural ranges of structural and spectral variability in the landcover and soil types that are likely
to be encountered within the region of study
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Figure A Left panel Forest characterization map for the rst twenty days of June 
with a maximum tolerable BRF deviation of 	! White patches indicate the presence of
water bodies or bright surfaces Right panel Land cover characterization map derived in the
context of the PanEuropean Land Use and Land Cover Monitoring PELCOM project
A  Forest characterization
Beyond the task of forest identication the inversion methodology also aims at characterizing the un
derlying wooded surface types The left panel of Figure A shows a forest characterization map of
Scandinavia derived from VEGETATION data for the rst 	
 days of June  with the 
total

value set to  of the spectral BRF values A general thinning of tree density with latitude can be ob
served in Finland The same eect is also apparent over Sweden with the addition of orographyinduced
tree density reductions in its western regions The right panel of Figure A exhibits a map derived in the
context of the PanEuropean Land Use and Land Cover Monitoring PELCOM project Muecher et al
 That map was generated by integrating multiple sources of land use information with information
resulting from the classication of multitemporal NOAAAVHRR satellite data and thus cannot be easily
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associated to one specic time period or year A visual inspection of the two reveals a high degree of
correlation especially in the delineation of the contours of the broad vegetation classes eg the presence
of the arable land class for example is well respected by our forest identication algorithm It should
be stressed that the VEGETATION derived map was generated from three weeks of data only and does
not require any further ancillary information The summer period was primarily selected in order to
ensure a sucient number of cloudfree conditions over Northern Europe and therefore to provide the
best possible spatial coverage over this region
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Figure A Comparison between our forest characteristics map for June st th  with
an error criterion of 	! and the landcover map produced in the context of the FMERSI
project over southern Sweden top panels and Estonia " Latvia bottom panels
Figure A compares two regions of Figure A with the corresponding areas of a landcover map
derived in the context of the Forest Monitoring in Europe with Remote Sensing FMERS project The
FMERSI maps were derived from the analysis of one year of data gathered in  from the high reso
lution IRS C WIFS sensor and ancillary ground controlled observations see Hame et al  Again
a high degree of agreement between the forested structures in both regions is evident In the top panels
Southern Sweden our methodology appears to account for the transition between coniferous and decidu
ous forests along the southwestern coastal region The possibly spurious location of forested pixels along
some of the coastlines is presumably due to the way the original VEGETATION data are interpolated
when projected onto the userspecied grids
Figure A Relationship between modelled and measured BRF values at the top of the
atmosphere for the rst three bands of the VEGETATION sensor for a section of the forest
characterization map in the left panel of Figure A	 error criterion  	!
Figure A
 indicates the relationship between the measured and modelled BRFs at the top of the
atmosphere Indeed it can be seen that the selected probable solutions all lie within the uncertainty
level of Equation A expressed by an error criterion of  When comparing the maps in Figures A
and A one should however keep in mind the various uncertainties due to data derived from dierent
sources with disparate reliabilities spatial accuracies and temporal acquisition periods as well as those
due to the sets of criteria that are not always related to measurable quantities but instead to ecological
classes that have been dened a priori Two of the main issues in such an intercomparison exercise are
the selection of a tolerable error level and the lack of quantication of the uncertainties in the associated
classes By precomputing the radiative signature of a series of explicitly described threedimensional
representations of potential land cover types prior to the identication of the most probable one of these
as a representative solution for a given period of observation the ambiguities of interpretation are ulti
matively delegated to the enduser of the derived information It is his task to decide upon the value
of the error criterion beyond which the predened solutions can no longer be tolerated as probable in
the sense of the application at hand In the case of the presented inversion methodology the retrieved
information will not only contain biophysical structure parameters but also the allometric equations that
relate them since these were an implicit part of the input information
Nevertheless a number of issues related to the derivation of the forest characterization map in the
left panel of Figure A still have to be addressed here The length of the compositing period and
the number of days with at least one probable solution within that period both have an eect onto
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the selection of the most representative surface type The reasons for this are twofold at least rstly
the VEGETATION instrument is monodirectional which clearly reduces its capability in dierentiating
between similarly vegetated surfaces at the scale of observation Diner et al  and secondly it is also
possible that the viewing conditions for a given pixel location may change from relatively oblique angles
to virtually nadir in subsequent overpasses which can easily inuence the separability of the predened
surface type solutions Pinty et al 	


c Additionally one has to keep in mind that with the rapidly
changing atmospheric conditions over northern latitudes the monodirectionality of this instrument and
the associated measurement errors it is possible to mistakenly retrieve a unique solution to the inversion
problem that may be characterized by an elevated aerosol load and an erroneous surface type
A Conclusions
The retrieval of an exhaustive set of boreal forest characteristics from remote sensing data was inves
tigated For that purpose the BRF elds at TOC and subsequently at TOA for a series of three
dimensional representations of typical coniferous forests were simulated for a predened set of aerosol
viewing and illumination conditions These spectral BRF values were stored in LUTs from where they
could easily be retrieved for a comparative evaluation against actual satellite data under identical viewing
and illumination geometries If an acceptable match between observed and precomputed spectral BRF
values was found the physical parameters that had been involved in the generation of the correspond
ing LUT entries were considered as a possible solution to the satisfactory interpretation of the observed
satellite measurements By retaining the most likely of the so retrieved solutions over a period of 	

days in June  the generation of maps showing the likelihood of identifying various forest types their
most representative corresponding structural characteristics as well as the associated atmospheric optical
depth at the day of retrieval was performed A visual comparison with two independent land cover maps
conrmed the usefulness of this approach especially with respect to the delineation of forestcovered
zones In addition however the proposed retrieval methodology is completely generic and thus can
easily be prototyped for dierent instruments such as MODIS MERIS SeaWiFS etc
Of particular interest here is the latest of the generation of multispectral and multiangular instruments
eg MISR Indeed Diner et al  and Gobron et al 	


a showed that with multiangular
MISR data a more detailed reliable and accurate description of dierent surface types is achievable than
from monodirectional instruments More specically its nine viewing angles would allow for a much more
stringent identication criteria to be imposed when looking for probable solutions in the LUT entries
This in turn would clearly translates into a better separability of the set of predened solutions and
hence also the acceptable size of that ensemble Another point to consider is that at the nominal ground
resolution of MISR 	 m the use of three dimensional canopy representations for the simulation of
the exiting BRF eld at TOC intuitively appears to be more warranted All of these considerations then
indicate that the potential of the methodology described here should become fully exploitable with the
availability of instantaneous multiangular and multispectral data
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Annex B
Radiation Transfer Fundamentals
B The radiation transfer equation in vegetation canopies
Consider a at horizontal leaf canopy of depthH that is being illuminated in a spatially uniform
manner from the top z #  The radiation transfer equation under steady state conditions
and neglecting any polarization e
ects can then be expressed along the local downward vertical
such that the change in radiation intensity travelling at depth level z and in the direction  is
controlled by the amounts that are being intercepted by the foliage and that are being scattered
from direction 

into 

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where I represents the intensity !W m

sr

" at point z in the exiting direction  and 0
e
!m

"
is the extinction coecient taken at the same point and along the same direction 0
s
!sr

" is
the di
erential scattering coecient for photons scattering from direction 

into a unit solid
angle about direction  at point z where the unit vector   has an azimuthal angle  and
a polar angle  # cos

 with respect to the outward normal
For representing the case of 	nite sized scatterers when mutual shading between foliage
elements a
ects the interception capability of the canopy the probability per unit pathlength
of travel that photons may hit a leaf depends not only on the amount and orientation of the
scatterers but also on the direction of travel of the photons and that of the solar illumination

 
 Pinty and Verstraete  have proposed to write the extinction coecient as
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where 
e
z is the extinction coecient for a purely turbid medium ie an in	nite number
of oriented point scatterers /z !m

m

" is the leaf area density LAD at level z G is the
well known Ross  function accounting for the projection of the leafnormal distributions in
the direction  see section B and
0
Oz
 
 is a correction factor that aims at accounting
for the increased transmission in the retroreection direction through the gaps in between 	nite
sized leaves see section B
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The probability for radiation coming from an arbitrary direction 

to be scattered into
a particular direction  clearly depends both on the leaf normal distribution g
L
z
L
 see
section B and the rotationally invariant leaf scattering distribution function f

  
L

see section B describing the scattering behaviour of both sides of a leaf The di
erential
scattering coecient can thus be written as
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B The hotspot formulation of Verstraete et al 		
The physical mechanism behind the hot spot e
ect was studied in detail by Verstraete et al
 who idealised the free space in between scatterers by considering two cylindrical volumes
k V

k and k V

k drawn along the incoming 
 
and outgoing  directions k V

k and k V

k
have a common base de	ned by a circular Sun eck of radius r and therefore share a common
volume free of scatterers Denoting k V

k the volume that is not in common between k V

k
and k V

k it can be demonstrated that the actual optical path of the scattered radiation can
be estimated as
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where 
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 is the purely turbid extinction coecient taken at level z
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along the direction
 The correction factor is given by
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With the assumption that the leaf area density / and the Ross function G
x
 are constant
along the coordinate z the correction function for the extinction coecient
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B The distribution function of leaf normal orientations
The spatial orientation of a leaf is described by the direction of its normal 
L

L
 
L
 to the
upper surface where 
L
is the inclination angle of the leaf normal and 
L
is the azimuthal
angle of the outward normal Consider a horizontally homogeneous leaf layer of unit thickness
at height z and let the sum of areas of all leaves or parts thereof whose normals fall within an
incremental solid angle around the direction 
L
be g
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 Upon integration over the space
of leaf normals one obtains Asrar 
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B	 THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF LEAF NORMAL ORIENTATIONS 
where all leaves are assumed to face upward so that all leaf normals are con	ned to the upper
hemisphere 

 and s


L
z is the total one sided area of all leaves in this horizontal layer The
leafnormal distribution LND function g
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 # 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
s
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z denotes the fraction of
total leaf area in the horizontal layer of unit thickness at height z whose normals fall within a
unit solid angle around the direction 
L
 and must satisfy the following normalization criterion
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Although plants are known to change their orientations in response to solar illumination
conditions heliotropisms and other twodimensional LND functions are only rarely treated in
theoretical studies Strebel et al  Verstraete  since the assumption of azimuthally
random leaf distributions signi	cantly reduces the mathematical complexity of the function
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Out of the various models to describe the leaf normal distribution functions the two most
commonly used are  the trigonometric functions of Bunnik 
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In Table B the parameters for the above two representations of g
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 are given for a
variety of leaf normal distributions Note however that the descriptive term of the LNDs refers
to g
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rather than g
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 This is most notably seen in what are termed uniform and spherical leaf
normal distributions namely
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Table B Parameter values for the trigonometrical a b c and beta   function repre
sentation of the probability density function g
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 for  dierent leafnormal distributions
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The values used by Raytran are shown in brackets if dierent from Goel and Strebel 	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B The Ross function G
For planeparallel leaf canopies the G function of Ross  describes the projection of the
leaf normal orientations in a particular direction of interest and hence is an indicator of the
likelihood that radiation may be intercepted by the canopy if travelling in that direction More
speci	cally G is the mean projection of a unit foliage area in the direction  per unit
volume of canopy
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where for azimuthally independent leaf normal distributions G simpli	es to G and the
probability distribution function PDF of the leaf normal orientations g
L

L
 reduces to g
L

L

Figure B Left panel g

L

L
of the azimuthally independent leaf normal distribution

L
according to Bunniks formulation Right panel mean projection of a unit foliage area
in the direction  per unit volume canopy G
B
 The leaf scattering transfer function f
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 describes the fraction of intercepted energy
from photons that initially travelled in the direction 
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 that is reradiated from a leaf with
outwird normal 
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such that 	
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may depend on both the initial photon direction 

and the leaf normal orientation
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 In the case of isotropic scattering Equation B simpli	es to f
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On the other hand by assuming the leaf scattering phase functions to be Lambertian the
speci	cation of the relative fractions r
L
and t
L
of the intercepted energy that is to be reected
and transmitted following a simple cosine distribution around the leaf normal leads to the
following formulation of the leaf scattering transfer function Shultis and Myneni 
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Shultis and Myneni  de	ne the area scattering transfer function in a canopy where the
leaf normal distribution g
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 is independent of depth as
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By introducing the leaf area index L !m
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" as a new variable dL # /zdz the radiation
transfer equation B can be rewritten as
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Annex C
Uniqueness of Multiangular Measurements
Part  An Indicator of Subpixel
Surface Heterogeneity from MISR
Bernard Pinty JeanLuc Widlowski Nadine Gobron and Michel M Verstraete
Institute for Environment and Sustainability of the EC Joint Research Centre
TP  I		 Ispra VA Italy
Abstract The recent availability of quasisimultaneous multispectral and multidirectional measurements
from space as provided by the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer MISR on board the Terra platform
oers new and unique opportunities to document the anisotropy of land surfaces at critical solar wavelengths
This paper presents simple physical principles supporting the interpretation of the anisotropy of spectral radiances
exiting terrestrial surfaces in terms of a signature of surface heterogeneity The shape of the anisotropy function
is represented with two model parameter values which may be mapped and interpreted in their own right The
value of one of these parameters also permits identifying geophysical conditions where the surface heterogeneity
becomes signicant and where threedimensional radiation transfer eects have to be explicitly accounted for
This paper documents these ndings on the basis of results from a number of threedimensional radiation transfer
model simulations The latter are used to perform an extensive sensitivity study which includes issues related to
the scale of investigation A preliminary validation of these results conducted with a dataset collected by the
AirMISR instrument over the Konza prairie is also discussed
C Introduction
The recent availability of quasisimultaneous multispectral and multiangular measurements from the
AlongTrack Scanning Radiometer	 ATSR	 the Polarization and Directionality of the Earths Re
ectances POLDER and the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer MISR brings new and unique
opportunities to develop and apply operational algorithms that capitalize on the understanding of radi
ation transfer processes within the atmosphere and vegetation layers as well as at their interfaces see
for instance Diner et al  for a series of examples The primary benets from multiangular mea
surements lie in an improved accuracy and reliability of the derived products thanks to the addition of
appropriate constraints for identifying the solutions to a series of inverse radiation transfer problems
Although this aspect constitutes a priori a denite conceptual advantage over algorithms that can be

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applied on data strings gathered by single angle sensors accuracy improvements might not always be
systematically required for all geophysical applications The main issue that will be addressed here is
to establish whether and to what extent the acquisition of multiangular data from space permits the
assessement of new and unique information on the status of terrestrial surfaces
This and a companion paper demonstrate that such unique information can in fact be obtained by
coupling new approaches with more traditional spectral analyses This rst paper describes the simple
physical principles supporting the interpretation of the measured anisotropy of spectral radiances exit
ing from terrestrial surfaces in terms of a signature of surface heterogeneity at the subpixel scale The
angular distribution of surface leaving radiances exhibits a degree of anisotropy which can be charac
terized through the parameter values entering the angular function of the RPV model Rahman et al
b The degree of anisotropy of these surface radiance elds can therefore be assessed mapped and
interpreted in its own right The conceptual developments presented in this rst paper also demonstrate
that one of these parameters has the potential to expose signicant surface heterogeneity at the subpixel
scale Beyond information about the heterogeneity of the surface the value of this parameter also per
mits identifying geophysical conditions where the threedimensional radiation transfer eects have to be
explicitly accounted for In a companion paper Gobron et al 	

a hereafter referred to as part 	
we show that the angular domain of measurement can be combined with the spectral domain in order to
deliver jointly information about the photosynthetic activity and structure of vegetation A spectral axis
yields a quantitative estimate optimally related to the FAPAR through the combined use of the blue red
and nearinfrared spectral bands a structural axis independent from the rst one corresponds to the
surface heterogeneity parameter optimally retrieved from an analysis of the angular measurements made
in the red band only The approach presented in these two papers has been prototyped for the AirMISR
and MISR instruments providing a good compromise between the desired angular and spectral sampling
of the radiance eld and the spatial resolution of data acquisition
C Interpretation of the anisotropy of surface leaving radiance
elds
C  Surface anisotropy as a unique feature
All surfaces natural or manmade show some degree of spectral anisotropy when illuminated by a point
source of light in the solar domain ie the Bidirectional Reectance Factors BRFs of these media
vary with both the illumination and observation angular locations Martonchik et al 	


 Since this
surface anisotropy depends on the structure and optical properties of the observed medium it consti
tutes an angular signature of the target To the extent that this signature results from the interaction
of the radiation eld with the medium a proper understanding of the relevant processes may lead to
the characterization of the medium on the basis of remote sensing data These radiative processes can
be modelled and understood using radiation transfer theory and implementing the adaptation necessary
to account for specic eects such as specularity and hot spot scattering enhancements see Pinty and
Verstraete  Depending on the application surface anisotropy can be perceived either as a source
of noise eg when developing vegetation indices or alternatively as an additional source of information
to the spectral dimension since the anisotropy exhibited by surface BRF elds is fully controlled by radi
ation transfer processes In the rst case the surface anisotropy eects have to be eliminated to produce
information not contaminated by the observation and illumination conditions In the second case the
anisotropy is exploited with adequate radiation transfer tools to provide better constraints when solving
the inverse remote sensing problems This second alternative allows more parameters to be assessed and
therefore enhances the capability of deriving accurate and reliable documentation of geophysical systems
from measurements gathered in space see for instance Gobron et al 	


a
Surface anisotropy patterns can adequately be represented by suitable parametric models These
models do not need to be based on or rigorously follow from basic physical principles to the extent that
they must only be able to represent the anisotropy eects from a large variety of media in the simplest
possible manner that is with a minimum number of input parameters Verstraete et al  The recent
developements of multiangle sensors has promoted the renement of such parametric models Lucht and
Roujean 	


 and two broad families have emerged  the linearkernel driven models Wanner et al
C	 INTERPRETATIONOF THEANISOTROPYOF SURFACE LEAVING RADIANCE FIELDS
 and the RPV model Rahman et al b The former assumes that the spectral BRF elds can
be described as a sum of three contributions the latter which has a long historical development dating
back to early investigations of the scattering properties of celestial bodies proposes a representation
of the same elds on the basis of three parameters entering a product of angular functions Through
its mathematical formulation the RPV model splits a BRF eld into its amplitude component and the
associated angular eld describing the anisotropic behavior of the surfaces under investigation when
illuminated by the Sun that is
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where 
c
is the hot spot parameter and where  and 
 
are the observation and illumination zenith angles
respectively The relative azimuth angle 
 is zero when the source of illumination is behind the sensor
Engelsen et al  report in detail on the performance and limits of applicability of this paramet
ric model The angular function M
I

 
  k ie the socalled modied Minnaerts function Minnaert
 permits the mathematical representation of the overall shape of the angular eld through the
parameter k Specically k is close to 
 for a quasi Lambertian surface very limited angular variations
in the spectral BRF eld k is lower than 
 when a bowlshape pattern dominates the spectral BRF
values increase with the view zenith angle and conversely k is greater than 
 when a bellshape pattern
is observed the spectral BRF values decrease with the view zenith angle The other angular functions
controlling Equation C	 are adding more complexityexibility to the anisotropy classes described above
they allow the accounting for asymmetrical shapes around the local normal to the sampled area due to
the possible imbalance between the backward and forward scattering regions as well the backscattering
enhancement due to the hot spot eect F
HG
g $ is based on the HeneyGreenstein function Henyey
and Greenstein  and the parameter $ establishes the degree of forward or backward scattering
depending on its sign
A recent article by Pinty et al 	


a revealed that maps of the parameter k derived from an analysis
of Meteosat data exhibit spatially consistent elds and features corresponding to known gradients in
surface types which may or may not be represented by variations in the amplitude component of the BRF
elds It strongly suggests that the parameter k can be used as one additional and possibly independent
axis of information to better identify and separate various surface types than is feasible on the sole basis
of spectral measurements This preliminary statement does not constitute in itself a new nding since
for instance the analysis of low resolution Nimbus  data acquired during the Earth Radiation Budget
experiment already showed that dierent anisotropic factor values can be assigned to dierent cloud
and broad surface types see for instance Jacobowitz et al  One can thus easily foresee that
thanks to their capability to measure quasiinstantaneously the angular radiance elds emerging at the
top of the atmosphere multiangle instruments such as POLDER ATSR and MISR should improve the
identication of surface types through the unique assessment of their individual surface anisotropy For
instance maps of the 
 
and k parameters obtained by inversion of the RPV model at various wavelengths
can be ingested by classication techniques to produce revised land cover maps and better detect changes
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occurring at the surface We may anticipate that such exercises will soon become quite frequent due to
the operational availability of such surface anisotropy information Martonchik et al b It is thus
important to understand how the anisotropic signature of geophysical media can be interpreted and in
particular what practical information could be derived from simple parameterizations such as the one
used here
C   Anisotropy pattern as an indicator of surface heterogeneity
The parameter k of the RPV model plays a fundamental role in representing the anisotropy of the surface
 k  
 corresponds to a bowlshape anisotropy pattern where BRF values close to nadir are lower
than for larger exiting angles
 k  
 corresponds to a Lambertian surface an idealized case rarely found in practice and
 k  
 corresponds to a bellshape anisotropy pattern where BRF values measured at large exiting
angles are lower than those measured at angles close to nadir
The vast majority of terrestrial surfaces whose anisotropy patterns have been investigated using lab
oratory eld or airborne measurements exhibit a bowlshape anisotropy pattern Models describing the
scattering of light by homogeneous planeparallel turbid geophysical media also typically generate this
type of anisotropy pattern Indeed under such conditions radiative transfer theory and in particular
the multiple scattering component predicts an increase of the BRF values together with the exiting
zenith angle This situation is also generally observed for closed large values of the leaf area index
homogeneous plant canopies bare soils and other planetary surfaces as well
Observations of bellshape anisotropy patterns have been occasionally reported in the literature see
for instance Ni and Jupp 	


 and Gerard and North  It is thus interesting to investigate under
which conditions this type of anisotropy occurs A class of geophysical systems that exhibit a higher
reectance when observed from above than at large zenith angles can easily be conceived of consider for
example at red wavelengths a sparse coniferous forest over a snowcovered eld or sparse bushes over a
bright sandy desert In such cases the high background reectance dominates at small observation zenith
angles while the absorbing properties of the dark objects control the reectance of the entire scene at
large angles These BRF elds should therefore exhibit a bellshape pattern corresponding to k values
greater than 
 when analyzed with the RPV model
A few critical remarks are in order at this point
 If the density of the dark vertical structures increases suciently the reectance eld of the system
will tend towards that of a fully covered but homogeneous system of such structures and the
anisotropy pattern will be bowlshaped
 If the density of the dark vertical structures decreases to low values the bright underlying surface
will control the anisotropy of the scene at all angles and the reectance will also tend to correspond
to a bowlshape
 Only rather heterogeneous geophysical systems composed of relatively sparse dark vertical struc
tures over a bright background can lead to anisotropy patterns characterized by a bellshape
In fact it is the main thesis of this paper that a bellshape anisotropy pattern over vegetated surfaces
characterized by k  
 likely identies heterogeneous systems composed of sparse dark vertical struc
tures over a relatively brighter surface at the subpixel spatial resolution This numerical condition can
thus be considered as an indicator of surface anisotropy in the sense described above This however does
not imply that all forms of heterogeneity will result in a bellshaped anisotropy pattern Incidentally
whenever heterogeneity is detected in the sense of this protocol k  
 the principle of reciprocity will
likely not be valid The implications of this fact will be discussed later
The essence of our interpretation lies in the presence of vertically distributed absorbing material eg
vegetation at the red wavelength because of the presence of strongly absorbing chlorophyll bands over
lying a brighter more reecting or less absorbing interface or lower boundary condition eg the vast
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majority of soils at the red wavelength Actual situations are of course very complex the reectance
of each pixel of a heterogeneous system viewed from the nadir depends on competing factors such as
the intrinsic optical properties of the scene elements but also the presence of shadows induced by the
vertical stands However it should be noted that even onedimensional models simulating the radia
tion transfer regime in vegetation canopies can generate bellshaped anisotropy patterns if the former
explicitly account for the nitesize of the elementary scatterers ie the leaves This may occur when
the model input variables are set up to represent for instance open low values of the leaf area index
canopies specially under conditions where the leaf angle distribution favors an erectophile leaf orientation
the heterogeneity of the canopy system is indeed inherent to the presence of nitesize oriented leaves
The same conclusion applies for bare soils exhibiting signicant roughness that will create wellmarked
shadows
For all practical purposes and considering typical values for the vegetation architectural attributes a
medium spatial resolution sensor a few tens to hundreds of meters has the potential to expose subpixel
scale surface heterogeneity controlled by the presence of clumped vegetation as is the case for open forest
and woodland ecosystems A high spatial resolution sensor a few tens of centimeters may reveal a
similar degree of heterogeneity when sensing a plant canopy system because of the eects intrinsic to
the presence of nite size leaves Various scales of heterogeneity could then be introduced depending on
the sensor spatial resolution from the microscale ensemble of leaves to the medium scale ensemble of
trees or even larger scales ensemble of landscapes
Figure C illustrates the evolution from a quasi onedimensional to a complex threedimensional
radiative transfer regime due to the signicant impact of horizontally distributed vertical structures oc
curring in the latter case The top panels provide a visualization of a simulated quasi onedimensional
scene top left together with the corresponding BRF values generated in the cross plane top right ie
the plane perpendicular to the principal plane These BRF values are calculated using a MonteCarlo
raytracing model developed by Govaerts and Verstraete  red line and the model from Gobron
et al c applicable for onedimensional horizontally innite canopy scenes green line In the
latter case the total BRF eld emerging from the scene is approximated with a linear mixing of the
respective contributions due to the vegetated and bare soil domains composing the scene ie it follows
the Independent Pixel Approximation IPA scheme promoted by Cahalan et al b in the case of
cloud scenarios In this rst scenario the leaves are concentrated and grouped in one part of the scene
and thus the heterogeneous threedimensional eects between the canopy and the bare soil are limited
to the single straight boundary separating these two media in the horizontal plane Therefore since both
models by Gobron et al c and Govaerts and Verstraete  have already been shown to produce
very accurate and reliable solutions in the simulation of the BRF elds in D cases respectively Pinty
et al 	

a they generate essentially similar and thus undiscernible averaged BRF elds
By contrast the bottom panels of Figure C show a geophysical situation where the threedimensional
eects are enhanced due to the regrouping of the leaves into clumps scattered throughout the scene In
this second architecturally more complex scenario the BRF values are accurately estimated using the
MonteCarlo raytracing model Pinty et al 	

a
It is noteworthy that the only dierence between the two scenarios lies in the spatial distribution of
the leaves in the scene ie the Leaf Area Index LAI the spectral and geometrical properties of the
leaves and the soil are all set at the same values in both experiments This structural dierence discern
able through the occurrence of vegetation clumps is however at the origin of a signicant change in the
resulting BRF values and shapes Indeed the BRF anisotropy patterns evolve from a bowlshape in the
quasi onedimensional scenario to a bellshape when threedimensional eects become more signicant
As a matter of fact the inversion of the RPV model following the simple procedure described in Gobron
and Lajas 	

 and summarized in the appendix of part 	 against these two simulated BRF strings
result in mean values for the parameter k equal to 
 top panel and  bottom panel respectively
Results from these simulation scenarios reinforce the suggestion that the k parameter of the RPV
model can be further interpreted as a heterogeneity indicator controlled by the occurrence of vertical
structures Although a surface application is considered here for the sake of explanation a similar rea
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soning can be applied for dierent geophysical systems showing the required elements and for which the
BRF eld can be sensed at the appropriate wavelength According to our conceptual approach it should
be enough for the parameter k to exceed the threshold value 
 to indicate reliably the occurrence of sig
nicant surface heterogeneity at the subpixel scale In practice this threshold becomes a transition zone
around the value 
 because the inversion procedure often delivers a range of values for the parameter
k ie there is often no unique solution and also because of errors on the retrieved values themselves
due to uncertainties on the surface BRF elds This particular issue is addressed and documented in the
next section


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Figure C Typical angular signatures of the BRF eld in the red spectral region emerging
from quasi onedimensional top panels and threedimensional bottom panel vegetation
scenes Both scenes are composed of identical leaf and soil material exhibiting exactly the
same radiometric properties in the two experiments The scene leaf area index is equal to
 in both cases The left panels provide an artistic view of the scenes and the right panels
show the corresponding BRF eld derived from model calculations in the cross plane In the
right panels the red green lines correspond to the BRF generated by the D D model
C  Potential and limitation in the exposure of surface heterogeneity
Considering further the generic case of an open vegetation layer sensed at the red wavelength it can
therefore be logically expected that
 too sparse a vegetation system may not lead systematically to k  
 conditions there might
not be enough vegetation to compensate at large view angles for the BRF increase due to the
illuminated soil in between the vegetation elements This system could in fact be almost indis
tinguishable from a planeparallel system in the sense that the BRF elds estimated with the IPA
are extremely close to those obtained with the full threedimensional model except in the vicinity
of the hot spot angular region
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 too dense closed a vegetation system will also hardly translate into k  
 estimation the
heterogeneity might not be signicant enough to create a detectable BRF increase signature at
angles close to nadir ie the latter might always be masked by the shadowing eects As in
the previous case we may in fact deal with a system that could satisfy the usual planeparallel
assumption from a radiation transfer point of view
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Figure C Visualization of a sample of the series of  scenes idealizing the quasi one
dimensional left panels and corresponding threedimensional right panels scenes for vari
ous values of the Leaf Area Index
In order to assess our expectations we replicated the numerical experiment presented in Figure
C for  dierent scenarios simulating the eects of a progressive increase in LAI and thus of the
fractional vegetation cover of the scene A sample of the corresponding quasi onedimensional D and
full threedimensional D scenes can be visualized in Figure C	 and detailed information regarding
the structural and radiative properties of the scenes are provided in Tables C C	 and C As already
mentioned when presenting results from Figure C the only changes occuring in the characteristics of
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the scenes between the quasi D and the D concern the spatial distribution of the leaves into spherical
clumps As a matter of fact for a given scene quantities such as LAI are conserved independently from
the strategy adopted to spatially distribute the scattering elements The geometrical projection of the
spheres onto the ground can be seen in Figure C	 specially for scenes implementing low LAI conditions


In the following and as suggested from results shown in Figure C the BRF elds emerging the quasi
D scenes were approximated using the model by Gobron et al c together with an IPA scheme
In the case of the D scenes the model from Govaerts and Verstraete  was applied to simulate
the BRF elds at the resolution of the scene
Table C Variables dening the leaf and soil spectral properties
Variable identication Values
Leaf reectance y 


Leaf transmittance y 


Soil Lambertian albedo 
	

y Using a biLambertian scattering law
Table C Variables dening the structure of the quasi D scenes
Variable identication Values
Height of the canopy  m
Equivalent leaf diameter 

 m
Leaf Angle Distribution uniform
Scene Leaf Area Index LAI 

 and from 

 to 

in steps of 

 m

m

Ground fraction 

 and from 

 to 

covered by vegetation in steps of 

Table C Variables dening the structure of the D scenes
Variable identication Values
Sphere diameter  m
Leaf Angle Distribution uniform
Leaf Area Index of the spheres  m

m

Maximum height of the canopy  m
Minimum height of the canopy  m
Scene Leaf Area Index LAI same as in Table C	
Ground fraction 

 

 
 
	 
 

covered by vegetation 
 
 
 
 

The inversion of the RPV model was performed against the simulated BRF elds for these two en
sembles of  scenes each scene being considered separately and the three RPV model parameters were

Architectural parameters imposed in Table C may generate full circular shadows onto the ground since the
spheres are allowed to  oat" between predened lower and upper levels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thus optimally retrieved with their corresponding uncertainty levels Figure C left panel shows the
mean and the associated uncertainty values obtained for the parameter k in the case of both the quasi
D and D scenes when the direct illumination source is located at 


zenith angle as a function
of the LAI of each scene such as illustrated in Figure C	 As could be expected from the preceeding
qualitative reasoning this Figure demonstrates the potential to document the structural heterogeneity
of the scenes through the value of the parameter k Indeed while this parameter takes on values close
to unity for both low and high vegetation cover conditions its values clearly rise to much larger values
at intermediate situations where the heterogeneous eects are maximized by the clumping of leaves into
spheres By contrast the values of the parameter k remain within the same range typically from 
 to

 independent of the vegetation cover for the associated quasi D scenes Variations in the spectral
and architectural properties of the vegetation attributes may yield dierent relationships between the leaf
area index of the scenes and the values of the parameter k The same result holds for dierent Sun angle
conditions as mentioned already in section C		 Nevertheless the presence of signicant heterogeneity
in the D scenarios will translate into larger k values than would be retrieved from limited heterogene
ity idealized by the quasi D scenarios situations Figure C shows that such structural heterogeneity
can be exposed over a broad range of realistic leaf area index conditions
Other sets of analogous Figures can be drawn using other quantitative variables to represent the type
of scene as there is always some degree of correlation between the type of scene and for instance the
LAI of the scene the fractional cover as well as the fraction of radiation absorbed by the vegetation
For instance the right panel of Figure C displays the variation of the k parameter for the quasi
D and associated D scenes as a function of the fraction of radiation absorbed by the vegetation
elements composing the scenes The use of the latter variable to dene the xaxis permits us to represent
the dependency of the value of the parameter k with respect to a physical quantity characterizing the
vegetation This approach is exploited in the accompanying paper
Figure C Variations of the values of the k parameter as a function of the Leaf Area
Index left panel and the associated Fraction of Absorbed Radiation right panel for each
individual scene respectively The k values are obtained by inversion of the RPV model
in the case of quasi onedimensional green color and corresponding threedimensional red
color scenes The input BRF values are those corresponding to the radiative transfer model
results derived for each scenes represented in Figure  The vertical bars indicate all the
possible values for the k parameter which can provide an acceptable t to the modelled BRF
in each case
These results obtained from a number of accurate model simulations and based on simple physical
reasoning demonstrate the potential for extracting unique information about structural heterogeneity of
the terrestrial surfaces when sensed simultaneously at various viewing geometries and at the appropriate
wavelength and spatial resolution As explained at the beginning of section C		 the wavelength should
be chosen so as to maximize the reectanceabsorption contrast between the vertically clumped elements
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and the background while the viewing geometries must permit a reliable inversion of the RPV model for
the retrieval of the parameter k Based on these considerations there is an ensemble of spectral struc
tural illumination and spatial scale aspects that will reveal heterogeneous scenes at a given sensor spatial
resolution These aspects are investigated in a quantitative manner in the next sections describing results
obtained when performing a sensitivity analysis of the variations of the parameter k value with respect
to changes in the brightness of the background solar zenith angle and spatial scale of investigation
C Sun angle and background brightness eects
Following the qualitative reasoning proposed in the previous section one can thus anticipate that the
larger the spectral contrast between the soil and the vegetation to increase the angular BRF variations
between close to nadir and large view angles and the smaller the Sun zenith angle to limit the darkening
eects of shadows the more favourable the conditions leading to the observation of k values signicantly
greater than 

Figure C Variations of the k parameter values as a function of the fraction of absorbed
radiation for Sun zenith angle equal to  

triangles  

stars and  

diamonds re
spectively Results obtained for the quasi onedimensional and the corresponding three
dimensional scenes are identied with green and red colors respectively The vertical bars
indicate the range of possible values for the k parameter that can provide an acceptable t
to the modelled BRF in each case
The combined eects of changing background reectance and illumination geometry on the retrieved
values of k or equivalently on the bowl or bell shape of the anisotropy are illustrated in Figures C and
C for various types of scenes Specically Figure C exhibits the results obtained by replicating the
simulations achieved in the previous section see Figure C	 for quasi D and D scenes respectively
for Sun zenith angle values successively equal to 


 


and 


 Results shown in Figure C indicate
that as expected the values of the parameter k decrease with an increase of the Sun zenith angle the
reectance of the background soil between the vegetation clumps becomes dominated by shadows and
cannot deliver large BRF values even for viewing conditions close to nadir This Figure shows that when
the illumination angle becomes as high as 


 the projected clump shadows are signicant enough to
damp the large values of the k parameter that would normally be associated with heterogeneous struc
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tures for the spectral and architectural conditions prescribed in these simulations By contrast the quasi
D scenes are characterized by values which are always close to the 
 critical threshold and under
these conditions the scene heterogeneity remains concealed
In the same vein the three panels in Figure C display the variations in the values of parameter
k estimated for three dierent Sun zenith angles namely 
 
 and 


 and three typical Lambert soil
albedo values namely 

 dark 
	 medium and 
		 bright see Price  It can be seen
that independent from the Sun zenith angle the brighter the soils the larger the k parameter values ie
the easier it is to identify the presence of strongly heterogeneous surfaces The observed trends followed
by the k parameter values due to changes in Sun zenith angle support the ndings already discussed on
the basis of Figure C It is noticeable that for Sun zenith angles larger than 


 a dark soil condition
does not allow the anisotropy to exhibit a bellshaped pattern even though heterogeneity is present By
contrast even a medium bright soil condition is sucient for the faint bellshaped anisotropy to betray
the existing heterogeneity with low Sun conditions see right panel These simulated experiments are
conducted using various soil brightness conditions for the purpose of illustrating the sensitivity of the
parameter k with respect to changes in the spectral contrast between the vertical structures and the
background However any geophysical situation exhibiting such spectral contrast would yield analogous
results independently from the intrinsic nature of both the background and the vertical elements eg a
snow blanket underneath a coniferous forest
Figure C	 Variations of the k parameter values as a function of the fraction of absorbed
radiation in the case of a bright square symbol medium plus symbol and dark cross
symbol soil albedo respectively Panels a b and c show results obtained for illumination
zenith angle equal to  

  

and  

 respectively The vertical bars indicate the range of
possible values for the k parameter which can provide an acceptable t to the modelled BRF
in each case
Although these results are based on a particular architecture for the specication of the D hetero
geneous scenes ie a random distribution of vegetated clumps in the horizontal space realistic soil and
vegetation characteristics have been used there is therefore a genuine potential to actually detect in
a simple manner on the basis of the k parameter value the occurrence of a class of heterogeneous tar
gets specically those made up of dark vertically oriented architecture over a bright background Since
such spectral contrasts often occur in nature these ndings open new opportunities to characterize the
heterogeneity of terrestrial ecosystems at the subpixel level for a range of scales
C Application
The potential to detect structural signatures from BRF measurements is a scale dependent issue and
is therefore a function of the spatial resolution of the observing instrument Accordingly for a given
land terrestrial sytem the retrieved value of the k parameter will strongly depend on the spatial scale
of investigation and the higher the spatial resolution the more opportunities exist to expose radiatively
heterogeneous systems at the subpixel resolution specially in the case where large vertical structures are
present eg forest canopies The scale dependent problem of the heterogeneity exposure with respect to
the sensor resolution renders the demonstration of its detectability from an assessment of the parameter
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k at once easy and dicult on the one hand it is relatively easy by choosing a set of favourable spectral
and architectural conditions that can be kept under control at the laboratory scale ie a few tens of
centimeters which however does not correspond to the spatial resolution accessible from space remote
sensing on the other hand although the analysis of multiangle measurements taken from space may
suggest the occurrence of heterogeneous conditions the demonstration of the intrinsic links between the
architecture of the vegetation cover and the k parameter values remains dicult to illustrate even with
simple photographic support due to the spatial resolution of the sensors ie a few hundred of meters
or more
The AirMISR instrument does however permit accessing an intermediary spatial resolution the
nominal spatial resolution on the ground of the mapprojected product is 	 m which could be large
enough to demonstrate the desired mechanism in the eld and small enough for this mechanism to be sup
ported from simple ground investigation This instrument extensively described in Diner et al a
was own by the NASA ER	 aircraft at an altitude close to 	
 km under almost cloudfree conditions
over the Konza prairie site in Kansas on July   around noon
Two special processing steps were applied on the mapprojected AirMISR data The rst step was a
rstorder atmospheric correction Based on Reagan sunphotometry an aerosol optical depth of 
 in
the green band was established and a clean continental aerosol model consisting of 
 by optical depth
fraction accumulation mode sulfate at 
 relative humidity and 
 accumulation mode mineral dust
was assumed and provided the atmospheric parameters needed to perform the surface retrieval A surface
pressure of  hPa was used to establish the Rayleigh scattering optical depth Climatological atmo
spheric parameters such as ozone abundance were taken from the Terrestrial Atmosphere and Surface
Climatology or TASC dataset which is an ancillary le set in conjunction with MISR standard data
processing Quantities needed for the radiative transfer calculation were derived from a lookup table
generated to support MISR processing known as the Simulated MISR Ancillary Radiative Transfer or
SMART dataset Diner et al 
The atmospheric correction was done on a camerabycamera and bandbyband basis and for this
purpose the surface reectance at angles not observed by the individual camera was assumed Lamber
tian This method does not distinguish between the HemisphericalDirectional Reectance Factor and
the Bidirectional Reectance Factor The surface BRF was retrieved by rst correcting for ozone absorp
tion subtracting o the path radiance dividing by atmospheric direct and diuse transmittance and
correcting for multiple reections between the atmosphere and surface assuming reectance homogeneity
The retrieved surface BRF was converted back to an equivalent radiance and the results were written out
to AirMISR data les in the same format as the original data The second processing step consisted of a
pixel by pixel geometric remapping to improve the camera coregistration The nadir image was used as a
reference and the Multipoint Matcher M	 area matching algorithm developed for MISR stereo process
ing was used to determine the misregistration between each onadir camera and the nadir data Diner
et al  Nine by nine pixel patches were used for the area matcher For each pixel a crosstrack and
alongtrack misregistration or disparity in pixels was determined A smoothing algorithm consisting
of a box lter was passed over the resulting disparity elds to eliminate blunders and ll in areas where
the matching failed The resulting disparity eld was then used to warp the onadir imagery and a
new data le consisting of the remapped data was written For each camera this processing was done
band by band Additional data elds containing the disparities were written to the data products for the
onadir cameras
For the purpose of our investigation the surfacelevel BRF dataset will be considered as if it were
taken just above the surface without any corruption by atmospheric scattering eects This dataset was
further analyzed with the help of the RPV model in order to estimate at the pixel resolution the values
of the parameter k
Figure C shows the map of the parameter k
red
estimated in the red band ie the spectral band
which maximizes the single scattering eect as well as the required reectance constrast between the soil
and the vegetation This map identies a number of welldened patterns which are directly related to
the organization of the landscapes ie some of the agricultural pasture and other lands can be easily
C	 APPLICATION 
identied on the basis of the values depicted by the k
red
parameter As can be seen from the color con
vention adopted for the anisotropy shape parameter some of these elds can be classied with respect
to their bowl or bellshape anisotropy pattern A ground inspection of a number of these elds was con
ducted just about a year after the AirMISR data acquisition It conrmed that the elds characterized
by a bellshaped anisotropy pattern exhibited some signicant degree of heterogeneity at the scale of a
few tens of meters By contrast a bowlshape type of anisotropy was associated with those elds which
do not exhibit strong vertical structures and D heterogeneity at the scale of the AirMISR measure
ments These features are qualitatively illustrated with the help of a series of photographs taken from
the ground over a sample of the Konza elds see Figure C and further description in Table C A
signicant degree of heterogeneity ie openings between vertically oriented and dense vegetation cover
was observed for nonmature maize elds as well as other more complex land surface types indicating
that the detected heterogeneous behaviour orginates from very dierent types of land cover Targets
indentied as A and E provide good examples of the exposure of heterogeneity due to a strong contrast
between the dense vertical vegetated structures and the bright soils which can be seen in the gaps between
vegetation An analogous situation occurs for the growing maize eld target B and C for instance it
can reasonably be anticipated that the heterogeneity will be progressively concealed ie k values should
decrease as plants grow to close the canopy By contrast at the scale of the AirMISR pixels the pasture
elds eg target F which are not contaminated by signicant vertical structures are characterized by
a bowlshaped anisotropy Target D shows a case where the structural heterogeneity apparent from the
photograph is not exposed by the analysis of the angular signature of the BRF eld in the red domain
ie the value of k is close to 
 this result suggests that the coverage by green vegetation instead of
bright soil of the horizontally wide gaps with respect to the AirMISR spatial resolution does not favor
the detection of structural heterogeneity
  Bowlshape Bellshape 
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Figure C
 Map of the parameter k
red
obtained from an inversion of the RPV model
against #surface BRF$ data collected in the red band of the AirMISR instrument over Konza
prairie on July   This BRF dataset was derived using a simplied atmospheric
transfer scheme The color code goes from red tones for low k values to blue tones for large
k values and the intermediate white colors indicate pixels exhibiting values close to unity for
the parameter k
 ANNEX C A SUBPIXEL SURFACE HETEROGENEITY INDICATOR
At this preliminary stage of investigation the quantication of the degree of heterogeneity remains an
open issue Nevertheless the visual assessment of surface heterogeneity which can be made on the basis
of this series of photographs conrms our expectations derived from simple reasoning and supported by
extensive radiation transfer model simulations
Figure C Photographs illustrating the state of the landscapes over Konza prairie on June
     The labelling permits colocating the photographs with respect to the corresponding
value of the parameter k
red
mapped in gure C The approximate orientation of the views
displayed are indicated below each photograph ie N S E and W stand for northward
southward eastward and westward directions respectively
The dependency of the estimated values for the parameter k with respect to the resolution of the
observing instrument can be examined on the basis of the AirMISR dataset Indeed in a rst approxi
mation the local BRF values available from surface level BRF dataset can be iteratively aggregated in
order to approximate BRF values that would have been measured by the same sensor but at dierent
spatial resolutions The upscaling process is achieved by calculating from the original resolution of 	
C	 MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES 
m the average values over windows of 	  	     	  	 pixels This procedure thus permits
relating the changes of the values of the parameter k against the sensor ground resolution The series of
panels in Figure C display the results of such an upscaling approach when applied to the parameter
k
red
 The progressive increase in the redish hue observed from the top left to bottom right panel conrms
our expectation on the scale dependency ie the lower the sensor resolution and the lesser its potential
to expose the heterogeneous features invoking the D organization of wellidentied surface cover types
The spatial dimensions involved in this exercise ie from  
 up to 

 meters are indicative of the
expected spatial scale and sensor resolution beyond which the angular signatures can hardly be used to
detect a signicantly heterogeneous situation even under favourable geophysical conditions
Table C Target descriptions from the series of photographs in Figure C
Target Description Land categoryy
from k values
A Bare soil clearing used by bellshape
cattle in a wooded area
B Clearing used for maize bellshape
cultivation in a wooded area
C Transitions between senescent cereals left bellshape for the maize
maize middle and full cover crop right eld only
D Natural meadow with shrubs bowlshape
E Dry riverbed with shrubs bellshape
F Two elds of permanent pasture bowlshape on both side
separated by a fence of the fence
G harvested and unharvested bellshape for the harvested
forage background part only
y Bowlshape bellshape is assigned to pixels exhibiting k values
belonging to the heterogeneity concealment exposure domain
C
 Miscellaneous issues
The concepts developed in this paper elicit further remarks on various related issues concerning both
fundamental aspects of radiation transfer problems and immediate applications to the characterization
of land surface properties especially in the case of medium resolution sensors The following issues arise
in those regions detected as heterogeneous in the sense dened above
 there is a discernable breakdown of the reciprocity principle due to the deviation from an homoge
neous turbid planeparallel system see Chandrasekhar 
 The application of models satisfying
this basic principle must therefore be conducted with care since for instance the use of these
models against data strings acquired under various illumination conditions is not strictly valid
However these models can be applied for the analysis of BRF elds sampled under a constant
illumination angle This conclusion is obviously not specic to the RPV model used here but it
holds for all models of this category
 the spatiotemporal variations of the parameter k are partly controlled by the direction of illumi
nation with respect to the target see Figure C Therefore the value of this parameter cannot
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be interpreted directly as if it were an intrinsic surface property eg the value of the parameter
k may vary as a function of the season However a single instantaneous multiangular set of mea
surements may be sucient to expose the heterogeneity of the region at the scale of investigation
and to select further appropriate processing schemes
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Figure C Maps of the parameter k
red
derived from an iterative aggregation the #surface
BRF$ data collected in the red band of the AirMISR instrument over Konza prairie on
July   Conventions are the same as in Figure C The simulated sensor resolution
indicated on top of each panel decreases from the top left to the lower right panel
C	 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 the acquisition of instantaneous BRF values by single angle view instruments as available frommost
of the medium resolution scanning sensors may fail in delivering accurate and reliable estimates of
surface albedo when the algorithm emulates multiangular sampling from a sequential accumulation
of BRF measurements over time Indeed during this time period of data accumulation the values
of the parameters entering the parametric models are not constant which is contrary to the basic
hypothesis supporting the approach
 the estimate of bihemispherical reectance which requires computing the integral of the directional
hemispherical reectance over all illumination angles Martonchik et al 	


 is not strictly valid
if based on reciprocal models and thus assumes that the parameter values entering the model are
not a function of the illumination angle see for instance Martonchik et al b and Lucht 
 the extrapolation at other Sun zenith angles of the directional hemispherical reectance value
estimated for one solar position may be unreliable following the argument given in the previous
item
 threedimensional models should be used for inversion purposes whenever state variables are being
retrieved from model inversions to the highest possible accuracy In other words onedimensional
radiation transfer models can be adopted in inversion procedures only over targets exhibiting a
bowlshaped anisotropy pattern possibly using an IPA scheme to approximate solutions to the
radiation transfer problem for mixed pixels Depending on the sensor resolution the choice of the
appropriate model dimension to be applied can however hardly be made prior to the analysis of
the data
The interpretation of multiangular data acquired by medium and high spatial resolution sensors per
mits identifying those regions where a number of data analysis issues must be addressed By contrast
approaches based on reciprocal models may be sucient to analyse data for those regions where het
erogeneity has not been detected In other words although all terrestrial surfaces present a degree of
heterogeneity over a range of spatial scales this fact does not imply a priori that the complexity of
these surfaces has to be explicitly represented since this complexity does not signicantly inuence the
measured signal
C Concluding remarks
This paper stresses a unique capability oered by multiangular information for surface cover monitoring
Our approach is based on a straigthforward analysis of the BRF eld sampled at red wavelengths as
available from data gathered by AirMISR and the MISRTerra instruments Our results strongly sup
port the potential to map a class of surface cover heterogeneity from space data at the subpixel scale
resolution by simply setting a critical limit value for the parameter k
red
estimated by the inversion of
the RPV model the occurrence of values larger than this limit indicates the very probable presence of
a structurally heterogeneous surface For typical vegetation systems measurements in the red spectral
region permit maximizing the required contrast between the scatteringabsorption properties over the
vegetation stands versus the underlying soil Given the resolution of the observing instrument it was
also shown that observation conditions made with low Sun zenith angles favor the detectability of such
heterogeneous vegetation In practice the processing involved to assess the value of the parameter k is
straightforward as the inversion of the RPV model can easily be made operational as discussed in the
accompanying paper
A series of applications conducted with AirMISR and MISR data see part 	 illustrate the po
tential benet of exploiting the parameter k in land cover classication since it reveals a dierent but
complementary organization of the landscapes than can be already derived from instantaneous spectral
information only The sensor spatial resolution was shown to be of critical importance for determining
the geophysical causes for the heterogeneity The decrease of the sensor spatial resolution renders the
interpretation more complex since it diminishes the relative weight of the information due to individual
land cover with respect to each other and with respect to the topographical features as well In other
words the typical dimensions involved in vegetation land cover type eg height size and interdistance
between trees imposes a choice of sensor resolutions such that the BRF anisotropic shape can be further
interpreted in terms of vegetation cover No unique resolution thus permits documenting the vegetation
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heterogeneity for all surface types but there is a range of resolutions that maximizes the probability of
identifying the presence of architecturally organized plant stands This issue stresses the need to establish
the necessary links between the parameter k and a limited but critical set of descriptors of vegetation
cover heterogeneity As a rst step the approach described in Widlowski et al 	

b is very promising
The exposure of subpixel scale surface heterogeneity from the analysis of an angular signature locates
regions for which at the scale of the investigation  the radiation transfer regime violates the reciprocity
principle and 	 inversion procedures applied to retrieve vegetation properties to the highest possible ac
curacy eg the leaf area index should be based on threedimensional radiation transfer models This
capability to detect signicantly heterogeneous surfaces is important in the studies of longterm evolution
of landscapes Indeed it has already been stressed that vegetation structure and its intrinsic dynamics
can have a profound eect on ecosystem productivity a key variable in understanding the vegetation
response to climate change Shugart 	


 On the side of applications it is noteworthy that this simple
approach involving only one spectral band and the estimate of the parameter k should permit monitoring
events such as the occurrence of snow on the ground as happens at the end of the Spring season in Boreal
coniferous forests Many other applications can be foreseen including those dealing with urban sprawl
and crop monitoring for instance
Our analysis only involves the inversion of the RPV model and the further interpretation of the values
of the parameter k The arguments given in this paper are based on results from a conceptual model
that were conrmed by extensive threedimensional radiation transfer simulations They provide the
rationale for using the parameter k as a new axis of information in addition to the classical spectrally
derived information This issue is further addressed in the accompanying paper part 	 which proposes
a computer ecient method optimized for the MISR instrument to derive jointly information about
the photosynthetic activity and the structure of the vegetation It also addresses the practical issue of
decontaminating the parameter k from atmospheric eects thereby allowing its fast estimation directly
from data collected by the MISR instrument
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Abstract Vegetation structure can have a signicant impact on the degree of anisotropy in the reected
radiation eld With the appropriate characterization of these eects the analysis of multiangular data such
as provided by the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer MISR instrument on board TERRA can yield
statistical information about the type of surface heterogeneity that exists at the subpixel scale
D Introduction
Retrieving information about the state of terrestrial vegetation canopies has typically been restricted
to the scale of individual pixels that is instantaneous multi spectral measurements are treated as if
the signal contributing surfaces were composed of a single uniformly distributed cover type To address
the issue of subpixel variability approaches like the independent pixel approximation IPA linearly
combine the spectral reectances of two or more homogeneous endmembers "eg Cahalan et al a
# However in order to account explicitly for the architecture of spatially heterogeneous vegetation
canopies threedimensional radiation transfer models need to be employed in the retrieval strategy "eg
Widlowski et al 	

a# This may deliver realistic canopy architecture representations of the potential
surface types but such approaches are generally computationallyintensive and have yet to provide a
means of characterizing the spatial structure of the retrieved vegetation types Pinty et al 	


d
recently showed that the analysis of multiangular reectance data in the red spectral domain may yield
information about the heterogeneity of the surface at the sensor subpixel scale This approach is exploited
by Gobron et al 	

b to retrieve information on vegetation activity and structure from the Multi
angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer MISR instrument Diner et al b on board EOSTERRA 
In the present work this radiatively derived surface heterogeneity indicator k will be related to actual

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vegetation canopy height elds as characterized by their rstorder structurefunction Mandelbrot 	
and singularity measure Hentschel and Procaccia  exponents Although the latter have been amply
used in the context of multifractal cloud and rain characterizations "eg Lovejoy and Schertzer 
#
this paper utilizes these statistical indicators solely as tools for pursuing new avenues in understanding
how vegetation structure aects the reectance anisotropy that can be measured by the latest generation
of multidirectional instruments like MISR
D Canopy height eld characterization
Other than topography and the leaf and soil optical properties the abundance dimensions and spatial
aggregations of dominant vegetation types within the footprint area of a spaceborne sensor are the pri
mary modulators of the angular anisotropy in the surfaceleaving reectance eld especially in the red
spectral domain Canopy height measurements may provide a convenient way to quantify the degree of
spatial heterogeneity within the eld of view of an observing instrument However several of the tech
niques to analyze such data transects like the autocorrelation and statistical moment analysis become
meaningless if the signal does not exhibit spatial stationarity that is invariance of statistical properties
under translation Davis et al b Others like Fourier spectrum slopes and semivariograms may
suer from what has been termed the ambiguity of data sets ie very dierent looking geophysical
signals may exhibit identical statistics Davis et al b have argued that the rst order structure
function exponent H

proves sucient to quantify the nonstationarity of any generic geophysical signal
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xji 	

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
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
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where  is the sampling interval of 
x along the segment "
 L# and h  i indicates ensemble averaging
over the scale r within the length of the data set L Bound in the range "
 # H

allows for an intuitive
geometric interpretation of the signal under study Low values relate to increased roughness more sta
tionarity in the data set whereas high values indicate the presence of smoothness more nonstationarity
However like the fractal dimension H

becomes an ambiguous descriptor of the variability in the
case of multiane signals In order to remove this indetermination Davis et al b proposed to
additionally characterize the role of intermittency in the observed signal This can be achieved using
dierent avors of )singularity analysis to dene a hierarchy of exponents from which the intermittency
descriptor C

can be derived Schertzer and Lovejoy  Like H

 C

is conned to the range "
 # At
C

 
 the data exhibit no intermittency but similar variability everywhere eg Gaussian processes
whereas C

  relates to highly singular occurrences of variability eg random Dirac delta functions
In the latter extremely intermittent case the occurrence of dominant signal variations may be charac
terized as being )sparse whereas in the former case it is )dense Analyzing H

and C

has proven useful
in a variety of geophysical situations "eg Marshak et al #
To gather the necessary canopy height data the model of Govaerts and Verstraete  was used
to generate various D vegetation canopy representations at the nominal ground resolution of the MISR
instrument The sampling interval of the subsequent height measurements   	 cm was chosen such
as to be greater than the characteristic scale of the leaves yet smaller than the typical dimension of the
tree crowns or the gaps in between them 
 transects of equal length 	
 
data points but with dierent
origins and orientations were sampled For each of these the H

 C

statistics were computed in the
small scale limit following the approach of Davis et al b The structure functions were tted on
a loglog plot from scale    to the rst detected scale break  	 orders of magnitude or in
its absence through all the data C

was computed from a normalized absolute gradient eld of step
size  Ultimately these H

 C

statistics were ensemble averaged to yield a directionally independent
estimate of the nonstationarity hH

i and intermittency hC

i of the vegetation height at the resolution of
the MISR pixel 	 m Tests have indicated that the actual values of these ensemble averaged statistics
vary from 

	 at high values to 

 at low values of vegetation coverage if dierent sets of transects
were selected
In the context of this paper radiatively homogeneous canopies refer to surface conditions where the
bidirectional reectance factor BRF elds produced by planeparallel radiative transfer RT models
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Figure D hH

ihC

i statistics for various canopies of dierent vegetation coverage The
left right panel refers to radiatively homogeneous heterogeneous vegetation canopies Typ
ical height transects of the low  ! medium 
 ! and high  ! vegetation covers as
well as a graphical representation of the intermediate cases are presented
together with the IPA are indiscernible from those generated by a full D RT models Thus in Figure
D the hH

i hC

i statistics for radiatively homogeneous left and heterogeneous right vegetation
canopies are shown Typical height transects of the low medium and high vegetation coverages as well
as a graphical representations of the intermediate case are presented For the documented simulations
intermittency naturally decreases with increasing vegetation cover Nonstationarity on the other hand
tends to be highest at low to medium vegetation coverages decreasing at very low coverages due to most
transects showing only a few jumps and also at very high coverages because here stationarity is assymp
totically approached ie heighttransects and whitenoise graphs start looking alike For radiatively
homogeneous vegetation canopies the nonstationarity and intermittency descriptors are remarkably lower
than for their heterogeneous counterparts These ndings suggest the ability of hH

i hC

i to characterize
dierent vegetation structures through their corresponding canopy height elds Figure D	 corroborates
this by documenting the diering intermittency and nonstationarity behaviors of such diverse biome
types as A low density deciduous forest of increasing coverage left to right B evergreen boreal forest
of increasing stand density top to bottom and C closed rainforest of equal leaf content and decreasing
canopy depth left to right for example Widlowski et al 	

a
D Combining canopy height eld and reectance anisotropy
descriptors
The angular anisotropy of a surface exiting radiation eld in the optical domain can be partly qualied
with the Minnaert function parameter k of the RPV model Pinty et al 	


d If sucient spectral
contrast exists between the darker canopy foliage and the underlying brighter ground cover dierent
types of vegetation structure yield dierent BRF elds Figure D shows typical examples of homoge
neous left and heterogeneous right vegetation canopy BRFs in the cross plane The reectance eld of
homogeneous canopies can either be generated using explicit D RT models or equivalently by combining
the radiances generated with D planeparallel RT models using the IPA approach These BRFs may
be characterized by a bowl	shape and k values less than  For heterogeneous canopies where the visible
relatively bright soil fraction decreases from nadir to oblique viewing angles the corresponding BRF
shapes may be bell	shape in which case the k value is greater than  The latter obviously depends on
the foliage orientation distribution and density the optical properties of both the leaves and the ground
as well as the illumination angle and the eld of view of the sensor
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Figure D hH

ihC

i statistics for a large variety of dierent vegetation canopies eg
A low density deciduous forest of increasing coverage left to right B boreal forest of
increasing stand density top to bottom C closed rainforest of decreasing canopy depth
left to right and equal leaf content
Simulating the reectance elds in the red band and at the nominal ground resolution of MISR
allows one to retrieve the radiative anisotropy quantier k for all of the vegetation types characterized
in Figure D	 The BRF modelling was performed with the Raytran model of Govaerts and Verstraete
 for a solar zenith angle of 


 uniform leaf angle distributions Lambertian scattering properties
of both soil and leaves and leaf reectance transmittance values of 

 

 and 
	 for the soil
albedo In Figure D the value of k was discriminated with colour against the corresponding hH

i hC

i
statistics Shown in red blue are all canopy types that generate bowlshaped bellshaped reectance
elds with k 
 
 k  
 Given the simulated conditions a remarkable pattern of organisation can
be observed only the presence of vertically elongated foliage clumps tree crowns of medium to high
densities can generate bell shaped BRF elds Sparse tree coverage and closed vegetation canopies on
the other hand will have a value of k that is generally less than  Thus based on spectral signatures
and the retrieved values of k Gobron et al 	

b it is envisaged that the vegetation structure at
the subpixel scale of the observing instrument may be deduced under appropriate sampling conditions
from a set of predened hH

i hC

i statistics corresponding to typical congurations of the most likely
biome types to be encountered within the region of study
D Conclusion
It has been shown that vegetation canopy structure may be characterized in the small scale limit by non
stationarity hH

i and intermittency hC

i exponents using an ensemble of canopy height transects of
dierent orientations and origins More importantly the reectance anisotropy quantier k obtained by
inversion of the parametric RPV model against multiangular terrestrial surface observations when used
in conjunction with the corresponding hH

i hC

i statistics allows to identify specic types of vegetation
that are characterized by mediumdense accumulations of vertically elongated foliage clumps Therefore
if sucient spectral contrast exists between the darker leaves and brighter ground cover in the red k
may be employed in conjunction with spectral information and under appropriate sampling conditions
to characterize the underlying vegetation structure at the scale of the MISR subpixel resolution
D	 CONCLUSION 
Bowl − shape
Bell−shape
k
 < 1.0k
  > 1.0
Figure D Typical BRF anisotropy in the red spectral domain for radiatively homogeneous
left and heterogeneous right vegetation canopies The BRFs of the heterogeneous surface
are generated using a D RT model and typied by a bellshape k   The BRFs of the
homogeneous surface covers are generated using a D RT model and a D IPA approach
and are generally bowlshaped k  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i statistics for a large variety of dierent vegetation canopies overlaid
by their corresponding reectance anisotropy quantier k Shown in red blue are all canopy
types that generate bowlshaped bellshaped reectance elds eg k   
 k   

 
 
